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Instead, Foster said Orenda/  
received enough indicatiOns~to : : 
convince it to consider:0ther ~ !. 
sites and to specifically look at i ~" • i+ 
sites near settled areas. ; ~/: , '  '" i 
Even before .Orenda: ~d 
was abandoning that first d ie i t : .  ! 
said contihued elays jeop~diz.i* 
ed the project because potential 
investors, fell away and coqsL 
were rising . . . .  :,i: 
Those same considerations 
still exist, said Foster last !Week 
while outlining Orenda's: new 
plans. " 
"We don't have any commit-; 
ted, funds. We're working o f f  
what's generated from existing 
operations," he said. 
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Workers protest .. 
hospital cuts 
to nurses, beds 
TERRACE- -P lans  to chop the hospital will probably leave if direness of the situation," he 
number of  nurses and beds at the number of beds are cut per- said. 
Mills Memorial Hospital will 
put patients' lives at risk, a 
group of  angry nurses and doc- 
tors told hospital administrators 
Friday, 
The hospital has closed nearly 
a third of its 89 beds, with four 
of 16 beds shutdown in the  
psychiatric ward, l() of 22 in 
pediatrics and 10 of 30 in 
medical/surgery. Seven nurses 
are to be laid off. 
manently. 
" I f  it remains at 65 beds 
there's absolutely no  way the 
present number of specialists at 
this hospital are going to remain 
here," he said. 
That, combined with the 
shortage of beds, will mean nor- 
thwest residents will have more 
trouble getting elective surgery 
at the hospital, he explained.: 
Nurses said unsafe situations 
happen all the time at the 
hospital and will likely get 
worse if the cuts go ahead 
because there aren't enough 
nurses on staff. 
Labour room nurse Vivian 
Nets said she has been called to 
the emergency or intensive care 
units to cover nursing shortages 
at crucial periods. 
Nets - -  whose specialty is in 
The closures houldn't affect "l '.went home last delivering babies " said she 
operl~tions in "l~d|htrics and . . . . . . . . . .  , '  , . .  recently was covering in the full 
..ps~ltidtty,-~!-:+-hospital O!g~.[ an(!., I+<+~.+l~OK~rr~nl.$, .......  in~tensive.care unit and wasforc- ad-  
ministrator Michael Leislnger morning eved Oy is edto  make decisibmldb0et 
said the'+medi~sur~-ery bed " still alive - -  I don't know. which patients would be closely 
clo[ures~are s d6us:and will be The staffing here is so monitored. 
fe!t in ~eptember. That ward 
rUns at an occupancy rate of skeletal,, we're waiting 
about 80 per cent, he said. 
The cuts ar~ being made to 
avoid a more ~ than $170,000 
budget deficit; which would 
.have been the hospital's econd 
in  a row.  
But Dr. James Dunfield - -  a 
Mills Memorial surgeon who 
spoke at a meeiing on Friday - -  
says the move could result in ,a  
total collapse in surgical services 
at this hospital." 
He warned some of the 
specialists and surgeons who 
have recently come:: to the 
for  an acc ident  to hap-  
pen . "  
"The waiting lists rare just go- 
ing to get huge - -  they're going 
to be as bad as down south," 
Dunfield said. "There are going 
to be people with breast cancer 
waiting six weeks for an opera- 
tion whereas now they can get 
their operation in a week .or 
less." 
"It's up to the residents of 
Terrace to understand the 
City eyes future 
TERRACE ;-- What gets built 
where in the-city in ithe years 
ahead will be the f~us of a 
document to be p~ before 
council early next month. 
Planner Marvin Kamenz con- 
firmed last week his depart- 
ment's land :use options report 
will go before a committee of  
the whole meeting scheduled for 
dustrial, commercial or residen- 
tial. 
Residential areas will further 
be broken down into low, 
medium and high density 
(apartment blocks would fall in- 
to that last category). 
While the plan will, also tackle 
the question of establishing but'- 
Aug. 6. . fur zones between commercial 
That report, he explailled, and residential reas, he pointed 
would provide.the basis for the out the requirements of such 
new, and long..awaited , Official~ buffers might vary from one 
Community Plan (OCP) fo r  par t  of town to another. 
Terrace. ::: Once the OCP has been 
It will also be the subject of a • adopted, Kamenz said the final 
public meeting, the. date .o f  step will be to rezone areas, 
which has not yetbeen set. ' where necessary, to conform to 
The OCP would, lay out the ~the plan. However, that need 
direction the ci'ty, Wants to take not  take place immediately but 
in terms of dealing with future could wait until specific rezon- 
growth by setting target uses for : in; application compatible with 
specific areas of the city - -  in- the plan was made. 
"1 had to decide at that time 
.who was least likely to die," she 
said. " I f  I have a heart attack, I
should know if there's a labour 
room nurse in the ICU (inten- 
sive care unit)," 
Several nurses told Leisinger 
the administration's lack of 
communication and the stress 
level at the facility has caused 
serious morale problems. 
"You don't have to go home 
and wonder if somebody is go- 
ing to be alive or not the next 
morning because of  something 
you did," said nurse Diane Har- 
ris. 
She said she finished a shift 
last week and left just a single 
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City wants Orenda site 
within its boundaries 
Danny Sheridan 
TERRACE - -  The city wants to 
collect taxes from Orenda 
Forest Products' pianned pulp 
and paper mill by including the 
operation in its boundaries. 
A letter asking the provincia[ 
government for approval went 
out July 3, the day Orenda 
publicly announced it wanted to 
build the mill 8km south of 
Lake lse  Lake ,  c ity ad-  
ministrator' Bob Hallsor said 
last week. 
That area now falls within the 
jurisdiction of ~he Kitimat- 
Stikine regional di~;trict. 
News of the city's plan came 
from Terrace mayor Jack 
Talstra during a meeting Oren- 
da had with Kitimat and Ter- 
race municipal councils at 
Mount Layton Hotsprings last 
Tuesday, the day before the 
public announcement. 
The city could include Oren- 
da by either unning a boundary 
line down Hwy37 and envelop- 
ing the site in what is known as 
the umbilical cord method or by 
encircling the location by what's 
called the satellite method. 
Talstra is on vacation and is 
unavailable for comment, but 
alderman Danny Sheridan said 
the proposal makes sense given 
the services the city might have 
to provide should the mill go 
Pulp process different 
from other mill types 
TERRACE - -  Well, no. It's not 
actually a pulp mill - -  at least 
not like the ones commonly seen 
in B.C. 
What Orenda Forest Pro- 
ducts wants to build is a chemi- 
p ressur i zed  groundwood 
(CPGW) mill. 
Unlike traditional pulp mills 
which use chemicals and a cook- 
ing process to dissolve wood, 
Orenda's planned CPGW mill 
will grind wood between large 
ceramic-coated rollers. 
The result, says Orenda, is no 
liquid effluent discharge. It will 
use hydrogen peroxide instead 
of chlorine used in other mills as 
t]ae brightening agent to make 
magazine-quality paper. 
Clay will be used as a coating 
in the paper making portion of 
the mill. 
The no.effluent discharge 
design extends to what Orenda 
terms a closed loop system. 
Waste water will be ~boiled, 
turned into steam and recycled. 
But there will be air emissions 
from a wood waste-fired boiler 
tha/'ll bemused 'to'futnthe Waste 
water in'f~'s~te~ff~TThe'waste Will 
be'='fiiFx~d"'~ifli "Ihe"~lu'dgff left 
from the steam-to-water recycl- 
ing method. 
Consultants for Orenda who 
prepared air emission studies 
for the Meziadin location first 
selected by the company say 
there won't be a significant 
odour from stack emissions 
because sulphur isn't used as is 
the case in traditional pulp 
mills• 
Those same consultants aid 
studies indicated there are 
methods available to ensure that 
what comes out of the stacks 
should fall within accepted 
guidelines. 
These studies were criticized 
by the Nisga'a Tribal Council 
which claims the area around 
Meziadin. 
It said Orenda did not pro- 
vide clear figures on the 
volumes or concentrations of 
sulfur dioxide and nitrogen ox- 
ide and other chemicals that 
would be discharged into the 
air. 
The Nisga'a added they were 
worried about the potential for 
acid rain. 
The process Orenda wants to 
use Was developed in Finland by 
a company' called Tampella.- ...... 
...... An addedbenefit to grinding 
and not cooking is a vastly in-. 
creased recovery rate - -  tagged 
at 96 per cent - -  compared to 
Company chooses 
port at Rupert 
TERRACE - -  Orenda Forest 
Products is talking with the 
Port of Prince Rupert about us- 
ing the iatter's facilities to ship 
its paper. 
Orenda wants to send ap- 
proximately half of it by sea to 
Cal i forn ia ,  increasing the 
amount to 100 per cent of its 
production after several years. 
Although the provincial 
government wants to build port 
facilities at Kitimat, company 
vice president Frank Foster said 
Orenda is making plans on what 
is available right now. 
"You can't build a mill on a 
phantom port," said Foster. 
"At this point we're dealing 
the 50 per cent for traditional 
mills. 
"For every tonne of fibre 
coming out of the bush and into 
the front of the mill, there'll be 
one tonne of paper coming out 
of the back," says Orenda vice 
president Frank Foster. 
Orenda's figures show that its 
173,000 tonne a year operation 
will consume 183,000 tonnes of 
fibre. 
The mill .is also designed to 
use smaller diameter wood com- 
pared to other operations. That 
means using tree tops and wood. 
now left on the ground. 
At the same time, the length 
of pulpwood Orenda will grind 
will be shorter than those pro- 
cessed in other mills. 
The benefit here, Orenda 
says, is being able to cut off  
sawlog portions for processing 
into timber. 
Fibres produced by grinding 
will be shorter in length so 
Orenda will blend them with 
longer fibre bought from tradi- 
tional mills to give its paper 
strength. 
Although the planned mill 
location is a signficant distance 
from where Orenda has its. 
wood, Foster 'said the C6mpany 
may trade with other companies 
if there are benefits to all par- 
ties. 
One possibility is using 
smaller wood Skeena Cellulose 
now has in the interior in return 
for it using larger wood Orenda 
has under licence that isn't 
suitable for the kind of mill it 
wants to build. 
And even if those plans don't 
ahead. ":'" ": ' "  . . . . .  
| ,  | • . .  o ' , '  . 
We d be foohsk ff-.:we .did 
not because,~thei~e;: *;re .many  
things we:need in ~.terms o f in ,  
frastructure. I f the .provincial 
government does not agree with 
the boundary request, we'll be 
asking for some kind of new 
revenue sharing arrangement 
(from the mill)," said Sheridan. 
A municipal affairs ministry 
official last week said that 
boundary extension applica- 
tions are judged on their in- 
dividual merits. 
Orenda vice president Frank 
Fos[~r said that while Talstra's~ 
statements of lastTuesday were 
the first he knew the c i ty  was 
going to make an:extension ap-  
plication, the idea ~vas r~ot new. 
"We pretty much exPected 
that  one of the communities 
would make a 
porate us  in 
he said. 
~2 
. 
• Foster added t
talked with members 
council before its announce- 
ment was made to ask for infor- 
mation and to  tell them they 
were looking in the area. 
He said Orenda acceptance of
a plan to incorporate its side in- 
to city boundaries would de- 
pend on what services the corn- 
patty •would receive in return. 
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Skeena Mall, Ter race- -  635-5111 
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Putus to the Test . 
TWO WEEKS FREE 
( 
We are so confident in our ability to help 
you successfully lose weight that we are 
giving you the rare opportunity to try us 
~free, of se.rvice:co~st,for ~O.,Weeks..:~, 
join the over ONE MILLION clients who 
are helpedby US each year and experience 
• ' the results of over 20 years 
of personalized weight loss 
services. 
You have nothing to lose 
but your weight. 
with what's out there to be come about, Foster said Orenda ~ A  Ri01ff WAY I0  LOS[ WB01fl'. 
utilized and what's available to can haul its wood from the . s~e~, t~t0~,~ 
us and there are public facilities Stewart area and still make a 00e=~U~,--af0od~,U,~,~ d~m rely. Cmn0t ~mr.l~ned w~h od~ 
in Prince Rupert," he said. profit. ,~m~v~d-, ~ c ~  
Foster added that Orenda "At our utilization profile, . = ,~umu~eut~ 
would assess Kitimat facilities trucking wood from there to  .=- ~...,aaVv~[,/~7 
when they are in place, this location is just about the 4644 LAZELLE AVE: TERRACE 
Prince Rupert spokesman Joe same as trucking paper. It's 
638 1 800 Stranan said it would have no almost an exact match. We'd be m 
trouble handling Orenda's trading an dollar for a dollar," 
cargo, said Foster. 
my 
on- -  
"We've got the facility the  
need and we're working 
planning whatever infrastruc- 
ture they need," Stranan added. 
from A1 
Mill timing 
"We have interested parties 
and they continue to express an 
interest but how long they will 
remain is questionable if there 
~re further delays," Foster add- 
ed. 
One of the companies that 
did back out was Tampella, the 
Finnish ~firm from which Oren- 
da Will blJy pulp and paper mak- 
ing technology, he said. 
The new location fits what 
Orenda needs in terms o f  elec- 
trical power, natural gas and 
transportation and should fit 
what the provincial government 
wants because it is close to settl- 
ed areas, said Foster. 
He expects Orenda to submit 
its plans again to :the province 
on July 19. The company will 
then have to hold public 
meetings. ~ 
One mill aspect he province 
will evaluate is what types of air 
emissions will come from the 
mill and what effect they will 
have on the surrounding area. 
Foster said the company is 
confident enough of the project 
that it wants what's called ap- 
proval in principle under MPRP 
guidelines. 
That gives a Company permis- 
sion to go ahead pending it 
receiving necessary environmen. 
tai and other permits and 
licences. 
Foster said the company does 
not want to go through more 
detailed studies, which could in- 
volve public hearings, as they 
will lengthen the time in which 
Orenda has to wait until it hears 
if the project is approved. 
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in fine 
TERRACE - -  A local man who 
puhched a referee during the 
Northern B.C. Winter Games 
here received ahefty fineand an 
order to give the official a writ- 
ten-apology. 
Daniel Dollemore was fined 
$1,500 and placed on probation 
for two years at his sentencing 
in court here May 24. 
The 40-year.old New Remo 
man had earlier pleaded guilty 
to the assault of James Mac- 
Bean, a Terrace Minor Hockey 
referee. 
Provincial court Judge Paul 
R. Lawrence also ordered 
Dollemore to write a~letter of 
apology to the referee, "In ad- 
dition to that, I am requiring 
that the letter in its approved 
form be published at the hockey 
arena, where the assault ook 
place," Lawrence ordered. 
A pre-sentence report on 
Dollemore indicated he-had+no 
prior history of violence, but 
was prone to "angry v~)tl~hlout- 
bursts, usually~directed at 
hockey officials." 
Going up 
Retired Christian RV'ers. 
That's the slogan of the 
Mobile Missionary Assistance 
Program (MMAP), in town to 
construct a new Anglican 
church. 
Five retired couples from the 
USA will live in trailers behind 
the existing St. Matthew's 
Anglican Church for three mon- 
ths while they complete the pro- 
ject. 
Pat Warrington, 76, of 
California is the co-ordinator f 
this project. He and his wife 
Doris joined MMAP four years 
ago. 
"Someone handed us this 
(pamphlet) and said I think you 
might be interested," Doris 
said. "We read it and said, well, 
we'll try it." 
Twenty-one projects later 
they are hooked. 
"Our life (after retirement), 
there wasn't any meaning to it 
really, because we were just 
travelling," she says. 
Now the Warringtons and the 
350 other MMAP couples are 
still travelling -- they've work- 
ed from Georgia to Terrace and 
California. 
uut<,~ ~r~u ~P,I Warrington, from California, are one of the five retired couples in town to build the 
new St. Matthew's Anglican Church. They are part of the Mobile Missionary Assistance Program, an 
inter-denominational organization. Its members travel all over North America helping with Christian 
building'p+rojects. ;The coUpleswill be herel until, the~lL~.' :~ '. ~,~, ~,:,,. . .. + . . . . .  ~. 
. . . . . .  , i ~ ,./ . . . . .  
friends : that 
TERRACE - -  Work should 
begin this fall on Stewart's new 
hospital to replace the one 
damaged ina propane xplosion 
earlier this year. 
Mayor Darlene Cornell said 
an architect has been hired and 
has met with hospital workers 
to ask for their ideas. 
Th'epublic Will have a chance 
to voice their Views as well, she 
added. 
Corneil said the tentative 
timetable called for the founda- 
tions to be laid this fall so con- 
struction could begin as soon as 
weather permits next spring. 
The hospital has taken over 
vacant units of an apartment 
building in the mean time. 
"It 's going to be a real health 
care facility," Cornell said of 
the six-bed hospital. , 
. + Estimated cost for the project + 
is, re,excess.of $3.5 million, . . . . .  
THURSDAY FRIDAY 
JULY 11 J JULY 12 
and started and bu i l t - .+  the 
church. And that was the start 
of the organization." + ++" *~: : 
It consists of retired Christian 
couples of any denomination, ' 
and work is volunteer. 
Church congregations supply 
building materials and parking 
space for the workers' trailers; 
workers bring their own tools 
and take care of their own ex- 
penses. 
They work seven hours a day, 
four days a week, three weeks a 
month. The Warr ingtons 
believe the work keeps them 
younger, than most people their 
age. 
They'll have been on the road 
seven months by the time they 
head for home the end of the 
year. 
Two of those months were 
spent in southern California, 
one in Tacoma nd one in Lure- 
by, near Vernon before arriving 
in Terrace last week. 
"Each (place) has its own 
charm," says Doris. "For in- 
stance, the people at Lumby 
were so friendly - -  we hadn't 
really known many Canadians 
before that." .. 
PEPSI 
DIET 7- 
7 UP DIET PEPSI 
*~ ,+ , ~ ~  '+ " , ,~ lv  6/355 mL Tins 
FRESH +` . BULK 
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Regular ~r ~,: ii 
R ~ q u e  : :  
2.18kg  . . . .  
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. Tuesday II am. II INn 
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Thursday II Im• I 
• Fdday Ilam.II pm 
Saturday II am. I I~ 
Sunday 10 am • I I~ 
A 
"Then at a campground 
where we work ii will be exciting 
because there will be  a lot of 
kids there, and then another 
place will be exciting because 
there's a lot of need." 
The couples - -  from Mon- 
tana, Idaho, California and 
MMAP, now an international 
organization, was created 12 
years ago by one man and some 
helpful friends• 
"It started up in a little tiny 
town (Hornbrook) in Califor- 
nia," Pat says. " I  don't think 
they have 300 people in it." 
"They saw this little church Washington State began ~i m 
that needed some work on i t . "  work this week at the site on . ,. 
Doris continues, "and decided Lakelse Ave. ;:+i 
~,ij 
Students need jobs 
TERRACE - -  The Canada to chopping wood. 
Employment  Centre for Part of the casual jobs pro- 
Students is concentrating on motion lasting until July 19 in- 
finding casual jobs for students, volves a softball game against 
Centre workers Harpa l  CFTK. It takes place at 
Manhas and Nicki Karlash want Clarence Michiel school, begin- 
to top last year's figure of 56 ning7:15 p.m. July 11. 
casual jobs. People hiring students for 
These jobs can range from casual jobs have the opportuni- 
cherry~ picking tO lawn m0,w'mg ty:t b win gift certificates'. . . . .  ~" 
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Tricky situatio, n 
conflict of interest. 
Since Mr. Talstra acts as the solicitor 
for Mr. Takhar, he knew of the property 
dealings and of any subsequent real or 
potential conflict. Mr. Talstra has cited 
solicitor-client confidentiality in com- 
menting on the situation. 
Mr. Talstra did the right thing when 
the May rezoning vote was held. He 
removed himself from the deliberations 
and vote on that proposal because his 
personal residence touches the land in 
question. 
But it's another matter altogether 
when private business blends in with the 
public's business. 
A mayor is the chief elected official of  
a city. The position brings with it an 
obligation to divide pubiic from private, 
particularly when a mayor has a business 
relationship with one of the council 
members. 
A new code of  ethics that is properly 
equipped with provisions to give 
guidance and direction and with a 
mechanism to make decisions should be 
a priority of  this council. 
A good start might be to enshrine the 
resulting code in a by-law. That way 
council might have to take its public rela- 
tions image seriously. 
You bet 
One of  the crucial aspects of  being a 
politician is how, when or if private 
business should mix with public 
business. 
In an ideal world, there should be no 
joining of  the two. A person elected to 
office serves the peop le - -  not his or her 
own interests. In reality and especially in 
municipal politics, this tenet blurs all too 
easily. 
This is the case with alderman Mo 
Takhar given his ownership of a com- 
pany which bought an apartment block 
last year. In January and in May, Mr. 
Takhar voted on two rezoning proposals 
that would have allowed two more apart- 
ment blocks to be built. Both of those 
were defeated on tie votes. 
Consider the role of  mayor Jack 
Talstra in this matter. Mr. Talstra has 
demonstrated himself to be an able 
mayor in his public life. In his private 
life, he has equally proven himself to be 
an able lawyer. 
Mr. Talstra acts as the solicitor for 
Mr. Takhar's company. His law firm did 
all the legal work connected with the 
purchase by that company of the apart- 
ment block. 
Council does have a code of ethics 
which - -  despite it being murky and ill- 
defined and all but ignored - -  indicates 
an alderman should report in writing in 
" m't 0~en:c'6iind[ meeting any dealing of 
land other than that concerning an alder- 
man's personal residence. 
This Mr. Takhar did not do although 
he does say he did inform council 
members of the purchase. There's 
another clause in the code which in- 
dicates council members should report 
real or potential conflicts of interest of 
other council members. 
In this regard, Mr. Takhar says he in- 
formed council members prior to each of 
the rezoning votes and was told he was 
not in a conflict of interest or a potential 
So, the city has decided not to push 
the issue of illegal suites. It's one of  the 
few signs out of city council that it 
recognizes there is an intolerably low 
vacancy rate here. 
It's equally as interesting because it is 
a policy established tO ignore another 
policy. In the absence of any other kind 
of direction, even this is refreshing. 
Timely toilet tips 
Through 
Dlfoool= I 
could be turned into a sandpile, 
our own Blackstrap Mountain. 
All it takes is fortification of 
roof and walls to withstand the 
weight of an Oka army tank or 
a 4x4 bulging with after-market 
add-ons. 
Gradually sloping the dirt, 
would make that side perfect 
for winter toboganning. A slide 
could be set up on one steep 
bank, a skateboarding ramp on 
another. Kids with their Tonka 
trucks and shovels could dig to 
their heart's content anywhere 
on the mound, far more visible 
-- and safer - -  ~an youngsters 
squatting in the sandbox. 
Another of council's worries 
ts the risk of drunken loiterers 
molesting ~ toddlers. By 
eliminating corners much 'of 
that risk would be ruled out. +` . 
Populating the park should ~ure 
the remainder, 
decision. 
Benches set about the park 
might coax a broader mix of 
patrons, from babysitters, 
young mothers and teenagers to
oldtimers. Their presence would 
lend security to everyone lse. 
And security for all ages is para- 
mount, especially since rapid 
transit makes it possible for Vic- 
toria's fugitive to be our town's 
criminal a day later. 
The hefty construction cost 
means the washrooms rmust be 
used to the maximum ,if tax- 
payers are to get~their.m'oney's 
worth. Has City hall.got the 
budget for toilet tissue? 
Council wenf.only hifif way .  
opting to build, They 'should 
have buried iL 
Now that Terrace city council 
has voted to invest $42,280 for 
public washrooms in George 
Little Memorial Park, every 
vandal in the northwest must be 
grinning at the prospect of a 
new target --  an unsupervised 
building equipped with plenty 
of light and plumbing fixtures 
vulnerable to wanton destruc- 
tion. 
Urban planners know there's 
safety in numbers. To get the 
numbers, they've learned to 
design buildings and parks 
without dark or solitary nooks 
that foster crime. 
Safe looking parks beckon to 
law-abiding citizens. As more 
appreciative people use a park, 
there are fewer moments when 
it is deserted, a haven for un- 
savoury individuals. 
If the dreams of Terrace's 
vandals~.are to be dashed, in- 
stead of a rectangular building 
with square corners that can be 
chipped with a tire iron, hidden 
behind, or peed on by drunks 
and other animals ,  the 
washroom should be circular, 
like a CNR roundhouse. 
During council's delibera- 
tions on the washroom issue, 
aldermen lamented the 16as of 
green play space. But suppose 
the ground-level space that will 
be given up to the building is 
replaced by and equal.area, only 
Populating the park should 
happen if the area. looked less 
like a real estate listing 
manicured for prospective 
at a higher altitude? buyers. I'm sure council could 
Consider. I f  the brick and would do more to make it 
building, once: constructed, is an,  appealing neighbouhood 
smothered in dirt like a sundae ~ oasts if the actions of vandals 
covered with chocolate sauee;ii L / and thieves didn't govern every 
. . . .  I II I 
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Some good news 
does happen, too 
~ ~ P I : ~ b Y  Huber t  8oyor Y~I .  : ~
been busy giving politics a bad I ~ ~ P : : , . I [ ~  
name, the people behind the 
. . . .  
scenes, the people who work 
for government ministries, 
• ~ig~ncie~Y~i:d~Cr~wn corpora- 
tions, have done some pretty 
remarkable things. 
One case m point is the 
British Columbia Trade 
Development Corporation, 
created in 1989 to "encourage 
and facilitate" the export of 
provincial goods" and services. 
During the first 22 months 
since its inception, the cor- 
poration has assisted more 
than 2,500 B.C. companies in
one way or another and has 
established a database of 5,000 
firms of active or potential ex- 
porters. 
During the 1990 - 91 fiscal 
year, the corporation organiz- 
ed and participated in more 
than 300 trade events, provid- 
ed loan guaranties to 22 com- 
panies, and dealt with more 
than 200,000 visitors at the - 
Business Information Centre in 
Vancouver. 
The B.C. Trade Develop- 
ment Corporation is the only 
Crown corporation of its kind 
in Canada, and judging from 
the results it achieved, the cost 
of running it is well worth it. 
Lorne Seitz, president and 
chief executive officer, says 
• that as a result of the corpora- 
tion's involvement, B.C. ex- 
ports jumped by an estimated 
$318 million, with 80 per cent 
of those sales occurring during 
1990- 91. 
The corporation's services 
aren't available to large com- 
panies only, Seitz says-"we 
make our services available to 
companies of all sizes, but 
direct our efforts to Small and 
medium-sized businesses which 
if not already exporting are 
export-ready., 
One of the corporation's 
major target areas i s the high 
british Columbia. More than 
60 per cent of the provincds 
high-tecli productibn* i~' f61" ex- 
port. 
The corporation's high 
technology branch concentrates 
its efforts on four key areas -- 
the aerospace industry, the 
computer software and hard- 
ware industry, the sub-sea in- 
dustry and the electronics in- 
dustry. 
Other branches within the 
Trade Deveopment Corpora- 
tion include the Agriculture, 
Fisheries and Food Branch, 
which promotes B.C. products 
in countries uch as Japan, 
Korea, Tai~van, Singapore, 
Malaysia, New Zealandand • 
Australia; the Natural 
Resources Branch, which 
focuses mainly on:agricultural 
products; the General 
Manufacturing and Consumer 
Products Branch, a catch-basin 
for all sorts of products; the 
Service Industries Branch and 
the Special Projects Branch. 
The latter's main role is to 
help B.C. companies take ad- 
vantage of federal government 
and international procurement 
opportunities. This branch also 
identifies and researches x- 
port opportunities f~  B.C. 
compafiies provided'by inter- 
national financial institutions 
such as the World Bank and 
the Asir/Development Bank: 
The B.C Film commission, 
which comes under *.he 
auspices of the corporation, is
another success tory. In 1990 
- 91, the commission recorded 
an estimated $190 million 
w0~th of,revenues from film: 
and tele~/isi0n(i~i:odui:tib.n.in: 
British Columbia. 'An' addi- 
tional $40 million was  
generatedSrom nonith~atrical 
prb"dtidion[ such ~ teievision 
commercials, 
British Columbia by the film 
industry, an addi!!0nal $3 to 
$4 are generated f~0~r~la~l~ ~. 
services such as ca;ering an~ 
lodging. According to. that :for~ 
mula, Hollywood Northat- 
tracted between $800 and.g900 
million during the 1990 - 91 
fiscal year. 
The Service Industries 
Branch has a client base o f .  
more than 500 professional 
and technical companies with 
expertise related to en- 
vironmental, engineering, 
training, health care and ar- 
chitectural design. 
This branch has.also en- 
couraged companies to form 
consortia that are able to pool 
their resources and tackle 
larger projects. The Asia 
Marketing Group; a joint ven- 
ture between consulting 
engineers and the corporation, 
has been one of the most suc- 
cessful consortia established 
under the guidance of the, 
Trade Development Corpora- 
tion. ~, 
Last year, theASia " 
Marketing Group managed to 
secure three contracts Valued at 
$3.5 million for its 22member 
firms. An additional 25 ....  
technical assistance w0jeets,'~  
valued at more than $18 
million and loan projects '~ 
valued at more than $60 ...... 
million are being pursued. 
Howard Dirks,'minist~r of'~' 
development, trndei~nd. ' " 
tourism and chairman of the 
Trade Development Corpora- 
tion, says the corporation-. 
wants to be seen by its clients ' 
as.part of their marketing. :' 
team. ' ~;., ::i :i~,, { ;, ~ 
By all accounts, the B.C. 
Trade Develol~ment Corpora- 
tion is a success tory, ;and 
there are fiiore. That they go : 
largely unnoticed is a pity and 
technology sector, one of the The corporation estimates due argely to our tumultuous : 
fastest-growing indusiries in that for every dbllef~l~nt in r Ics; ~ : 
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forest service planner Glenn Smith added, 
pointing out the companies' management 
• working plans, when completed, were sub. 
'~CE ':'/P~'tting together 
a timber supply analysis mid 
managementplan for forest~ in 
the  southern .portion of the 
galum distdct h not'new.. 
However, the way it's being 
done this, time is, says forest 
diitf ict man~er Brian Downie. 
One of.thebiggest differences 
is the Forest Service won't just 
be !0eking at trees. When it last 
went through ~this process in 
1981 ,Downie said the focus was 
e~clusively on timber values.  
/ :W+hile timber's still impor- 
~tmit;;~',We're star[liar by look' 
in8 at+non;forest values.',he ex-, 
plalned. "We.basically know 
what thi~ timber values are but 
we want to know about the 
others." " ' : . . . . . .  
For that reason, the fish and 
wildlife ~ branches of the En- 
vironment ministry and the 
federal Fisheries department 
were being involved from the 
start. It was also why the Forest 
Service was putting a heavy em- 
phasis on public participation i
drawing up the plan. 
Describing the amount Of 
public input in 1981 as "inade- 
quate by today's standards," 
Downie said the Forest Service 
was attempting to make sure 
that didn't happen this time. 
Where before people had 
sinTply: been invited, through, 
advertisements, o contact the 
district office if they had 
anything to say, now the 
ministry was actively seeking 
the public's view by contacting 
all groups which might have an 
ProVl~ol Forest 
Tree Farm UCence 
" ' Eco/oql~/Reserve 
interest in what happened in+the P~/~,~/.~.~ Areo ~\"~N. \ \ " ,~ , - U' " + 
. ;. • r ~ : " '+  t ; ? '+ ,+, . '~ ' t~"+"+ t .  
sout +xalum., + , .  +.+ -,.: +, ,+++.+.o,+,+, ,,++,.,,+,,, +,,,o+,++ ,, 
GiVen':, !the" Forest + Service THE KALUM SOUTH section"be'the for+~t+clistilct str+t~pie~+Ooi~, the
wanted, to identify,, any special Nags in the north to south,of Kitimat and from just'west'+of the Ex- 
timberareas wherecouldValuesbe otherconsideredthen chamsiks almost to Cedarva le  in'the east. However, the:proposed 
more important, "We expect resource management planWill deal only with those areas marked 
the public will be able to give us in grey on the above map: The gaps represent tree farm licences 
a lot of that information," he where the licencees --  Skeena Cellulose (TFL 1) and Skeena 
said. , Sawmills (TFL 41)-- are responsible for drawing up their own 
Having that kind of informa, management plans. " 
tion would allow the Forest Set- which would help resolve them. the working forest, 
vice to pinpoint areas where the Therefore, Downie said, this The Forest Service's ex- 
emphasis hould be on wildlife, was not: so much a forest perience with the Thunderbird 
f'mh, scenery or timber. I twas  management as a land use plan, project had also shown the 
also important if the South  similar• to that put together for "keen public interest" in 
Kalum plan was to achieve a the Thunderbird area around i~orestry issues. 
b~ance between environmental, Lakelse. The level of that interest had 
economic and social concerns In that case, he noted, land been underscored ven this early 
Giv~ were a number of areas use issues had been dealt with in the South Kalum process 
which had the potential for con. first and now the advisory corn- through the phone, calls ~ and 
flicti: .~tween. com.~tlng in- mlttee and the Forest Service submissions the distri office 
.terestsj~ uowme s~uu I t -was  wer " • . . ct 
• ,.,,~.~.~,..,,12,~.._:.=  ' . ' : , e lookm 8 at forestry prac- had already received from 
• ,~:~!~o.  mtve a ~strategy tices !n the areas identifi~las members of thepubiiC. " Br ian Downie  
r   ir:plans wi l l  be +examined '+ :+ • : ' " 
Industry role 
TERItACE - -  Leaving the two tree farm , doubtless hear about any concerns about issues. 
licences out of its South Kalum planning ::areas within the TFLs during the courseof "Oar concern is the 
proce&~ doesn't mean those lands will be ,~its South galum review, he said those are consistent on both 
treated differently from the rest of  the . would be paas~i on to the c0mpa~ies. • 
district. The forest serviee would aim expect he 
Forest district manqer Bi'ian Downie " companies final plan to address any of 
pointed 'out the companies involved those concerns " I  expect th+ " ene~e~ will • - -  . . . . .  . . .  . . . .  e hc . . . . . . . . . . .  mired first to the local office. 
Skeena Cellulose (TFL 1) and Skeena come up vnth answers tobio-diversity and:. He also noted representatives of both 
Sawmills (TFL 41) - -  were putting tug,  her: habitat protection;" Downie said. Skeena Cellulose and: Skeena Sawmills 
new management plans for those areas and '.' As with the district's own plan, the corn- would be involved in the South Kalum pro~ 
doinli it through much the ~une process, ponies' proposals had to be approved by cuss and wouldtherefore know what objec- 
• the province's chief orester who would ex- tires the forest service was sehing on its 
Amicipating the forest service would pact them to have dealt, with. the same lands. 
HOW the plann,ng,+::proCess will work 
I~g]IUUkCI~-- The forest ser- vironment ministry represen- group of those options to be 
vice bqlan preparatory work tative meet with each roger : subjected to~more detailed on the South Kalum plan/in, thaw views on the foresis ~d analysis. ) ~, ~ 
January this year and it will forest: management. That  : : .  itechnical information 
be late next year before the will likely take until this fall on f0rests,"recreation a d 
process reache~ its - conclu.~, to complete; ' fish and wildlife resources i
,glen, :.~, • the results of those plugged in at this point here 
: So ' far .  90  organizations - meetings area ,sifted b~t a 
- - and:,i/~.~!th, ! experts from 
have been mntacted and sup. planning team --  three forest :~ vaflou~, agencies examining 
plied with a package outlin, service, one environment and ,  each option to assess its ef- 
~he P : . . .~  proce~ and one federal flsheii~ inember ,,. ,,. facts in thO- o,~,, 
- -  to produce adraft docu. sibllity~  ' of respon- 
igroups cover r ment outlining~/various 01~. ~::i~.;~ ~,i~i~ s results of the 
~6~enta l ,  tourtlm, t~h tions both'~otl/i:br~d Scale u,. ~. ~:~;;~;~:= :,_,_, ~+ .. detailed 
• . - . _ _Y,,. . . . ? . . : ; / : , , "+ ,+ "..~,,7~ are orongm back to Ild/L~ttldUfe and recreationai ann tot  any :are~•:~ot: ~,~/~;i!~:itnother "nnhl;~ *m~tinn 
itereets ~ well as indultry, titular: Interest: *t[tai' : liii~e~::~L~i~/'~,:-~, L u*~"T:." .. ..... ~ for 
eminent and natlve L: ,  emerged./ . : .  ~/:.+.i',::/,~"~..:!:". ~L'...~!~:#~il $.~t~:~nOw fine-tuned 
:i~!::/: * the draft goeatoa pub!t¢i :i: t l~ 'a~a l~ and ac¢om~a i - 
Fr6m~here, thedudn of .... meetlnS'~orksh°P!tOr~t~i:~~mmendations are 
event ,  i , : w , , , 4  h - ,  t~ . ,  .: . . . _+,  . . . . . .  , .~ . J c~. . , _ , _~.  , , . ,  . . . .  , . . , . .  . . . .  + 
• a draft  resource 
managementplan is prepared 
to include details such as the 
annual allowable cut for 
Kalum South, 
• after one final oppor- 
tunity for public review, the 
completed management plan 
is approved and im- 
plemented, probably in the 
fall of 1992. 
Yet to be decided ,is: 
whether an advisory bod~ 
,will be formed:to monitor 
implementafl6n 'of.ithe plan l
but f011o~"up rojects ~are 
expected in ensuing years to 
fill any inventory informa- 
tion gaps detected during this 
• pr _~_fs~, 
/++- - •• ,  
iVOt e required 
for pulp mill 
Dear Sir: 
In a letter to the editor in 
last week's paper a man ask- 
ed who were the power peo- 
ple behind Orenda? 
Yes, that is what we'd like 
to know, too. 
It seems like a small group 
of people in this town is mak- 
ing all the decisions about 
- what we should have; the rest 
of the people have to take it 
whet'her "they like it or not. 
And like the man said, 
these companies come in here 
for the kill, grab everything 
they can get and get out. The 
people here are left with 
nothing but destrhction. 
Our forest is dwindling 
fast enough as it is without 
adding another pulp mill. 
The also familiar slogan, "it 
will create jobs" is like pull- 
ing the wool over peoples" 
eyes, as adding the pulp mill 
to our already existing mills 
will speed the process of our 
dwindling forest up even 
faster. Then nobody will 
have a job left. 
that, which remains+ to be 
seen, then why havethe peo~ 
pie in other towns have to 
suffer. 
Furthermore, they say that 
mill will not have any ef- 
fluent; in otherwords no li- 
quid waste. How can that be 
possible when even the 
smallest household not mat- 
ter how careful, has an ef- 
fluent?++ . . . . .  
They also say, that mill 
will produce a high grade of 
paper. High grade qu/dity 
needs high grade wood. Does 
that mean they will extract? 
high grade timber and leave i~ 
the low grade in the bush to 
rot, thereby logging vast :/ 
areas to get the quality they/~ 
need. 
To put that mill.next door ii 
to Lakelse Lake, our only 
recreation lake, highly advet;- 
rased as a resort area, is ! 
distasteful and irresponsible. 
One more thing. A few 
years ago a study of the cor- 
ridor between Terrace and ~ 
The people who promote Kitimat was done, they 
the pulp mill must not know' 'found that the soil in that 
what is going on in our 
forest• Well, do yourself a 
favour, get off the highway 
and out of your car and take 
a good look around. 
You will be amazed what a 
hell of a mess you will find 
and how little there is left. 
The logging practice in 
British Columbia is 
disgusting, the whole world 
looks at it in disgust. 
The Orenda people say this 
mill will not have that terri- 
ble nauseating smell the 
other mills have. Well if they 
do have something to prevent 
The slowdown of the 
Kemano project has caused 
dislocation and demoraliza- 
tion to many of our 
members. The hopes for 
longer term, relatively secure 
employment '(within the con- 
struction context) were dash- 
ed when Alcan reversed its 
decision to continue work 
• pending a court appeal. 
The crux of the problem is 
almost entirely dependent 
upon how the history of the 
development is viewed. 
Above and beyond all elge, 
had the senior levels of 
government agreed to a 
public inquiry process 15 
years ago, this circumstance 
would never have occurred. 
~;This public inquiry was 
demanded by a broad section 
of the  communit ies 
throughout the north. 
: Instead, the senior govern- 
ments chose to enter into a 
process and a deal with 
-Alcan that excluded public 
participation. This led to the 
court' challenge and the rul- 
ing that nullified the 1987 
area is the best in the whole 
valley _. ideal growing situa- 
'tiom That alone should keep 
any kind of industrialization 
out of that area in order td 
grow another forest for the 
next generation. 
We think the time has 
come that before any deci- 
sions like that are made, the 
people have to have a 
referendum. 
After all we, the taxpayers. 
have a right too. 
Sincerely, 
Mrs Ortrud Buschmaan 
Terrace, B.C. 
Alcan shutdown 
h a rms+ workers :: 
Dear Sir: deal. 
The arrangements made by 
the governments and Alcan 
may or may not be en- 
vironmentally sound; this 
judgment is not ours to 
make. However, what can be 
said about he court decision 
is that is preserves the integri- 
ty of the environmental 
reivew process in the face of 
government-corporate deals. 
The more immediate con- 
cern is how the slowdown 
was effectual. On the basis of 
the original decision to con- 
tinue construction, many of 
our members made decisions 
to accept employment. Some 
passed up other oppor- 
tunities, others arranged the 
required health examinations 
at their own expense. This 
has created some bitterness. 
Yours truly, 
Paul Johnston, 
Legal Defense 
Co-ordinator, 
B.C. Provincial 
Council of 
Carpenters 
Vancouver, B.C. 
Lodge is fine 
Dear Sir: 
I'm writing about he June 
19 article on Terraceview 
Lodge. 
The people here haven't 
been treated meanly at any 
time or in any way. 
:~,iThe people up here are real 
ispecial~ people and they're 
. ireated in a real special way. 
/I've been here since May and 
: i~i~.~ve been ti'eated royally. : i 
• ~l've'.never heard, nor saw 
letters 
Le: Terrace Standard granted in extraordinary car-;: 
~mes letters to the editor cumstnnces. 
topics. All letters must Thank' you letters should : 
,~d rand carry an ad- be submitted {o the '~C.ard o f  
~d local telephone Thanks' section of the: 
i!Addresses or phone classifieds. • . . . .  
:i~ii~on,t be printed Letters containing libelous 
~|et|er, but  they are or objectionable matter will 
t~;T6r+confirmation be edited or returned to::the!~ 
letter's authenticity writer.rAil letters are run+on ~ 
[ e i ~ k / ; , a ~ e .  will be a space available basis, ~/ithi: 
!di~!!~~R~q~ests  fo r  shorter letters likely to(~be~ 
~)~thhe ld  may be published soonest, :~:: 
anything of physical abuse at 
any time. I've talked to a lot 
of people and theylsay the 
same thing. They're very 
satisfiedwith t e care thev~r~ 
gettmg. I ve:~'~nothing::ibut 
good things t0 ~ay+al~oULthe 
people wile wo~-k'~:here, 
They're:i good and honest 
hardworking people. : 
Anne Daumont 
Terrace,B.C. 
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Check the great bargains on this and the following 6 pages anti 
take advantage of~the many specials offered by these fine Tar- 
race and area merchants. Also: enter to win:a fantastic 
GAS BAR-B-QUE 
, .  Here's How it Works. 
Simply count the numbetof times "Sunny", the happy sun, appears 
' in our "Hot Summer Sale" section end wdte your Rns.wer in the spot L O O k YOU 
provided on the form below. Then mall your completed form, or drop it I~ 
off to the. Terraoe Standard, 4647 Lazella Ave.. Terrace, ,,GI 1 ,8 .  S u m m e r !  
,One,lucky reader with the correct answer will WIN a 
GAS BAR-B-QUE .+• 
.o . 
; - ,  , ,  - ,  . 
14¢11P _ .~_  .. ENTER 
• " , ; ,M .  
• . ++{-"  . . 
Name: 
Address:- 
~,-'-' ~ . ; . ,  ", Z f i  ;'. '.~ . . . . . .  : "  -;,;. 
1~:  : "  : j  + 
Phone" 
• " ,  ,:'?.My answer Is: 
~.,7+. -l;.+"-,~-~+,~'i';;.'+ ;~-: '~+, ~, , .o f f  o r  re+ill ~. '?'::tO 'Ul~+,q'erraoe+ +; " ; ' "  " :.' ~ ,  ~4 ~ : ; ' " :+ .r : . i l e47  '+ . . . . . . .  L l l z i l~"  ' ' :`+-Ave., " '+q 'e tmOe'  .+ :+  ' ,~SO 
. . . .  +r % so.++ ; Draw to  l~  nnade duly 17 ,  1 .991 .  + + . . . .  ~- . . . . .  +~<+ 
ng * Professional 
:es * Hairstyling 
TONING 
No straih; no fatigueor 
strenuous exercise. Inch 
loss:has never been 
easier. - 
,,5 times a week. 
i i . , ' th . . I .  ~ig c;4,. 
f 
WHOLESALE TO: THE PUBLIC 
Oak & black lacquer mirror frames "+ @ 
and custom made slansl r" ;
cAMPGROUND 
UNIT No."46 
This is a great time t~L- 
purchase weddlngglfts,; ' 
-.:~:+"~ 17;:.;..;.: ;.~~. home accents, Custom- . 
I 
~~ • . . . . . .  + made: house, R.V., cabin 
I 
~ l rand bar Ions.!++i 
I " " ' ' "+: ' : " '<  "~: '~  . . . .  '+ . ,~  . . . . .  ~.~+C.+;7 :~,'' '+ "+" . ; '++~-  . - " . ,  .  + . - ,  i7 ; . ,  + '+, 
++ . . . .  + 
t . .  ]~ ' ~" ++ 
+,:L'~7+7..'~.,+ o, I, . . . . .  . ..... ,. 
t <  4' ~ _ .  - , ,  * - , .  >' 
I 
Class ic  .S~+ 
.o 
. ; i  
.+ . ,  
/ [ ~ .~'f"]";:-' ;T'+'D. ' . " , : ,  "":"  " ' :  ' : :  ' '~ l  .+7 - . . . .  r(;MARF: 9AVINiR +: + + 
. Jenn-Air 
~+,; Twin.Convertible Electdc -~ , .~ , . ,  .~ ~:  
. GdlI-Range Cooktop "r '~  
+ : *'~raft,_:,,,~._ ventilation for Indoor . ,+! :i i~ i ~ ;  i 
.. • S Opl lonalgr  I/¢ooldoi0t . . . .  , - , , . ' . .~ :~ 
+i "  eTwln-convertibte flexibility ? i;~+i:; ,~- 
i~i; ~ ¶ F.mrgy;Saver 0dll elementinchided ' :++,,i;:~,;~';:~ 
I 
: e,By-S!de Ref, rlgenat,of;' i: .!"<. ~ ,~ 
i: ,a,,t ,. +: l ,++. ,: 
. . . . . . . ,  " ' ,v u, , . , ,  2 ; r  
Since;J~<l$ ,,; ' : , . "d i J : "  ' . , : ,  I . . . . . . .  _ 
~'~'~r - l i i i ?  " ° ' '  . . . . . .  ' " 'H  r , i i ,  , 
~1i158W:(: 
I 
Terrace Standard  W~dn~ed~.  #, ,h.  4 n 4 ,~, . , .  . " -e  
I I i 
.~. ~ ~,.  ~ ~ ,  . ;,,,,,.. , . . . .  - ....... 1 
. TT . . r . , . .  ' , . , -  Ways something happenin 
i:il/::~i, ~ r at the Inn of the West and Hanky P~nky'Sl " . ..... 
I ! 'WING ITAT  HANKY 'S  ~r i ~ ~ 
I Every Friday 4 - 7 P 'm. .  . . . .  I 
J HOT AND SP ICYWINGS I 
l ~ 25 ¢ a pieCe (Cheapest in town) I 
I n o .w.  HankY'S every ' Belly ~ I up to BARRY'S Bar in ] over • 120 tas ~ treats, one could have you strutt'n 
Hanky's t-shirtl 
iGotta be there on ThUrsdays! 
, 7 CLASSIC ROCK 
NIGHT! 
Wednesday, July 10 
in Hanky Panky's 
Jring the one and only Long Island Ice-T 
SPECIAL APPEARANCE! • 
Comedy Sex Therapist ! 
JACK MARION,. 
July 24 in Hanky Panky's " 
'i Jack Marion halls from Los Angeles and was the opening act for ] James Brown and Robin Williams. He has also been seen many times on HBO. BE THERE! Show begins at 8:30 p.m. 
~NKY;  i P A N K ¥~ ii ~ 
"WHERE.YOU WANT TO BE!" m,~ 
4620 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
RELAX... 
with Greyhound. 
On a network of coach routes that reaches over 1,100 
communitites between Terrace and Toronto. 
SEE TORONTO FOR AS LITTLE AS 
=133 O0 • , • One way, advanced purchase 
Relax in air conditioned comfort., and leave the driving to us~ 
(All schedules now non-smoking) 
Phone your Greyhound Agent now . 
.- for more savings that ever! 
Greyhound 
Canada 
;4620 Keith, Terrace I 635-3680 
~ ' TERRACE CO-OP 
FAMILY FASHIONS DEPARTMENT 
W, 
:)RICED RIGHT FOR SLIMMER" 
0 
• .~. ~.~~ ~ ~,~:~ii~ ;  
, . .~  ' ..... ~ ~ HUGE:ASSoRTMENT EMS .:. ~i : '  ~ ; ~::~ ; . .  , . .  OF SELECTED IT ~ ........  
" ~:TERRACE CO . Av. . .. "~ .... ! f lu:0:: ; :  . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ = ~ 4,617:Gr ig ; , HOURS 
H. ] '  
"v  h 
• I I  
"Y !  . . . .  " 
m :} 
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"" I AWARD W~NNE~ 
We of fe r  a 30  day  exch~ingi  
on all used  vehic les,  ~:- ~''~:~~'~  
!i~-, %}"~ 
We' l l  accept  any, reasOnab le  
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price and lock it 
N ALL USED CA 
on early payout of contract 
~ingthe prevailing Interest rote and the monthly payment calculated at zero 
seiected by the customer. 
zero per cent Interest rote to 1992 is based on the difference between the monthly payment calculatecl 
per cent per.annum for the amortization period 
i~ CI i: 
2:.:. : ~ ~!~;L@' i~;.~ 
CT: 
~.~ i ,~ . : :~  ; : :  ~ : , :::~: "~ ~S :: : L ,  : ,~:~ ~. .~! -  ,~,:~:~:i,~ - ~ ' . :  : "  :~  
: ." ! : ; . :  : : :  . . : - :  . : , . , . . ,  
TRUCKS 
vehicles ,~: 
• ABSOLUTELY: No hidden 
~ : ~ " ~ : ~"i! .  ~i!i!)~. -~:i~i:::~:~ 
or:examolei' $15.00o fin~nn~ ~,,=, ~ ,~...,,.~ et 13.7'5% yieide s payment of $408.02 per month. The customer makee. ~ ' ?:-!;: i ~i i ~.i. 
:h is equivalent to $15,000 over 48 months at 0.00% per annum. ,.. - ; i : " ,  
.: ' ' " : " : "  , : " . ,  ii!i 'i. i ' ('::. " " '~ ''~'';;~ ..... :  ., ~i ~, ...... ,,~, ~.:~. ., . ~  "::"~.,  :::.~ ; '  r,'. . . . . .  : "~ ,.. , ..:"+~ :~.  ¢-,::-:"~~"~: : .  :~ 
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. 108 :channel: Capabll l~ 
[38. Cable]::! 'l '' : . "I " 
• 4 Eventl2-Week Programmable  
Tlmer .: . . . . .  
• Bullt-ln cab!e capabll!ty ' 
• Remote  control operatlon 
.1111::41 
? . -  . . 
$299 
• • ' : :  - L ' - '  
. . • _ -  
• MTS stere0S0und Syster~ 
• 110 ° Blg-Soreen COTY Picture 
Tube 
• Connects TV sound to hl-fl system 
• Comprehensive remote control 
operatlon 
s699 
| 
~al Processing/ •Dlg!! 
" s0urid s~tem': ....... 
, Surround,Sound 
, 13:JackVlde0/Audlo Monltor 
Panel: " " 
= 28' ~ VHP [Very Hlgh Performance] 
Plcture Tube 
INGLIS SIDE BY SIDE 20 CU. FT. 
This premium refrigerator offers you all the advan- 
tages of the bigger models In:a standard slze; The 
slde-by.side styling gives you Virtually Instantaccess 
to any Item. In your fresh food or freezer compart- 
ment. - - . " 
$14i:199 . . . . .  
ADMIRAL 
" " WHIRLPOOLtBCU,:FT.. 
Meat the superb ~tem 2000i In ev~/ :way  its 
outstanding performance odds. a new dimension In 
, . - . . . : : ,  . .  
WASHER & 
DRYER 
With normaHo, per- 
manent  press-hl 
knit/gentle and SOaR 
cycles. 3 wash/rlnse 
temperature seltlngs, 
3 posltlon water level 
swltch, I12 hp motor, 
heavy duty dlrect 
-drive transmission. 
s949 
storage, value and features. But. not only:that you. 
,, can choose from lhree dlfferent sizes. " .. 
::? s799 " l " 
. . . .  . . 
ADMIRAL 
30"  EASY 
CLEAN 
RANGE 
s599" 
TABLE : :~ .  
AND 4: (~ ,~ 
CHAIRS :~~ 
ONLY. ' l , ~ 
s269  
~';. .,?~, ,,c ~-- . 
; 
! 
I 
t 
PALUSER: 
, .  o ,  
, °  
SOFA 
AND 
LOVESEAT 
s799 
: !  
> 
ii 
i 
: N 
| 
| 
, i  , ' -  • •"  , '  
' ' @ONI11MI~k I IY  
e~ 
l l l l lw  ~ 
XCANTRB.X( 
II'OUll ¢OdUlT TO CO,~l t  I l i l 'WO~l~ 
j FO~ W~'_. _~t l _   1AVINQI I  
, , . .  
IOUO OAKi i  VINHI  
O~AI l lON~i~ TAI IU |  
H99,~ 
COICTEMPOilA~YMOTION riVING ROOM. 
~ C ~  on= ' I Mor ION SOFA 
• wOllrfol1104gCk I l i $ .  = l l '~ :  , ~ 
: ; ; ; ; ,~~..:499 ,~,..:~9: 
1Wl~lL  aHL4LHI  & O~'O i~.  
"==~:0249 
w,~'~. , ,  ~ 
TAKe ADVANTAGE OF: 
i!iSPECIAL PRICING AND • :::!! 
:::GIVE YOURSELF REAL: ' i.:! 
:,SUEPING:: COMFORT :ill 
' POpUi I~ :1:, ! i :p;J'(~ :,:':~l'()"ai i 'ib;clnd'! ~d'n~;/! 
features:342coll c~'" s~uctloh for your:all.over. 
QUEEN:$1ZE MATTRESS.& BOXSPRINGS- : 
, .  , . + ,  .~-  , - . 
- - -  ' . . " I ' "Ill l "  ' i - - - -  - "  
,u Tr ied  .The G~ ~ 
)ecial  At++The ~+ 
~Del i ,  Lateiv!+', ++ 
. . . . .  + ; .  +,,A.95 
, - DeliTravs • • 
'. e rn l l t  TmvI .  " ' ' 
i 
THE ILUNCHBOX DELl 
& .SANDWICH SHOP 
* . .  - .  . . . . ,  
4-4716 L~,elle Ave; 
le Central Rowers ) i  . Z  
35-3696 AIR" CONDITIONED 
• I 
,INTRODUCTORY OFFER -,,~. ~- +s - .~  =,- ,  
Ilrl~ 'gollWlolrl'hli'~_llilllAMIl ' ~ ~ . ,  ~ . 
d, DUCK DOWN QUILT ':SLEEP VItITH THE BEST',. `~ ' '~-~"  ~ ~s'i 
" r " - - ' - - -  SERENITY- - - - - ]  15 year guarantee 
TWIN 66 x 84 
RETAIL $239.98 : =15 4"  
SAVE $85.00 . . . . . .  ~; . . . . . . . .  PROMO 
DOUBLE OO x 84 
RETAIL  $282.08  : $1 7 9  9e  
"SAVE =83o00 . . . . . . .  ~... ; ,  .i . . . .  I+ROMO 
.QUEEN 86x 90 -- 
"+""°" =198" SAVE $98.00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  PROMO 
KING 104 x 90 
L ~ L  ~4~ e 9 8 -----.-...u. 
$AVE $9S,00 . . . .  , ~.', PROMO 
WHITE GOOSE DQWN QUILT 
"SLEEP WITH THE BEST" 
TWiN 22.5 oz. RETAIL S261.98 
e,0M0 S184,98 
DOUBLE 27.5 oz, RETAIL $289.98 
e,0M0 *209.98 
QUEEN 3'~ oz. RETAIL $332,98 
PROMO S239.98 
KING 42 ~, RETAIL $385.98 
PROM0 S285.98 ........ +:. 
h .... Boutiq  
G:-; + .,. SALES eWS 
] "  ':~ JULY 21191ms t 
o+wme + 635.3392 "+nme~e 
ma .en+ ,e 
SKEENA MALL 
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I , . .+ ~~, ,  INNOVA PION AND ) 
• , :  ,n  + ,+.. + -,.+_+ : : ' ' .+  . . . . .  ! 
. . ' + ~  , + , / . , : , ' ! ?  ' ";+.'++, .e~A' big 4.5'hp ,no lna .+ + - roll prl~pellld i 
=759. 
E~L l_ l l i J i i [=- ] i ] Im~l l l  -. i:i i,i 
THE POWER . . . . .  P , ~ ' 
iN ENGINEEPdNG. i 
Terrace+Equipment 
: 4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
• 635 .6384 ~ 
Ltd. 
: i . , . -  
' + + . . . .  +-++-+m 
" ' . . . . .  + ' / • ' ' ' "+':' "~"'f~ +" ' ' ~ , I  i 
L Redken CI + ~ I ' " ' ' + ' " + I  
Bemuse yoU demand the b e s t . ,  
+:~!~+ + + ~++."& You work hard to afford what you like. And you likeio ! 
+,+ ~+~ have the best of everything. Your clothes have to be 
+ " , : .  great, your pearls have to be real and your art hasto ' ~ :~, "'.', ~ :,i.,. ,.i~ +,  ,~ ;~ be original.And when it comes to your hair, you wofft 
, go to just any salon or usejust any products. It has, to 
' ~ .... be Redken. Redken Classics. Products o perfec~ 
: : '.~+;~.. + formulated the,/' have endured the test of time. l
- ~ i !  For you. because Redk.en knows more about hair, 
l ,. +.:.: up ro OFF ALL 
30% .m<m July, 10 - 27, 1991 
HAIR GALLERY 
4711 - D Keith Avenue, Terrace 635-3729 ::~ 
' i  
. Heather and staff, at Heather's Balloon Magicand Rowerland recently ! I . ; i ' . .  . 
, completed the Superhost program offered through the Chamber of Com- | ~ '+ : ' 
~ ~. merce. Their goal is to consistentlY, provide their customers with afriendly, | 
. ,i helpful and professional service and quality products..I,So come on down | 
rl.}'.isnd seeAhem today: iWeguaranteesmiiesl  ~ ii i!:L, :":*.i) • ! "  . : '  i ~ I 
"~+~+~ ~ ~  ~ ' ~ +'+ "+ : '+  a '= * + P~°+~ I . ..... + : ;  L m~ , .S l~ . .~ .~ . .  4,%, I = "~ 
ili !}!i+iiiii :~i(;:, i, i: "~4~,~, ~+ * OELEBRATION :; ::~4r: L+" + ' ' ""  I - "  
:i~!~i! ''':'+~' FI~I~I,I!~,+~+.~ ' ~* = SPECIAL[  " )~  ~'i* :,~IjL'~" ' | 
+~+ + +~ 18 ++ ~ + + + + ":+: + ++ m +++ J ++~ +'  " I I I ~ + ~ I + 188~ ++ '~+++~ : + ,81~ + i 
~C+ ~+ ~ Orchid+with each 112 dozen  + :~ ~+,  I I 
i:~+,,; , : and ldozenarrangedroseS i  ~ "~, ~+,  I I 
+~i +' .,+:,. -,i/+.+~ ]i ~ ~ ' ! ' L  ++:+ is:+++: + +..++* ,l ~. '*++++-+++ + " , +: +++ . . . .  + .+ +..+~o. + ..~,tO.,+.++ .+ .  ++"++ 
' ~+. ~ ' I , ~ .++ ,+t  i d+ "~ *. ++"  + . . . . . .  ;*~ . .++ + ." ' ++ ' ~ + ' + + -:+, ~:,. ++,,+ . .-+o~+~.., . / ,  • + +,~+. ::+'.~,...~ + ..... ;+~..,,. :+,+ , ,++, ,  + ",, ,. +. 
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~ ~ ~IL~  zsr TERRACE CHRYSLER i 
' ~' ,:~ " "~'L . . . . .  : :+ i;~?ii; i ,~. , I  
p~ . : I I r ......... t+llli[lIl~ I f . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  II J II Ii ..... ~ !i:i I ! 
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.... ++ We eke it easy for 
" '.-.. The:team at Hairwaves 
• you to go "CRAZEE"! ,knowmthatstylesarecl:!nn+ngal, 
+" +" : the .time,. + .they ++ have ".r~cently ;+~.,., ~.:. ++i ~" L+" returned from V'ad¢ouvei]+i+here 
:::~'}~':!.!'~i. ':>+` '~: +" " ! +m" "'" .+.'""'. ~ ' they attended e:i~o dd.~y:;iaten, 
.... +'~'+ . slve • seminer,~on."~s~lon 
~!i! :~::~ ,-;: ', ;+, ps~'cholbgy .sPons'()l:ed":: by::,: 'the 
i~!:,:~.~++;. ;:. ~+: .+ : Matrix Univereity. !!. ;~.....:i)-::".::::i, ii . 
'+-.+~ ,,;~ l:;:~i..i~.~ i:` . . . . . . .  Stop by today and le i  J l le:girie ;: 
I '~  ~-::;::;~:+:+ +:'+~,. ' " ~_  help you choose'ai!lOok whlch 
• ALL CRAZEE WEAR 
• ALL  HEALTH SUPPLEMENTS beet suite you ,+and .your 
.~_or .Mm,  Womenan~C'hiklren USA~ " " ~ : , ; ;  , 
t .  ' : "  I ROnUJ( , Esthet ics  b y :3an  + :  +, . 
GYM & FITNESS CENTRE ~zml l l l l t l~~ 4646 LAKELS E AVENUE, TERRACE, B.c:~eG 1R2 
<m4) 635-5727 '0k  636-4555+ ~ 
I I 
~.,.:~ 
~.~ 
Summer Sale 
AliChains, Earrings 
and Jewellery Remakes 
20 % 
Have•your old jewellery remade to 
new beautiful designs 
Now 'til July 20 
Rne quality Jewellery at the Best Possible Pdce. Le¢ated in the HIghiner Inn 627.7000, Pdnce Rupert 
Uni+uet , t our+ 
BRIDAL  BOUTIQUE 
50% OFF s , cT o DRESSES 
Book now for a free consultation and receive 
t0% OFF 
• yoUr entire wedding purchase for 1992 weddings 
(excludes rentals, exp~k~s July 31, 199t) 
v~ NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW! 
• Wedding Truffles • Wedding Frames 
• Lingerie Begs ,, '-~ Travel Bags 
• Rental Wedding Cakes 
',And~more, to,,make,,your day:,!Uniqqely Yeum.' ! 
4B17 Lakelse, Terrace . . . .  638-1 773 
/ .  - 
,/ 
L, 
! 
i" 
S 
Summer Clearance Sale 
Ju ly 11 - Ju ly 27  
"NOW IS THE TIME TO SAVE', ..: 
DESCRFTION. 
GUitai ~ A~p.+ .:-:+ 
Guitar Amp~. :~: 
Bass Amp:::"i::: 
Elec. Guitar :!..:: ,:: +: : 
Semi-Ac+oustlc Guitar: ' +:: i ,,:+ 
Bee. Guit~r+++ :.:;i .. :. :: . : : :++: :~
Electric PlanO " :" :+.: :"+ ": 
Electric .Piafi(~.,.: ... :!:.:!,,,.; • 
Oigltal$:eqOencer: "+! +:~ :i+ :
Monltor + +'.': +' ~: ++: 
Studlo"M,:onltor (pair) .'+...+;!: 
Prog:+S~]~):er S ction ~+. 
Graphlc EO+:" '":. '  • i:.:+ + 
FM Sound Generator 
Microphone ~ ++ . Y:  :~:.. + 
Microphone-/ ~. ;~ :... ++. -i+.... :+ 
279.95 
• REG. ]SALE I 
210.00 1169.00 I 4~: i  ~ i 
359;00 1209.00 I i0:00. ::~+II 
42'9.o0 1343,00 I ~.0: : : ; :~I I  
,499.00 13.,oo I ~o:0o I 
';599.00 ] 479.00 I , I '~ ; : : , .  I 
:•!+465:00 1 3?S, OO +'+ l ~:"+! . : -•  I 
• 2099:00 / 1679.00 I 4~0.:00::: ! 
:2899.001 2299,00 I :600;00 ,.: i 
'595.00 1399.00 1 i96 :00 : / i  
:~349;So ~279.50 : I + 70:00-+~,i.; I 
429:00"I 2m+.oo:' 1 130.00:: i  
::1099.0o / e2e.oo I:: 270.oo~ ~' +i 
• +335,oo 1199,00 ; I/136.00:+:.:i:.i| 
.:,,49.00 1159:09 I ~ : 'Y i  
.:+~po.50 1149,50 ..:139.00 ::.- i  
• :m.95 1199;. i00:00: ~.] 
429,95 
239.95: 
: '459.99 
.I 50:00:, 
. 100.00..i':!;: ' 
..+ 130.o0~::::~:+: '  
• +: 44,95: ,"::i: +; 
BRAND 
Sanyo I PKG959 
Pioneer PD7300 
Pioneer I CT705 
Aud/Con I 0101 
Canon IE06 
Pioneer I A656 
RFT I Carrera 
Kodak I Medalist 
Kodak i S100EF 
Kodak I S1120XL 
Vivitar 28.105 
Vivitar I 70-210 
Vivitar I 70.210 
Vivitar I 70-210 
Vivitar 28.200 
Vivitar I 28.210 
Sigma 55-200 
Koboron 80-200 
Koboron 80.200 
Canon Xapshot 
Nikon TWZ00M 
MODEL 
3O( 
O  
 
era 
alis 
O F 
 
BRAND| MODEL 
I i Ada. ~ ~ 'I AG20"i":i 
| A~ I/AG35R 
/ ~ :  I '~B5o: 
/ :~ag!e  :: 
I ~o~A I strat, ".i 
I Yamaha I CLP250 1 
i Yamaha ICLP350 
/ Yamaha 10X21 ~ ' 
t Ross :|M122HS 
• I F°stex" I RM 900,:: 
| Koro+l  PSS60 " 
| Boss I RGE10 
] Yamaha:i FB01, 
SM57 ,: 
SM58 
MCD450~ 
CH7500 
CFD64 
DESCRIPTION ::/ 
CD Player ,. " ;: 
Tape Deck , 
Equalizer L+ : .+ + 
Video Camera r~ :%~ 
Amplifier .... :" ; ;i: 
Speakers; :+';:++:V :.i;+: , L :~ 
Tele :35 W/case-,: .: "+i:~ !+~ 
Manual 35 mmCamera : : 
Automatic 35iihm ' :, 
Lens.Series i '  i :  
Series I+:, . r +' : ' k ' '  : ' " "~:~:" : 
R~gular" .. +...;+....,: . .... '. 
.L:ens.Promotiona!Type~i ~, ::... 
Lens.Regular ::."++ " 
Lens-Regular-Canon 
Tele-Lens-Canon 
Tele-Lens-Canon 
Tele.Lens-NIkon 
Still Video 
Answering Machine 
Cordless, Phone ~ 
CO St~oe./320'CD,s 
CD Changer, 
C0 Chahge!::i + : 
I 199.95: I 159;95. 
I 99.9:95 1 6oo.os 
I a5.80 Quartz Date 7'35:00 !i 579;95 
PSS280 i Elec. Keyboard 22.9.00 i 184.00 
REG, SALE SAVE 
6-9"~'.95 5~.95 ~0~',',00 
800,00 400.00  400.00 : 
650.00 399.00 251;00: 
799.00 I §99.00' 200.00 
1599.951 1299.95: , : 30'0.00 ' 
780.00 1699,00 ~ 181.00 :+ 
199.951139,96 60.00 :' 
349.95 1299.95 50.00. 
99.95 189.95 10.00 -i ~ 
359.95 I 299.95 60 ,00 :  
489.95 I 429.95 60.00 " 
489.95 1429,93 60.00 1 
349.95 249.:95 100.00/ 
.259.50 199.96 59.55' :+! 
,369.95 329.95 40.00 + ! 
439.95 399.95 40:00.," :.; 
500.00 379.95 120.05::: 
199.95 169.95 40 .00  
,40 .00  +. 
.4oo:oo ' 
yams.ha I + +m=+l 
~ : 
'l Shure' i~ 
] Shure :;+~ 
+I sanyo ' 
'I Sanyo  
:I Sony 
'1 Sanyo 
+i Sanyo.+: 
I Lift : 
I Pioneer 
i Sony :+ : 
I JVC: ";::..i'i 
':I ~ Canon" : 
• Sanyo. 
. Pioneer 
-':,Unlden:' 
:i: Sanyo " 
' :':Sony " .. 
TAS70 
CLT850 
c0P¢9OO 
SPX55 
BR26 +. 
E440 
AVM400 
KEM9696 
RD95GT 
AVM320 
CCDV11 
6482 
i.119.95 - 
:.,+ i 7129.95: 
(. + i 11799;95:,~ 
:+ +: 
CD AMIFM NR Deck 
CordleSs PhonelPager::: 
CD Pl~,er,!Sinole Deck" 
139+96 
a..:.. 
75,00. ~ 
99,96 : 
699,96 
499.95 
499.95 
1..96 
1n9;oo 
i299,95 
1999,96 
399.95 " 
190,+96 +:  
999,95 ~ 
999,96 
349,95 
30.00 ; ~i ,~' 
200.00:: ,+,~ 
300:oo~+,,;+ 
i :200;00 +i+: 
~l+0i0b~+i + 
4oo.oo+ + + 
8oo.oo + 
• '719o.oo :
ieo.oo: ,:: 
5o0.o0  ~+: 
70o.oo + + 
150.00 ~.." 
I 
mm~L~ _ .  + ~ ! +~t  ' '++-+ + - "+ . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  +..r+ :.  / '+i'.+~+a~++~+',+'~: " :: . .  
i . 
~ ~ +~"~"~'~+"  + ~ ' ~ ' " ~ " ~  ~"~• :~+"~'~'  ~"~@~+;" '~"~'~;~' :~ '~:~'~" :% ~ " :  +: , ' :~ ' - ' :~o~F, ,  ~ , :  .~  "~ , . . . . . . .  ~ ,~+"~,  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  - ~',~ . .  +,. +~.~,L  . . . . . . . .  , . , ,  . . . . .  ( '+" i ' , . '%+: : , , ; :~" /  ~: - : : . _  " "~':~:':~'r:i:~'~(~:'/-'-';~:',,~+': ~ ~ • :L~:"~: :~,_ . .~ ;~ ~, ,~ , ,~  . . . .  ~-~ _i 
 B SINESS REVIE 
: Chamber hosts banquet J 
" ark  g iven top honour  : 
.,~' .... , 
TERRACE - -  Travel agency 
owner and former alderman 
George Clark was named 
business executive of the year by 
the chamber of commerce at a 
July 5' banquet. 
Saying he was embarrassed 
and that he didn,t deserve the 
award, Clark told the banquet 
audience the community work 
he does come from group ef- 
forts. 
" I f . I 've done anything, it's 
from being part of a team," 
said Clark. 
"I can only accept this ac-' 
colade as being associated with 
those organizations," he said. 
Clark's efforts with the Ter- 
race Beautification Society were 
noted by various speakers who 
roasted him during the evening. 
He also served as an alderman 
in the early 1980s and has served 
on the library board. : 
One of the speakers, regional 
district economic development 
of(leer Andrew Webber, gave 
Clark a plaque highlighting his 
involvement with the beautifica- 
tion society and in particular 
providing concrete flower pots 
for downtown. 
The plaque honoured Clark 
for "providing valuable habitat 
for domestic animals suffering 
from bladder problems." 
Alderman Danny Sheridan, 
who came on council as Clark 
was leaving, commented on the 
difference between their two 
physical builds. 
"I sat in the seat where 
George sat. Wiih my skinny 
Irish arse and George's larger 
English one - -  before he started 
jogging , -  I had a large hole to 
try and fill,,' said Sheridan. 
Another speaker, Bob Park, 
provided Clark with a large 
plastic insole to help correct 
what he called "a weird step" to 
the latter's jogging style. 
• k -k it. ~ .k ~ 
The evening also featured the 
swearing in of the chamber's 
1991 executive. 
Sharon Taylor is president, 
Gerry Martin is first vice presi- 
dent, Debbie Mclntyre is second 
vice president, John Evans is 
secretary, Sharalyn Palagian is 
treasurer and Doug Smith is 
past president. 
The directors are George 
Clark, Greg Hazel, Peter Hoff- 
schiid, Barb Kerr, Doug 
McLead, Gary Morrison, Pat 
Ogawa, Denise Sawteil, Gregg 
Townsend and Bob Watch. 
TRAVEL AGENCY owner George Clark received praise and was the 
subject of good-natured humour Saturday when the chamber of 
commerce named him its business executive of the year. Pictured 
with him is wife Tessie. 
TERRACE - -  Another store in 
the Skeena Mall has finished a 
face lift. 
Reitman's is one of several 
outlets recently to have its in- 
terior changed. 
The renovations don't add 
more retail space but has in- 
creased the amount of wall 
space on which items can be 
displayed, says Reitman's 
spokesman Wende Olsert. 
.She said the job took about 
three weeks. 
The  store has seven 
employees. There are Reitman's 
st0res in Kitimat and in Prince 
OUT AND ABOU T Sharp ies  
o=,o,su, too ,or  nt tack les  creases for buying ticket books. 'k • t. ,A. t, ,k 
The Insurance Corporation 
of B.C. (ICBC) has given the ci- 
ty $15,578. 
It comes in the form of a 
grant because ICBC, as a crown 
corporation, doesn't have to 
pay property and business 
taxes. 
The amount is equal to what 
would have been levied if ICBC 
The discount, subject to 
federal approval, would give 
discounts ranging from 15 to 20 
per cent on amounts over $200 
each month. 
• k 't..k ~..k ,k 
A building across from the 
Co-op on Greig is being 
renovated. 
Formerly a professional 
building, it's being converted 
into spaces for retail, offices 
pizza biz 
Rupert. was a private business. 
41 't" it" ~ "k t. • "k • ~ it" ,k 
;~oC~.°mLn~Xl?:;n~nehi°[oi,t~h¢ i " B.C. Tel has fil.e.d. _.an applica- 
. .  .. g -~. p ~s  :tton to introduce'a di.~count that 
wor~ing in It~e access centre on 
the corner of Eby and Lazelle, 
h'as :moved. She's now living in 
Port Albcrni. 
Laxton worked full time for 
two and half years and part time 
for the four years previous; ~.
An avid dog breeder, 
Laxton's well known in the 
north andinierior for attending 
and participali.ng in various 
shows. 
#r ~t .k~,/t ik 
B.C. Transit is raising its fare 
prices in the Terrace-Thornhill 
area. 
Effective July 15, the adult 
fare for one zone travel goes to 
$1 while seniors and studen[s 
pay 75 cents; Two zone fare is 
$1.25 for adults and $1 for 
seniors and students. 
There are corresponding in- 
could save high volume overseas 
and a rental suite. 
There's pace in the back but 
.a buil@g permit has. Ye)~tD 
gtven because tt requires struC- 
tural work. 
Highways  gets a pat 
TERRACE - -  The highways 
ministry got a pat on the back 
from the Kit imat-Stikine 
regional district for its work on 
Hwy37 North -- a stark con- 
trast from the criticism it usual, 
ly receives from that body. 
"I  can actually Offer some 
compliments," said Telegraph 
Creek alternate director Dan 
Pakula of work that is ahead of 
schedule this year. 
of the Bell Irving II River cross- 
ing north to Durham Creek to 
be ditched, repaired, gravelled 
and double-seai hard surfaced; 
sections of poorly aligned road 
between Cassiar and the Yukon 
border be prepared for paving; 
and new bridges be installed 
over the Dense River, French 
Creek and the Burrage. 
Pakula said highways 
ministry figures showed traffic 
Underway is a reconstruction increased in 1990 by 25 per cent 
of a 15km section north of: over the year previous. 
Meziadin Junction at Hanna It's projecting as many as 
North Creek. 2,000 vehicles a day would be 
Other plans call for a 78km using that road in peak season 
gravel section from just south by the year 2000. 
TERRACE - -  Terrace pro- 
hockey player Jeff Sharpies is 
going into business with Mike 
Ilitch, owner of the Detroit Red 
Wings and a pizza restaurant 
chain called Little Caesar's. 
Sharpies, who once played 
with. the Red Wings, has been 
spending time in Vancouver at a 
"t~j es ' . . . . .  
. .: 
Red Wings were first class and 1 
thought IHtch was first class," 
he said. "1 mentioned it to a few 
people and we decided we'd 
take a run at it." 
Sharpies calls his role at the 
restaurant "secondary." 
"I'm not managing it or 
anything. I've been a hockey 
player my whole life so I 'm not 
exactly versed in the business," 
he added. 
While several friends are in 
the business with him, none of 
them are hockey players. 
"'l don't think I want to get 
involved in business with 
another hockey player," he 
said. "We'd be like a bunch of 
dogs chasing a car; when they 
catch il they don't know what lo 
do with it." 
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uavarJan is now OPEN! 
Grand Opening Special 
Crab Leg Dinner 
Steak and 
Crab Dinner 
Great Dining 
Returns To 
Terrace At The 
Beautiful, New 
Bavarian Inn! 
HOURS: 
M0n.. Sat 5 p.m. - 11 p.m. Dinner 
Sun. 5 p.m.. 10 p.m. 
rues.. Fri. 11:30 a.m.. 2 p.m. Lunch 
=12.95 
'15.95 
Try Sunday 
Brunch at the 
Back Eddy Pub 
11 am - 2:30 prn 
Specially menu Champagne Brunch j 
PUB HOURS: 
M~.-Thurs. 11 a,m.- Midnight 
Ffl.& Sat. 11 a.m.- 1 a,m. 
Sunday 11 a.m.-11 p,m. 
Kitchen Open 11 a.m.-1O p.m. Daily 
~=:)' 7 
4332 Lakelse Ave. 635-9161 
The Terrace Peaks Gymnastics Club 
thanks the following for their efforts• 
in building our gym. 
VOLUNTEERS 
Ertca & Joe Neves Wilkinson Business Machines 
Diane & Orest Chalupiak Terrace Totem Ford 
Debble Holkestad Roger Mogg 
Roger Mogg ~ Dee Printers Ltd. 
Tony DeSousa Dr. William & Gilllan Redpath 
Darrel Bjorgaard Maria & Tony Mateus 
Marie S'TofiyMateus, "-. :,,;,: ~ • 81LVBR BRICK • - .... 
Wayne Julseth West Point Rental8 
Daren Chaluplak Klnetto Club of Terrace 
Karen Boisvert A. Gerdel 
Janice Graham Sheena Rent-A-Car 
Veronica Arbuah BRONZE BRICK 
Cal Albright Dean & Natasha Weitman 
Inn Jordan Shirley & Jim Paiahlcky 
Shane Palachlcky Maureen Ogawa 
Len Scrnbyk Chop Suey Garden 
Shannon Chalupiak Elan Travel 
Kelly Julseth 
Eva & Trina Maleus 
Jennifer Neeves 
Heather AlbrighI 
Lee Anne 8 Ryan Boisvert 
Todd Holkestad 
GOLD BRICK 
All West Glass 
I.W.A 
Toronto Dominion 
Dr. Almas 
B.C, Teleohone Company 
Finning Ltd. 
Cliff & Irene Sharpies 
Coastal Buslines Ltd. 
River Industries 
W & L Greenhouses 
Glass Slipper Bridal Shoppe 
Terrace Video Shop Ltd. 
Walinda Crafts 
Margaret & Bruce Hutchinson 
Camlele & Amber Fegan 
SPECIAL LIST 
Terrace Standard 
Terrace Review 
Skeena Broadcasting 
Rain Coast Cranes 
Shannon Chalupiak 
Kelly Julseth 
Norco Septic System 
BRITISH COLUMBIA PROVINCIAL 
ROAD AND BRIDGE MAINTENANCE 
This year, the Ministry of Transportation and Highways s renegolialing conlracts 
in its 20 contract areas. Th s proposal call is for 3"o[ these Contract AreaS. 
Companies may make~ro~sals on as many contract areas as they wish, but a 
separata proposa/is needed:for each. 
The successful contractor will be responsible for direct delivery of specific 
maintenance services and for ensuring that business oppodunities for smaU 
operators are retained through competitive sub-contracting. 
The schedule below outlines when Request-for.Proposalsdocuments will be 
available and closing date for each Contract Area: 
To be considered, ~ Project Office 
proposals for any Highway and Bridge Maintenance "Contract Area must 
• be ~eiv~b,v. 2 p.m, Ministry of Transportation & Highways 
on its closing "date at 3D,- 940 Blanshard,Street ~ 
the [ollowtng oddresr. Victoria. B.C. V8W 3E6 . ' 
, - . . , - ,  Phone(S04) 387.-6931 •Fax (604) 35~-7276 
Request-for-Proposals decumenls, costing $500.00, Include a'General Coned 
~n~ma~nd~a:uk~cl~es~lddaC~_,enn~e~iA~ln~rma.fi0n_Packago. Compa ies who 
C yp . pac. g atlt~.Februa~21stlnFormalion 
~onference n'ee]:l o, nly bu~ the Contract Are~ Package, at $250.00 foi',each Area. 
mer~ prices incluae G.~.~. . '" ~: ....... : .. 
e~Uost-~or.ero~ls doculnenls can be, i~, ~.~u~.. ~the  Proied'. C~ce by 
cash or non~efu6dable cheque~.payable to the ~tnis~.oF, Financ~ and Cocpo~ate 
Relations, The documents can be equr(ered (pre-pajd) U~F ~guest. CheqUes 
forwarded, prior to the data on which documents will be av~lloBe will ensure 
prompt ae,very. . 
• :!~i';', . ~  
• , o ,  . 
• -. :: ProvlnceO!,~,'-: 
Britlgh COI~fnldi~-,., : 
Back by popular demand - exotic 
felines to visit Kitimat again! 
Area residents, both young and 
old, are in for an exotic treat. 
Tigers and other exotic felines 
will be coming to the City Centre 
Mall July ! i ,  12, and 13. 
The National Animal Agency 
will be presenting its "Animal 
Traxx" tour. Behaviorist John 
Rehmann and tour director Dan 
Wallace have been touring North 
America to encourage concerned 
individuals to support captive 
breeding programs and their local 
ZOOS. 
Animal Traxx is an exhibit 
which incorporates felines as a 
medium to not only encourage and 
educate people to the benefits of 
captive reproduction but to also 
sensitize people, young and old 
alike, about the frailty of the 
global environment. 
The exhibition includes exotic 
felines and baby cubs as well as a 
photo gallery, concessions booth 
and information booth in the 
lower level mall area. 
There will also be two educa- 
tional lectures available to the 
public from Animal Trux person- 
nel. 
The first lecture will be held Fri- 
day, July 12 at 6 p.m. alld the se- 
cond lecture Saturday, July 13 at 
1:30 p.m. Both lectures will be 
located at the exhibition site in the 
mall. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~is  wIH be truly a learning ex. 
Animal Traxx   .nce. 
John Rehman takes one of the tigers featured In the touring show "Animal Traxx" for a walk, 
the show will feature xotic felines and cubs in the City Centre Mall, July 11, 12, and 13, 
> (AOVemiSeMeN~ 
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Scholastic facel ft 
RENOVATIONS are in progress on the outsioe of Caledonia Secondary this month. Workers are 
repiacing the old cladding and asbestos-laced sheeting with new facing and insulation. . The 
228,500 project should keep the school around another 20 years. 
Guide  den ia l  quest i  
TERRACE - -  A Kitimat- 
Stikine regional district director 
is wondering if angling guides 
have to be either rich or 
foreigners. 
Lea Watmough made the 
comment after the provincial 
government turned own an ap- 
plib, ation by a local guide An- 
drew Rushton to build a cabin 
by getting a five-year iicence on 
a 100m square piece of land on 
the Exchamsiks River. 
He wanted to build a skid- 
mounted cabin on the site, to be 
completed by this September. 
Regional district shorts 
The application also indicated 
there would be no cutting of 
timber, the use of a portable 
toilet rather than an outhouse 
and that all waste would be 
removed from the site. 
But in recommending denial 
of the application, B.C. Parks 
regional planning manager 
Mike Murtha said public 
response on park policy had 
been to preserve the watershed. 
Regional fisheries biologist 
Bob Hooton said allowing a 
guide to build a cabin on the 
river would invite similar ap- 
plications from the other five 
guides licensed to operate on the 
Exchamsiks. 
He also explained those 
licences were subject to review 
to determine whether further 
restrictions were needed to en- 
sure "a quality angling ex- 
perience" on that river. 
Pointing out Rushton was 
born and raised here and had 
already guided for several years, 
Watmough said his attempt to 
expand that business was now 
being "hit on the head" by 
government. 
Lakelse fire hall soon 
TERRACE - -  The Kitimat- upon is installation of a 6,600 
Sti~ih~r~ional district,wants.to ~cu,ft.:storage facifity. :: .-.~. 
re~tie!l~d at l~akelSe Lake so 0nee it is in place, explained 
th~ ~ommunity association Stewart director Darlene Cor -  
there can build a fire hail and 
community hall. 
The property isone hectare of 
Crown land now zoned for park 
use on the north.side of Lakelse 
Lodge Road, the community's 
main access road. The assocm- 
tion plans to renovate a deserted 
building already Standing on the 
site. 
A public hearing into the pro- 
posed change has been schedul- 
ed for 7:30 p.m. on Tuesday, 
July 30 at the district offices. 
July 30 is also the date for a 
public hearing concerning 
rezoning of land off the 
highway frontnge road in Thor- 
nhiii. 
Western Pacific Maintenance 
Ltd. and Sinjur Masonry have 
jointly applied to redesignate 
their ~ properties near Sharpies 
Ave. to industrial from com- 
mercial. 
Western Pacific needs the 
rezoning to allow it to go ahead 
with plans to build an industrial 
storage building on their lot. Its 
present welding, machining and 
metal fabricating shop does not 
fit in with commercial zoning 
but is considered "legal non- 
conforming" because it was 
already in place when the com- 
mercial zoning by-law was 
adopted. 
Sandwiched between Western 
Pacific and three lots owned by 
Sh~rl~les Equipment -- they are 
alreadY,' zone~l industrial, is an 
unfleyeibped pr0perty owned by 
tt~e Matwicks. While they do 
t object to their neighbours 
being rezoned, the Matwicks do 
iions about herbicide spraying it
plans.to dO ~O~l~d::a"htzmi~~i ~ Of. 
no~i~Wi:sl[~fi'~u}~.s~'~'t~o'~fi'~d, *, ~'.".'- ' 
They; want :rio know ~hat 
chemicals are found'in: the nell, garbage trucks arriving at 
the dump will dump refuse into 
the giant, bear-proof bin. There 
it will remain until remain until 
it can be buried. 
The regional district agreed to 
send a letter of support for the 
project which allows Stewart o 
apply for a 50 per cent grant 
under a ministry rural waste 
management program. 
, t , * ***  
Directors have taken up B.C. 
Hydro's invitation to ask ques- 
sprays to be used -- Roundup, 
Glean and Simazine. 
Pointing out such products 
were now accompanied by a 
hazardous materials informa- 
tion sheet, Kitimat directors 
Tom Goyert and Graham 
Anderson suggested Hydro be 
asked to provide that informa- 
tion. 
Hydro has said it will spray 
within the fences surrounding 
the substations and a strip of up 
to 2m outside the fence. 
Report 
by Maureen  Atklnson 
t 
Go FOOLS 
for.  ,RUSH IN TERRACE e , ! :  
agreed to i; 
ject will pro L OilC 
taken, this', ~ ,~ ~|f_~BC i 
administrator. 1 ' 1 1 " . . . . .  ' :: : ; ~ 
Craig Drive is bc ed~ I 
western end of.Orah~tm i ~i q ~ 
and Connects that street i ..•- 
Medeek Ave; Bob Hallso: ~ 
paving craig would be an exten~ 
sign o f  the  Graham Ave~ 
upgrade begun by the citya cou- 
ple of years ago. : ' i 
However; with the city con- L ' L~ H 1 # i  ' ' 
sidering taking a 25 Year paving; ~ : 
plan f0 referendum this fall, he 
said any decision to: proc:ed " . i~t  ~ ed~ V 
with iCraig Would probably be?;~ .... . . . .~  ~ I .~I v ~ , , . . . .  ~ 
delayed untii after that v°te '  • ~ [  | ] lw"  , t ,~  [~ [ ~ ~  II 
He~.pointed OUt theterms o f . ,  
thug42,500 p.rovincial grant did i!' ~ lk  
notrequire ihe Work be done  ' 
this y~:a[ so the city ran no risk 
o f  losing the money because of 
the pbstp0nement. > . :i 
No~mally,. paving o f  city 
streets uch as Craig is carried 
out as a local improvement pro- 
ject (LIP) under which property 
owners pay the full cost based g 4 
on their lots' road frontage. • • , 
oned The in FLEXIBILIT Y• 
At the same time, he added, 
there had been "four or five 
major (guiding) operations 
started by foreigners with no 
•difficulty." 
Watmough suggested 
Rushton must now be wonder- 
ing "Do I have to have a million 
bucks or do 1 have to come 
from Germany?" 
Taking up Hooton 's  
reference to the level of fish 
stocks in the Exchamsiks, Wat- 
mough said that was not an 
issue if Rushton's licence in- 
cluded a specified limit on the 
number of Client rod-days he 
could Operate on the river. 
The district agreed to delay 
commenting on the appfication 
until it had received clarifica- 
tion on that last point. 
and DURABILITY! 
This silky smooth chain combines 
simplicity with elegance in design. 
from S69"  to SJ 5495 
;Ei. a71N"S 
SINCE 1910 
4631 Lakelse Ave., Terrace - -  635-7440 
Terrace Shopping Center 
Travelling around the northwest ia a real joy for those who appreciate the 
natural beauty of the wsstem mountains and Inland plateaus, Parks protect 
special natural and ¢:ultural features as well as providing the public with 
recreational opportunities. Last year, the Parks branch started a new con. 
sultative process with the pubflo. They published several documents and 
began holding worka~ps, (Parks Plan 90), where citizens gave their input In 
formulating Parks policy. 
About ten years ego, B.C. Parks began using distinotive pettems and 
a~oclalton of tendforms, wildlife, vegetation, climate and water to identify 
Important regional landscapes. These regional landscapes" ere the 
guideposts for maintaining e good represenlatlon of the diverse and intricate 
life of the natural world, There are 59 regional landscapes In the province 
that have been Identified by Perks, When Perks staff compared this, egalnat: 
the number of Parks, they found 28 regional,landscapes were adequately 
represented. The other 31 had partial or no representation at all. 
To fulfill its conservation mandate, B.C, Parks wants to have adequate 
representation from each reglorml landscape. That's where the public 
workshops came In; eta part of the parks Plan 90, Parks wanted to know from 
the publto what areas they wanted represented. Striking the balance bet- 
ween Conserving B.C.'o special I~ss  and creating recreational oppor. 
tunltles for people Is e difficult task. Some IssOple have their own special 
places they want preserved: while other groul~t say some areas must remain 
open for future economic development, The poblle'e views will provide the 
basis for identifying 8pecifk3 perk study ar6as and for establishing a timetable 
for adding new parka, i 
not Want any change to their 
own property. 
The district proposes to 
rezone the applicants' lots only. 
It will also change the Official 
Settlement Plan designation of 
the Matwicks' land to industrial 
to indicate that •is the long term 
laiid use intent for the property. 
The public hearing also takes 
place in the~district offices at 
7:30 p.m. , 
*****  
Bears looking fo r  an easy 
i meal at the Stewart dump are 
" Lake lse  Lake  Prov inc ia l  
Park  V is i to r  P rograms ~ l V VWgH M 177 ill JUiBB, 
July 11 -July 15, 1991~ ., 
1 i .  : * THESE CARS ARE SO POPULAR, WE'RE  
: ALREADY RUNNING OUT OF '91 MODELS!! 
8 PM, '~',ATClilIN8 TIlE UGHI" talk oe outdoor photooraphy, Fudong Day picnic shelter. . ,. 
SUBARU.  3 pM. -HEy IOD8 UEI, I GET CO01011r Fheptt at Fudong Day'. ; , , .% 7 Phi .CA I~ TRAOI11tql...music'and fun, Fudmo Bay picnic shelter.: ,; " .~ ' " : IhmaW ',kdY:~13 • .... i. 3 PM • RiIITHANO RIIII'.AIO FOR CHILOIIB. Fudong Bay picnic ahelter,~: ) ; , !, 
8 PM. "II1HU,HEAO F THE NOR11~1~ by guest pmsenier- Rob Oiown;,R~l~ 9ay. . " ' ' ~ . . . .  
i . 
picnic shelter, ' .: 
' - ~ .... Iklndly - Jdy 14 ' ; L ,  ~;! . , . , 
1 m.mw. .  ~ke,.'-k, picnic she,e,, , • : '  J THORNHILL  MOTORS LTD.  , ' . . . . . .  ' 7 PM. LtY8 TAKE IT EAIY...A casual evening hike at Exclmmsiks Rlvef.Pfovincla . . . .  
Park (meet at the niormatim algn next to the parking lot) : '*' " * ~ 3026 H ighway 16 East ,  Terrace i • : ,,,,: .. 
~'~,>.. " (604)  635 ,7286 ;, . .  ~i~,.i '~!: .: i~; ~:il ! :i/. '~ 
soon going to find the cup- 
board, if not bare, is at least MmW'. J~ 10 , ~ 
fiTmly locked . . . .  . 8 PM. HIR.A.TRU m TAPE PREIIUffAlllON. Fudon9 Day picnic shelter. ~ ,. 
IWith the bruins becoming a
~'rious probletn at the landfill 
site, tSe environment ministry 
demanded Stewart ake act ion  
to Wive i t  The solution alpeed *'~ 
i- , . 
Pre.rnier t h.rows support 
beh,nd Kit,mat port plan 
TERRACE Premter Rtta ts th~ ,/~!wdaO.. ~uid sli~: ~S/e ~t i l ;  r~i; i [ i i i  ~~p: l~: i i~et ;~ t I Johnstonsays he  gov rnment 
backs a proposed $63 million 
port at Kitimat despite opposi- 
tion from the City of Prince ferent from the demand you single authority in charge of 
Rupert and federal fisheries of- 
ficials. 
Cabinet has sent the port plan 
on to a more detailed second 
stage of the province's Major 
Pro ject  Review Process 
(MPRP) which will create a 
panel to hold public hearings. 
" I 'm really not taking a posi- 
tion until we've gone through 
the process," said Johnston, 
who was here last Wednesday to 
try to win the support of the 25 
local delegates to .the Social 
Credit leadership convention 
July 18-20• "But the fact that 
we are going through a process 
would suggest that it does have 
government support. Otherwise 
we wouldn't be bothering." 
The province has so far paid 
about $500,000 for the initial 
study of the port and is expected 
to spend another $600,000 to 
conduct he second stage of the 
review. 
Johnston said the arguments 
o f  Prince Rupert :officials - -  
who say a Kitimat port would 
merely take business away from 
might find in the Prince Rupert 
area. But we have t0 Clearly 
spell that out and look at the 
pros and cons of a second port 
going in before that final invest- 
ment is made." 
Habitat biologists with the 
federal Department of Fisheries • 
and Oceans (DFO) rejected the 
proposed port'site as "unaccep- 
table" saying it will destroy im- 
portant fish habitat. DFO has 
called on the port proponents to 
instead seek alternate sites. 
Johnston called the agency's 
opposition another example of 
the federal government interfer- 
ing in areas that she says should 
be solely the province's jurisdic- 
tion. 
" I  don't know whether, the 
word  'meddling' i s  accurate, 
but why do we need them to be 
involved at all? We should be 
the regulatory body." 
"We find a lot of the things 
that the federal government 
says and does unacceptable," 
Johnston continued. "When 
you're dealing with the environ'- 
Premier Rita Johnston 
ment, when you're dealing with 
forestry, when you're dealing 
with issues such as ports, when 
you're dealing with fisheries, it 
seems to me that the federal 
government• should be looking 
very seriously at allowing the in- 
dividual provinces to set their 
reviewing such projects. 
"There 's  far too much 
duplication of, regulation and 
jurisdiction," Johnston said. 
"It 's costing the taxpayers more 
than it should and it's serving, 
in my view, no useful purpose." 
"It 's ridiculous that we have 
a ministry of forests federally as 
well as provincially, and en- 
vironment federally as well as 
provincially and fisheries both 
ways." 
She said the layoffs at 
Alcan's Kemano Completion 
Project are another indication 
the country's environmental 
review provisions need to be 
changed. 
"It seems to me we've gone 
through an extensive process 
with regard to Kemano," 
Johnston said. " I 'm not sure 
that we need any more headngs. 
You can study these things to 
death while people are being 
laid off and displaced - -  to the 
point of the ridiculous, I 
believe." 
Fulton slams CNwaterbbuoy 
TERRACE Skeena MP Jnn person should be fired, he 
Fulton says he's upset with 
Canadian National using bottl- 
ed water from Kentucky. 
The federal crown corpora- 
tion is supplying its workers 
with the water contained in one 
cup plastic bottles from the 
Crystal Clear Water Company 
of Louisville, Kentucky. • 
"What a crown corporation 
should be doing is coming to a 
community such as Terrace and 
saying we will buy water for a 
said. 
Fulton added that it 's 
ridiculous to ship water all the 
way  from Kentucky to CN 
workers in western Canada. 
• He's also annoyed about a 
label on the water bottle top 
that reads "municipal water." 
"That's water from a tap. 
For this, it has to come all the 
way f rom Kentucky? 
Something's wrong here," 
Fulton continued. 
certain number of years as an  But CN spokesman Marian 
incentive for a private com-  Robson from Vancouver last 
party," said Fulton last week. week said the Kentucky water 
"CN are going to regret his. company was chosen after an 
• : "" .......... ~ ,Z'. ...... ..... : '~011"-e'rb~'eF  t~t~rd~Eh id~Idddtng"P ,~-~'~ ' .  ~ 
Jim ruaon  for CN - -  with this stunt, that "CN has a tendering process 
Going to court 
TERRACE - -  A local taxider- 
mist has been charged with 16 
counts under the Wildlife Act 
after a four-month investigation 
by conservation officers. 
Edward Moon has pleaded 
not guilty to the charges and is 
to be tried July 29, said district 
conservation officer Peter 
Kalina. 
Moon - -  who operates out of 
his home - -  faces two charges 
of failing to keep required tax. 
idermy records; one charge of 
giving false information to a 
conservation officer, and three 
charges of the'illegal use of hun- 
ting licences leading to the 
unlawful killing of two moose 
last fail: 
The other charges are for 
unlawful possession of wildlife. 
from A1 
Kalina said prosecutors will in- 
troduce vidence that Moon had 
in his possession various 
animals - -  including eagles, 
weasels, beaver, marten and 
squirrel - -  that he did not have 
proper permits for. 
"The charges resulted from a 
general check into taxidermy 
records," Kalina said. "As a 
result of that check, the in- 
vestigation was started." 
He said penalties for those of- 
fences can go as high as $5,000 
if there is a conviction. 
He said there are stringent re- 
, quirements on taxidermists in 
order to keep track of legally 
taken animals. "We expect 
records to be complete and ac- 
curate." 
Hospital cuts 
nurse covering give the hospital more money. 
medical/surgery department. "1
went home last night and I think 
this morning everybody is still 
• alive - -  I don't know," she 
said. "The Staffing here is so 
skeletal, we're waiting for an 
accident to happen." 
In another recent incident, 
emergency department head 
nuise Laurie Dahms said four 
nurses and three doctors work- 
ed for three hours in an unsuc. 
cessful attempt o resuscitate a 
critically injured man. She said 
administration later criticized 
her department for spending 
too much time and resources on 
a patient who was expected to 
die anyway. 
"There  aren, t  enough 
nurses," Dahms aid. "There's 
not enough backup. It really 
leaves pat ient  care in 
jeopardy." 
"You cannot count on com- 
ing in hereand leaving in good 
health because we don't have 
enough staff to cover it," said 
nurse Shirley Friesen. 
Leisinger wouldn't comment 
onspecifiC situatiOns, but s=dd: 
" It 's  something that gives :us 
" I f  you have any faith in the 
system, you have to believe that 
common sense will prevail and 
more funding will be 
provided." 
Admin is t ra tors ,  hoard 
members and staff represen- 
tatives formed a committee to 
pressure Victoria and find a way 
to avert layoffs and bed 
closures. 
'!Our battle is not with the 
board, it's nov with manage- 
ment - -  it's with the govern- 
ment," said nurse Marie 
Cousins. "Why should we in 
the northwest be considered 
lesser citizens. We should have 
the same standard of health care 
as the people in the Lower 
Mainland." 
Victoria doesn't understand 
that the Terrace hospital covers, 
the entire region,~said Terrace, 
Regional Health Care Society 
chairman David Lane, who 
pointed to a recent goVernment , 
study that referred to Mlgs 
Memorial as a small rural~ 
hospital. 
"This hospital faces a major 
crisis," Lane said.."We provide 
ooncern." acute care, service in the nor- 
. .:He • said he remai~S: ~ thwest hird ofthe province and ~ 
,~  , ,  , 'cautiously optimistic thstthe by God we re going to be fund- 
health. • I t ry ' ;  nikyl releitt:~d ~ Cr1'~ ~. to H" dO that.~ . . . .  ~,~' '. 
for our whole system for bulk 
products such as water. As it 
turned out, that company was 
the successful bidder," she said. 
Robson added that CN looks 
at the quality of the water and 
transported. 
" I t 's  a fairly complex issue. It 
seems incredible, but that's 
what it is," she said. 
Having water in portable con- 
tainers is important for CN 
crews working along isolated 
stretches of track without easy 
access to liquids, Robson con- 
tinued. 
CN does acknowledge one 
problem with the recyclable 
plastic containers and that is 
they are being discarded 
alongside the tracks by its 
workers• 
no There is plant in B.C. that 
takes ihls.Id'n, d ~(/material but 
there is one in Alberta and CN 
wants its workers to collect the 
empties, said Robson. 
"What we're trying to do is 
have the workers not litter - -  
it's a system-wide problem," 
she said. 
COMMERCIAL BOOTH SPACE FOR RENT 
Dudng Skeena Valley Fall Fair (Terrace) August 31 and 
September 1/91. Umited number of booths available. Call 
635-7582. 
GATE ATTENDANTS AND PARKING ATTENDANTS 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY 
For Skeena Valley Fall Fair to be held In Terrace August 31 
and September 1,1991. If your organization or group is look- 
Ing for a way to raise funds call immediately 635-7402 
evenings. 
NEW BUS FARES 
EFFECTIVE JULY 15,1991 
FARES 
Adu l t  
Sen ior* ,S tudent*  
Ch i ld  under  5 
ZONE 1 ZONE 2 
$1.00 $1.25 
.75 $1.00 
Free Free 
TIC KETS (Book of 20) 
;Adult $19.00 $24.00 
Senior',Student*. . $14.00 $19.00 
:* with;val id IO 
I " 
BUS'tickets are available at City Hall 
BCTrans   
~x 
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Terrace Carpet Bowlers Present... I 
FISH &,oCHIPc DINNER 
1 4:30- "~:00 p.m. " " ~ ~r 
Happy Gang Centre - 3226 Ke lum : I ' 
$6.00 EACH * EVERYONE WELCOME! ] 
AUSTRALIA 
J / 
I z= 
l 
3 ! 
• 1~.~ 
Seattle to Sydney 
*565oo U,S. Currency 
Round Tdp Alr Only Purchase By July 15. Restrictions Apply 
Travel July I - Sept. 30/91 
I 
"FOR PEOPLE 
GOING PLACES" 
4736 LAKELSE AVENUE 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1R6 
I 
635-2277 
TRAVEL 
AUSTRALIA- Canb, 
Canberra was built m a sheep station and we call It ~ " 
Capital". It is an outdoors place for saJIIng, fishing, ¢r L 
ball and hang gliding, and there a~e more than 10O kll ~.~, 
bicycle paths. With its multitude of parks and garde~ ~ N 
Umal Cal~tal is particularly beautiful In our spring al 
Today, Canbsrra is a thriving city of over 303.000 p 
full of great atbactiom like the billion dollar Padlam 
opened in 1988. the National Gallery, and many mo 
FOOD FOR THOUGHT 
As hosts to so many overseas representatives f 
Aus~lis's government officials, Canberra caters 
range of tastes, You can dine at top class restaum 
and cheerful pubs offedng almost any culslm you 
N)ecialties include lamb and beef rom surroendln O 
and trout from the streams of the nead3y Snowy MI 
SHOPPING 
Shops are plentiful Civic Square in Canharm's city o 
focal point, with large retail complexes as well a 
shops. General trading hoers are 9 am to 5 pm Mon~ 
day, 9 am to 9 pm Friday, 0 am to 4 pm Saturday 
museums and many other tourist attractidos have sl 
trade outside normal hours and offer an interesting 
goods. 
PASSPORTS 
• Every visitor Is required to have a valid passport and 
try into Australia. 
CREDIT CARDS 
The most commonly accepted credit cards are An 
press, Bankcard~ Cerle Blanch, Diners CliJb, Masts, 
and their affiliates, use In smaller towns and c~nt~ 
small retail shops. CURRENCY 
Australian currency is decimal with the dollar as the 
(100 cents equals one dollar). Notes come In $100, 
$10, $5 denominations. 
"FOR PEOPLE 
GOING PLACES" 
4736LAKELSE AVENUE 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1R6 
635-2277 
Q 635-2666 
C ofTermce " 
Regional District of Kitimat- Stikine 
i 
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CONGRATULATIONS TO T 
3ONLIGHT MADNESSLUCKY 1 
$50 Gift Certificate: :~ Freezer: 
• Parhar Gian (double winner) • Blanch LeBIond M,K,: Uoyd 
. . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  • Grace LeFontaine • Mark Knight 
• . , . . .  • 
COKE OR SPRITE 
Regular or Diet, Coke Classic 
or Diet Coke, Caffeine Free. 
2L Plus Deposit 
1.4 
SNOW sTAR 
ICE CREAM 
Assorted Flavours. 
4L Pall. Limit. 2 .Over  limit price 3 .68 : :  
2.78 ea , 
SMOKED 
,,I::~.,,~,,,':~PORK PICNIC 
.... ;<: ::.': ~~: .... :Whole..Hock Removed. ~' 
194/kg 
lb !~ iii! 
-.STORE HOURS:-- 
Sunday. 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Men. - Frl. 9 a.m. • 9 p.m. 
Saturday 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Sale lOr~.es effective Wednesday, 
July 10 to Saturday, July 13:. :~, 
T 
SA F ] F.WAY 
Ve it alr  gether'  
i 
At Safeway Honor All:Competitors Coupons 
~ Items We Carry in Stock • 
~,! +st "r . . . . . .  o , . . ,  . . . . . . . .  
WHAT'S 
JULY !1; 1991 - -  Terrace Public 
Library 10:30 a,m. or 2:00 p.m. 
Outer s'pace odyssey crafts and 
acttvitlesl r6 year old 'and up. 
Register in advance. 638-8177. 
Asking' about our summer 
reading club. 
: . * ****  . 
JULY' II, '1991 - -  3 p.m. 
Wildlife Collage. Wall mural 
craft and talk, 8 p.m.; "Catching 
Ihe Light" talk on outdoor 
pholography. Furlong Bay picnic 
sheller. 
JULY 12,1991 - -  3 p.m. - "Hey 
Kids Lets get Cooking" Firepit 
at Furlong Bay. 7 p.m.-- Camp. 
fire Traditions...music and fun, 
Furlong Bay picnic shelter. 
JULY 13, 1991 --3 p.m. - First 
hand first aid for children. 8 
p .m. .  "Sleelhead of the Nor- 
thwest" by guest presenter - -  
Rob Brown. Furlong Bay picnic 
shelter. 
* "k ,k**  
JULY 14, 1991 -- p .m. .  Kids 
Games. Lakels¢ Picnic Shelter. 7 
p.m. - Let's Take it Easy .. A 
casual evening hike at Excham- 
siks River Provincial Park (meet r 
at the information ~;ign next to + 
the  parking lot). 
JULY IS, 1991 - -  8 p.m. - Hug- 
a-Tree slide lape presenlation, 
Furlong Bay picnic shelter. 
JULY 18, 1991-  Terrace Public 
Library 10:30 a.m. or 2 p.m. 
Lost Worlds, crafts and activities 
for 6 years and up. Register in 
advance 638-8177. Ask aboul 
our summer reading club. 
* 'A , ***  
JULY 19, 1991 - -  Suppor| group 
meeling for persons suffering , 
from M.E. (Mya l ig ic  
Encephalomyleds), also known 
as CFIDS (Chronic Fatigue and 
Immune Dys funct ion  
Syndrome). A video entitled 
"The Growing Dilemma of  
- .o .  Myalgic Engephalornyeitns will 
be shown .in Ihe downslairs 
meeling room of  Ihe Terrace 
Public Library at 7:30 p.m. Foi" 
more info. please call Kathleen 
Talslra a| 635-2718. d 
• • ...... ~i.,:': ':- - * . *+t  ,~,~t . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
JULY +20, IW] ~ BCOAPO No. *': 
73 is holding at pot lu~k picQic at 
'12': noon ' Meet a l  Ih¢ Haj~p~ 
• Gang Cenzre 3226 for Iranspor 
lation't0 "Kleanza Park- (Picnic 
will be held at Ihe Happy Gan 8 
Cenlr¢.in Ihe,evem of  lnclemenl 
wealher,) Further informalion 
635.9090, 
TERRACE ART GALLERY 
and Terrace Public Library sum- 
mcr art show fcalurin s local ar- 
lists is held Tuesday IO Sat., 
noon to 5 p.m. Further informa- 
lion call Calhy 638-8884. 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR 
: .Child Health clinics" for 
Tuesdays from 9:30 a.m, . 12/ 
p.m. and from 1:30 p.m. - 4 p.m. 
Thursdays 1:30 p.m. -  4 p.m.  
Duties include weighing '& 
measuring children. No lifting 
necessary, Foi" more information ,
call Debra al 538-3310 .~ 
• 'k * ,A' * * 
TERRACE PIPES & DRUMS ~'i 
i: practice every Mon. from 7,:30' * 
8!10 p;m Jr Table; 8:20- 9i00 
p.m. Sr. Table; 9:15 - 9:45 p.m. 
. piping & drumming. Meel at Ihe 
' Kin Hut next to Heritage Park 
Anyone interested in playing or 
: learning to  play, call Audrey 
!' ' Kerr at 635-3726. , L  
• , CCB TERRACE AND 
DISTRICT  
/ /  While Cane Clu b meeling Ihe 
+ ~ ::• 2u d Tues. o f  every monlh at h00 
~- .p.m. in the Women's Resource 
i Centre. Everyone welcome. For 
. '  information phone Phyllis at 
::.. i '638-0412 or Evelyn al 635-7015. 
,'.. * *** 'k  
~ "".' . , .TERRACE .K IT IMAT 
"',: SINGLES meet every Tuesday at 
' . . ,  ,: Mr: M ikm-  :7 p.m. Terrace. 
r '~: ~*',1~ May ~ P cni~ Site.-- 2 pro'. & 
:~li/Muy: 26: Brun'ch !'1 • a.m. and 
:: : ':' l : !p,h0n'e'~35~3238, 
. .:  *' " !  
. . . . .  ~ 
; ~, ~ ; ~ ~ 
• : :!; ~. . :  ~,i~i...::~.:.i~'~'~,~ 
<,:" • 
- . 
+ " , : ; 
' '+  j :+ 
' "  - '~ + I  " ~" 
I • • t - " = • 
Adventure 
Matthew Klnvlg was one of over 50 chtldren who celebrated at tPle Great Trek Party. 'the kick-off of the 
llbl;~t3~ ' i116f~ ~r~r~rt:'+rh+s.library is offerin~ l~oth a Re+adin8 Adventurers~lub Which is open'tl~i~ 
chiidren an~ activity days for those six years and older. MOre information ca+n b~ Obtained by calling 
"th~UbPary at,638~177,. ,:~ .~ "+ . . . . . . .  ' .~ . . . . . . . . . . .  : +.:, . . . . . . . . .  + ... ..... , .... ~ . . . . . . .  
Riverboat Days picking, 
up full head of steam 
Lower Little Park is becoming the centre of ac- Anglican church and native food. 
tivttles for this year's Riverboat DaYs on the 
August long weekend. 
• Saturday and Sunday, visitors to the park will 
be able to take in music, science demonstrations, 
native dancing and food, says Riverboat Days 
spokesman Mary Ann Burdett. 
"We~ve been trying to increase very area we 
eould~:' she added. 
.~.:: Each day'sevents begin over the noon hour, 
lasting until early evening. 
Music '91's involvement continues Saturday 
evening at the arena with Guitars and Cadillacs, a 
band that plays cover versions of Dwight Yoakam 
songs. 
An hour of Yoakam music will be followed by 
a dance the proceeds from which go toward com- 
mtmity and service groups that help put on the 
dance. 
There's also music planned Sunday afternoon 
Music wiil be the predominantaspect of what s atHeritage Park sponsored 
happening in the park With entertainment being " Regional Museum Society. 
provided by. the TerraceMusicians Association, 
featuring local performers, and Music '91; 
The latter is bringing in Smithers musician 
Mark Perry to give four concerts, at 2 p.m. and 4 
P.m. on both Saturday and Sunday. 
Centennial Lions club spokesman Tod 
Strachan said it is planning tO have its own con- 
cession booth at the park along with Filipino 
food, pies and ~tkes from St. Matthew's 
by rthe Terrace 
Burdett said other activities are coming along 
as planned. 
They include the Legion-sponsored parade 
down Lakelse Saturday morning and the Seniors 
Mile and Slingers races to be held Sunday on the 
4600 Block of Lakelse. 
The Riverboat Days Society acts as the coor- 
dinating body for all events. Those in turn are 
organized by community groups, 
. II . . . 
Self-help program could 
offer arthritis relief 
Soon arthritis sufferers will be able to help themselves, 
through a program introduced by the Arthritis Society, and 
taught by 21 local people. 
Originally developed at Stanford University's arthritis cen- 
tre in Paid Alto, California, the Arthritis Self-Management 
Program teaches participants how to stretch and relax their 
muscles, reduce pain, protect their joints and conserve 
energy. 
Terrace society member Mary McGowan explained classes 
are led by people who have arthritis themselves, rather than 
by health professionals. The program will be taught in week- 
ly, two-hour classes over a six week period beginning in Oc- 
tober. 
She said 13 Terrace and eight Kitimat residents had taken 
part in an instructors' course held last month. 
Pointing out there are approximately 2,000 people in Ter- 
race with arthritis, she added, "Maybe this program will help 
them help themselves, that's what it's all about. I mean, a pill 
helps, but you've got to help yourself, too." 
Repeat term for local 
Elaine Johnson has been 
re-elected as a director of the 
B.C. Lung Association. 
Johnson was tagged for a 
second year as director of the 
provincial body at the 
organizat ion's  annua~l 
general meeting held in Van- 
~uver last month. 
The B.C. Lung Associa- 
tion is a voluntary health 
ag.ency with approximately 
130,000 regular supporters. 
It funds medical research in= 
to lung disease and conducts 
both health education and 
community service programs 
across the province. 
It relies almost entirely on 
donations received through Elaine Johnson 
fundraising events such as its well-known Christmas Seal 
campaign. 
...... Workshop aims to heal 
Spiritual healing will be the subject of the week-long ."Ris- 
ing Spirit" workshop at the Kermode Friendship Centre 
August 12-16. 
Workshop organizer Benita Chapdelaine said the session 
will be led by two native teachers and will focus on the healing 
of self, family and the community, substance and sexual 
abuse, grieving and dreams. 
The popular Lee Brown, an inland Saiish who now lives in 
Vernon, is a private consultant and trainer known for his gen- 
tle approach to teaching, says Chapdelaine. 
Having experienced alcohol addiction, physical and mental 
abuse, he understands intimately the process of healing, and 
is well known for his capacity to health education from a 
native perspective, Chapdelaine added. 
She said his relentless positive attitude other people think 
positively, so that they can change their ways, 
Chief Leonard George of the Burrard Band -- the other 
teacher -- has been involved with social and economic pro- 
grams for native people for the past 10 years, and'has produc- 
ed a video on native training programs. 
He has an extensive background in public speaking, 
Chapdelaine said, and he has acted in films and on television. 
The workshop will be held at the Kermode Friendship Cen- 
tre. 
Register by contacting Chapdelaine at the centre 
(635-4906). The deadline is July 26. 
There's still time to save a life 
Every day the Red Cross we've beaten Prince Rupert," 
needs 5,000 blood donors to she says. / i :  
meet the demands of Canadian The clinic is being held in the 
hospitals, gymnasium at Skeena Jr, " m 
But for Terrace residents, ,Secondary school on Munroe 
• there.is only one day a year they: St.'it begins at 2p.m. and goes 
• , • . I 
.+" 
i- 
;:"+" : i ~  can help meet hat demand; .says+: until g.p,m, So there still could ' ~~++~ ++ ~ * ~:'+~ ; ++ ",:,' . ":+" . . . .  , + . .  r . . . .  . . " 
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?'~ l i::~6ffen:: Whil's* Up. as a organizer Lissl Soremen. " readers'to get down ~- t • there and k '+: ''~ ~ 
i :: J :puhli0. :service to- Its And today's the dayl make a donation, -:~i!i; ! /:. i~.~:_.;.~,--+~, 
':':'::mi: readers and community Sorenson explains the cllnic is It * only takes about 45 ~ I 
!:,~i~;| o~ganlzations,*: , ,  . the only opportunity- local minutes and giving up that "+% ~ ...... - 
:"~i,!: | ".: i iThbcolumn Is Intended donors can contribute because small-part of your.day may end + + +' ~' " : ' ;~  '~; :~ " * 
:~ ~!~'!J: fbr non;pmfll o raan in , "  Mills Mem°rial hospital Is nbt uP saving someone's life, she ~ / [ : ~+' " ~  
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portant time of the year for the those planning• to: attend the ~ : ~ 
. . . . .  :. " Red  Cross  to get  those :  ext ra  c l in ic .  : ~ ~+'- 
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ncouver v sn was 
a dramat ic  success  • 
: By BRIAN KOVEN ~ entertaining and educational. 
Thirty'. five drama/theatre ~ ~ ~ I  The purpose of the trip was You~l find 111111 
I = ~ m~,¢ m+ rink I I ~ ~  n~ an~omhgl - ,  I 
ts students from Skeena Jr. I [~~~:%1 not only to see the Phantom, ~ ~"~ m ~ I I m 
¢ondary.reeently enjoyed an I [ ~ ~ /  but also to see and enjoy a 1Helovestocmtorhaveaeank I I m e e t ~ ~ l y . , , :  !n/s / 
fforgettable.trip to see the E . ' ~ ~ ) ~  variety of theatre venues. Itm°therl~nt~Ylamall~qultenl~l I ~ , ~ i { t h e n ,  mh O~tnhar  .I 
~antom of the Opera inVan- ~ .... ~ Education that venturesoutside l~,~=H.~,~.lu=~.~m,I ! ~ " " " ' " ~  I 
uver. " . .  , ' ~ ~ _ :  ~__ :~_ of the classroom is often the I HAPPY MITHDAY : :~  = I 
The production lived up to its ~ ~ ~ ; ~ I  most meaningful and enriching. I Love ~,  8 , , ,~ ,~= I 
putation; .it .was truly a spec- l ~ e ~ ! ~ ] ] ~  The excRed discussions between 
=le. Thestudents were spell- l ~ ~ ~ : ~  the students were probahly as 
rand and some were even seen I~- -~,~ ~ ~. / ~  "important" as the presenta- /' 
shed a few tears. ' + ' I ~ : ~ : ~ /  tions themselves. This .kind of . . • ' . . ' 
Teenagers are often not easily I~  [~.= 4 ' /  sharing is what education isfun- , _ ' Looated at 3602 Sp l rk$  St reet  
lpresse~ but  this produ~ ion 1 ~ ¢ # ~ '  :. I damentally all about. 
tpressec the~. The music vas ~ ~  i~ I  Students worked all year rais- ' : .~ .~t ' l l r~" t  f l l  'll~g~ * OptlonllParent Partlclpatlm * l l l lniull(Fmneh) 
~unting thedramaticsint~ se, ~ ~ ~  ingmoney. Also through speeial : -6  r - i~ , i ,  ~1~ l i . / I  I i l ,  iI, J L lq . /  * Nmn.lnelFma : , Nmu~t~rl~n+. 
e speei 1 efl'ects .electrit ing ~ efforts, businesses, companies, ~ : -  . * A Pref~tlon'al Staff , Inilehil ,r ~I~ , ,~ i~ I :  " . - * tleenIed . 
d ~:the. lighti ng; sound md . _ , and organizations contributed ~ ' ( ~ . , ~  f~ . , _  , Eirly fhlldhmd Edu~tmll . .. " 
stumes ~imply dazzling. . ur ian  hoven to defray, half  o f  the c0sts.The '%~f -~b.~ I :a+-~P~P-m Corefullyeelectea forthelreduoatlonall~zckground. 
Before the 'production, the . . . . . . . . . .  northern• student:..was.thus.able .-....~ (~w~ • .~q~/ JL I  L,IL U .l~rescho~. tmln!no~, t~ichln.g exlxln~e:, and for, 
specmt m its own right :stuoents • to experience.what students in :-~/~k~;~" - '~" ' me,r mmmmaty m me #no=v=oue~ n eo~ or me l~e~ 
arts tudents r. 
Seeondary.reeently 
un tt ble trip 
Phanto  . 
COUVer. 
re t tion; 
tacl r
bou e 
to 
im re sed, hut ction 
im e sed m w
haunti , t  dra atics intense, 
th  cialeffects •electrifying 
and ' e- ing; nd and 
costumes sim zling. 
students:participated in the pre- 
performance: .educational...pro- really enjoyed being so close to - the south sonetimes feel only ohild. 
" " " the performers• • A Mmnlnoful Curdoulum 
Whi le  waiting for their ~ '  = "~ + - , n ' ° v ° n + " "  e Learnlno cen lms . moth /a .+ aetlvltlel. Ap- 
charter bus, the students were Fielalfll~ a Vl~llo~. 
Education that ventures 
• outside of the classroom 
is often the most mean- 
ingful and enriching. 
gram. 'Th~.v iewed a video on  a 
IO0 inch screen which 'provided 
a deeper uqderstanding of the 
many onstage and offstage 
creative people who are involv- 
ed with the Phantom. The 
students learned about the-at- 
tention to detail and pursuit o f  
excellence inherent in staging 
such a challenging production. 
Skeena's tudents took part 
in a question-and-answer p riod 
with two of the performers and 
the stage manager. They were 
also treated to a surprise visit by 
.left Hyslop, the Phantom, who 
was on his way to his make-up 
room.- 
The students also saw the 
Arts Club's Revue Theatre's 
Dad's in •Bondage, a musical 
comedy, about three fathers 
staying home to take care of 
their kids. 
This intimate, cabaret-style 
theatre of 150 seats was a far cry 
from the 2;600 seats at the 
Queen.  El izabeth theatre. 
Nonetheless: the fast paced, 
visually active production was 
unexpectedly able to chat with 
some of the performers who 
were leaving the theatre at the 
time. 
Another end of the theatre 
arts spectrum, the participants 
also saw Vancouver's Theatre 
Sports. The improvisational 
theatre company took ideas 
from the audience and produc- 
ed some truly hilarious skits. 
As a further additional at- 
traction, the Terrace visitors 
viewed The Last Buffalo, a 3D' 
presentation on a five-storey 
high screen at Canada Place's 
lmax Theatre. The theme of our 
need to "treasure" nature or it 
could undergo the same fate of 
the last buffalo was equally 
. . . .  ~S:7 : : :7 . " : . .  . " . . . .  . ' : '  
When an accident happens at work, more people suffer than just 
the victim. And the work suffers too as a result• Last year, 1,076 workers 
were killed or permanently disabled and 385,449 work days were 
lost  in B.Cs forest industry. At theWorkers' Compensation Board, 
w,e want to change that. Butwe need your help. Call us, write us, make 
, : .  full use of all we can offer, in terms of safety planning, training, and 
materials.Together, we can make you r operation a safer workplace. 
PLEASE SEND ME THESE FREE BROCHURES: 
I-I Fellers' and Buckers' Handbook [] Logging Regulations 
: : :~  Helicopter Operations in the Forest Industry [] Chlorophe 
:: ?) : D Edger Safety Ground Skidding Handbook ~ Splicing Mant 
::~:!~!,,:.;i'i~.~~;:~ing'ind Loading Handbook 0 Introduction to gawmlil 
:5 .:~:!~};, Free deliveq within B.C. Nominal charge for publicaUonsand I++ 
d~iey oulslde B.C, For m~.~re information, ca II your WCB area 
: : :  I ,~O-97:b~2, :  . 
NAME 
they rl.re entiiled to .experience. 
The $16,000 project was am- 
bitious and demanding, but in 
retrospect, it was worth every 
dollar - -  in memories alone. 
The drama/theatre:  arts 
students who participated in the 
project were: Byron Mikaloff, 
Marshall  Graham,  Dawn 
Thomsen, Glenys George, 
Jackie Palmu, Nicole Page, 
Leah Wilson, Romy Malkapar, 
Maya Bowering, Leanne 
Hidber, Christian MacLean, 
Tony Misfeldt, Kari Wold, Joel 
English, Brian Vincenzie, 
Carolyn Craig, Louie Pelletier, 
Krista Collis, Joelle Walker, Jill 
lverson, Farrah Main, Karen 
Shepherd, Glen Lorenz, Jen- 
nifer Kuehne, Marilyn Wolfe, 
Aaron LeBlanc, Lane Garner, 
Kirsten Holkestad, Heather 
Connachner, Craig Johanson, 
Gordon Armstrong, Paul 
Marko, Michael Homeniuk. 
The teachers/chaperones were 
Brian and Judy . Koven. 
Assistants were Jordan Bujtas 
and Pat Ekman. 
• / /  
10rOl~ate play experlences, awe, equipped faolllly• 
- . , $,~a lmt  Monday .  Fdday  
• . , Hours:A.M.O:O0.  11:,30 
IPresclh + °+.° . ga.or p.m. ae~utlona mr week• 
": L CALL HELENE 638-8578 
, • ! 7 
'Jotn ' us  now 
and help i : :~:i': :~ :, :-7 " : .... -- 
Jndle the 
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nterpnsc,_ : 
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. " . [ .  
_ Grace McCarthy 
-A:~)': :01itician's power comcs from the peoplc. And politicians have no 
• K fight to abuse that power. . . . . . . .  
For almost 40 years, British Columbia has flourished under Social 
Credit governments. We have a balanced social and economic structure 
that is envied throughout Canada nd North America. 
• But we must all work together now to ensure that our children 
"and their children will enjoy the same opportunities. 
That is Why I am urging you today to join or rejoin the Social 
Credit Party and help Us renew the trust and respect of the people of our 
proud provincc. 
From Cfanbrook to Smithers, from Campbell River to Kdowna, 
ask your friends and neighbours to join us too, andlet's all reldndle the 
~ O ~  : ~ !pirit of free enterprise. Th e truc spirit of British Cohmbia. ' : 
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-:. , 'I ,I agree the time. to.rekindle the spirit off.roe dnterprise in British Columbia is now. , '  : I' 
WORKERS' " ! Attached you w,II hnd my.S10 mcmbcrsh,p fee ($5 for Seniors and Young Socreds)• ! .  
COiIIPENSATION " ' :'1 ' ' I ' Let's all worktogcthcr today to secure our prownce's |uture . . . . .  I 
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Nass Val ley, Ank iht las t  
(Kispiox) and finally, in 1888, 
to Meanskinisht (Cedarvale) 
where, the~.xgg~ived a crown 
grant of land from Queen Vic- 
toria., 
Robert and Thomas farmed 
there, ' operated a sawmill and 
ran the local telegraph office. 
Lumber from the mill was used 
to build in 1895 a one-room jail 
with a balcony on top for exer. 
cise, a church in 1907 (it was 
destr0yed by fire in 1954) and a 
second church. 
Kathy's father was also a 
Salvation Army captain and 
justice of the peace. 
Born in Cedarvale, she mov- 
ed to  Edmonton in 1937 where 
she met and married John 
Johnson. The couple had four 
children: Kathleen (Kay), 
Margaret (Peggy), John and 
Judy. 
In 1948 Kathy returned to 
Cedarvale to raise her family, 
later moving to Terrace and 
then Hazeiton. In 1970, she and 
Aage Engholm bought he Kit- 
wanga general store which they 
operated until Kathy's death, 
The service and burial took 
place in Kitwanga on May 30 
with Father McLeod of- 
ficiating. Son-in-law Alvin 
Hobenshield delivered the 
eulogy. John Halvorsen was 
organist and the Gitwangak bi- 
ble group sang. 
Kathy was predeceased byher 
sister Mary, brother Walter and 
daughter Kay Degerness. She 
leaves to mourn Aage Engholm; 
daughter Peggy Hobenshield of 
Campbell River; son John 
Another p ,, ,:p= ses ioneer as Paq~::lYj " 
I I  ~',: . . une 30 s winner. 
s,oo, , .oa o° *o  e0oo,  ,n.ors woro: 
Yvonne Moon , / ' : : ; :  I #'" of.pelta J 
Her ~ e ' d e n t s  Kare; I 
Tomlinson was a medic= mis- ~ ~ r  ~2~,  I 
I sionary with the Church Mis- 
sion society of Ireland and had ~ ~ i ' ~ ' M c ~ e n ~  I 
settled at Kincolith in 1867. I 
~ e r ,  ;en;er: I ,  There, in 1878, Kathy's father  
• Thomas Richard Tomlinson 
was born. . . . . . .  
The family then moved to the 
Agnes "Kathy" Johnson 
The' biggest' ~event of the 
Canada day weekend here was 
July 1 when B.C. Seniors 
Games Zone 10 members gave 
away $3,500 in cash and prizes. 
President Bob Goodvin and 
his team of highly trained fund 
raisers were on hand for this 
special event as  was Harry 
Seholten who arrived from 
Prince Rupert with a suitcase 
stuffed with $100 bills. 
The first draw .was made by 
Klb Anne. - -  from Bassano, 
Alia. and brother of Terrace's 
Fred Annett -- who pulled out 
Sue Kawinsky's name earning 
her $200. 
Next winner was Corwin 
Haines of Prince Rupert who 
picked up $300 when Margaret 
Carlson drew his name. Draw 
three saw Terrace's Rosare Des- 
jardins become the owner of an 
inflatable sports boat. 
Then it was on to the big cash 
prize of $1,000 for the 400 Club 
where the lucky winners were 
the "Molson Fishing Club" 
(alias Barry McKenzie and 
Dino). 
The 400 club is made up, not 
surprisingly, of 400 members 
from the communities of Ter- 
race, Prince Rupert and 
Kitimat. They all generously 
donate to the club which will in 
turn provide assistance with ex- 
penses for Zone 10 participants 
in this September's Seniors 
Games in Coquitlam. 
nuu~w w= = H/~ vIEW. Actually, the balcony atop this 8ft.x 8ft. struc- 
ture was intende~ for exercise rather than sightseeing. The building 
was a jail, built at Meanskinisht before the turn of the century. 
PHOTO BY MISS O'NIEL (1906). 
Sincere thanks go out to all celebrated by Bin,, Kerr, 81 on 
Johnson of Richland;'g"ttii~ 6itizeft~76~;,t]iei~th~v~i:~qt.,.-.~[uly 8; Jessie Wilson, 87on July i 
Washington; daughter Judy[~ [~unit~s wh~ a~o c~n~ii~te ~h ~,I4; Olive Goldsworthy, 97 on 
Degerness of Terrace. 13 ~rand ,*--'~--~ . . . .  ~ =~:.-~, ,r~, . . . . . . . . . .  ] • o " '  s~,,=ruusw "[o :x:one ,IO' au,y ~y; r=mide waithkowsld,! 
chi ldren and 9 great- members. 88 on July 26; and Lee 
grandchildren. 
News from Terraceview 
Lodge: Some residents recently 
had two more beautiful trips 
boating down the Douglas 
Channel and today others 
boarded the train for a trip to 
Hazelton. Another group will 
also be taking to the rails on Ju- 
ly 24. 
This Friday sees another pub 
night at the lodge featuring Sy 
Sterritt and on July 18 there will 
be an ice cream festival. 
July birthdays are being 
Donations ' in '~Kathy's 1 
memory can be made to the CT .\:::- •-: 
Scan Fund through Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
It's very sad to hear of so 
many of the area's pioneers 
leaving us. 
When we think of Terrace, 
what do we all really know of its 
past. Many live here for a 
number of years but do not ".::~ 
have an opportunity to learn 
I think Terrace should have a 
special day to recognize those. 
pioneers and honour the descen. • : :, .:: ::~ 
helped establish the community, 
a day when all Terracites could 
learn about this area's beginn- 
ings. 
• " * 'k*  "k 
Kirkaldy, 85 on July 30. 
Four local residents were 
among the Birthrlght volunteers 
from across the continent who 
gathered in Edmonton last 
month for the organization's 
20th annual international con- 
vention. 
Hilda Talslra, Mary Brown, 
Betty Ruksys and Marjorie Van 
Vugt heard seven speakers ad- 
dress topics such as non- 
judgmental listening, humour 
andhealing, unconditional love 
and tt~i~.r.~[.~,e of, teenage s x- 
uality. "~ l~eq i~-o f  the con- 
ventiffn a0v~'~t h:' t he transfor- 
ming:miracle;,, 
TE RRAC E,.,,.j 
JACKIE LAWSON MOVED TO TERRACE 5 YEARS AGO TO BE NEAR 
HER FAMILY. SHE IS CURRENTLY EMPLOYED AT THE INN OF THE 
WEST WHERE SHE ENJOYS CONVERSATION WITH THE LOCALS AS 
WELL AS THE OPPORTUNITY TO MEET SO MANY TOURISTS. 
SUPPORTED BY THE CITY OF TERRACE 
...... ,,;~ 
S UMB.ER 
L " t " , ODGE 
"TERRACE • 
4702 Lakelse Avenue 
Phone 635.8302 
. .  
Licensed Promises 
WEDNESDAY IS 
SENIORS DAY 
Senior Citizensreceive 
10% off menu prices 
(Specials Exempl) 
• ~Monday to Saturday 
! 7 a.m,.-8"30p.m. 
j Sunday & HoIMIyl . 
, | i 8 a.ml. 3 p.m: II 
i !1 G00D FAMILY DaNG AT II 
PRINCE RUPERT 
• TERRACE 
Wa. 
• FORT ~. JOHN 
• DAWSON CREEK 
I PRINCE GEORGE 
I 
• QUESNEL I Alta. 
I 
L 
• .WILLIAMS LAKE \ 
e , c ,  : 
• . • KAMLOOPS 
VANCOUVER • SALMON ARM ~ RICHMOND,' 
.VERNON 
~ COQUITLAM • KELOWNA I 
LANGLEY ' I 
e= ~ r e PENTICTON 
~a'= "• CHILLIWACK ~' 
7,~_eReaso/l., i : , .  _ 
I. LOW COST WAREHOUSE OPERATION t
2 :!i 
::..'; 
3. NO MEMBERSHIP FEE! 
4. DIRECT FACTORY PURCHASESI 
r  .T ARj ''"oc....s '-- :~e ABBOTSFORD CRANBROOK 
t.LV,NWOOD 6. VOLUME DEALER. WAREHousE PRICES 
-.', 2~P~, 9''~¢ 
,: Terrace: 4730 Keitk Ave,. 635-4111 
OPENTO THE PUBLIC, MOll, - wF_n & SAT. : 10 am 6 pm. THURSDAY & FRIDAY: lOam.  9 pm. Closed Sunday. 
: /  
L 
[ ,(: 
•L 
Page B4,  Terrace Standard, Wednesday, July 10, 1991 
awa.rd w,,nners 
: i  SQNCIAL STUDIES ATHLE'riC AWAI~ : ii ;:?ii:::?:~-ii' 
Current Events 11 -- David _.Sm~ bl.oeks--..M.dita Bracken, Phillip Bra.dford, Harry Browni:)0e ~ano,  :. 
~s~,  . . . .  " unan uox, Marc aeJong, use-Long Dtep, Dabble Dodd, Jared Swart, Morten Fed-: 
. . . . .  ~. . ,  : darson, Kelly Glngles, K/m Hamakawa, Zane Hbbenshleld, Ma~go'Holosko','~S 
Geography 12 - -  Scott Lopt- Irving, Marina Jurgeleit, Ivan Laschenko, gevan Letawake, Scott Loptson~Jody 
son; McMurray, Jason McPhie, Duncan Moore, Mark Neeve, Mike Newhouse, l~n 
'History 12 - -  Dave Wolfe; Nlckerson, gevtn. Gates, Kathy O'Bflen, Mike Parker.. Carl Redmond, "r,,,=,.. • . . . . . .  u^t,t,;,,, 
Law 12 - -  Harry Jones son, Jorse Silva, Cody Skos, Jeff Smithanik, Shawn Stanvik, Kyle stevenson, Trtsh 
Social Studies 10 -- Jeff Ward, Chris Wilkinson. 
Smithanik; Large Mocks --  Brian Allen, Adrian Balatti, Carma Clarke, Chad Croft, Rick 
Dhaml, Steve Dhansaw, Chad Edmonds, Dave Edmonds, Ken Knull, Vcsna Kontlc, 
Social Studies 11 Meredith Jason Krausc, Paul Manhas, Gcoff McKay, Heath Muller, Brent Neeve, Shelley 
Cramp,on, Jason Elorza, O'Bden, Kannin Osd-Tutu, Mike Parker, Gary Peden, Rochelle Pelletier, Rltchle 
Aaron Hansen; Planoul, Megan Reid, David Shepherd, Kerry Smith, Lee Wilkerson, Dave Wolfe. 
Social Studies I lA -- Dean SCHOOL SERVlCEAWARm 
Homer; 
Sociology 11 - -  Cindy Hall; 
Western Civilization 12 -- 
Frances Brodie. 
TECHNOLOGY 
Computer Studies 11 - -  Pat 
Ekman, Tyler Robinson; 
Computer Science 12 --  Troy 
Hansen. 
Small blocks - -  Melita Bracken, Phtlllp Bradford, Kant Bunar, Carmen 
CebuHak, Lisa Chepll, Pat Ekman, Colleen Fisher, Laura Hynn, Lakhwtnder Gill, 
Cindy Hall, IGm Hamakawa, Jody McMurray, Jason McPhie, Mark Neeve, Mike 
Newhouse, Angle Parmar, Roy Preyser, Nicole Sanches, Sheila Schulte, Jeff 
Smithaulk, Shawn Stanvtck, Dennis Venema, Lta Wandl. 
Large blocks --  Carl Anderson, Adrian Belatti, Irene Bretherick, Frances Brodie, 
Jessica Campbell, Nicole L~!lison , Robert Cuddeford, Sarah deLeeuw, Rick 
Dhami, Steve. Dhansaw, Bao.Lanh Diep, Heather Dreger, Alayne Flelschmann, 
Jason Krame, S¢on Loptson, T-Jay MacKenzie, Jennifer Mackie, Sylvie Mageau, 
Paul Manhas, Genff McKay, Shondell Myram, Brent Neeve, Shelley O'Brlen, Kan- 
nin Osel-Tutu, Mike Parker, Gary Peden, Megan Reid, Tim Reinert, Margaret Sam. 
son, David Shepherd, Dave Wolfe and Deanna Thain. 
Passports issued 
Under the provincial govern- 
ment's Passport to Education 
program, students in grades 
10-12' achieving the required 
marks Can earn credits towards 
post-secondary education. 
The awards are cumulative 
meaning a student who attains 
the standard in each of the three 
years can earn $675 ro be ap. 
plied against tuition fees. The 
credits must be used within five 
years of  graduating from grade 
12. 
GRADE 1O (SITS) 
Anna-Marie Graham, Sonja Krug, 
Mathew Merrill, Susan Munson, 
Leanne Nahulak, Nicole Pealo, Darcy 
Peters, Jason Prevost, Jacque Striver, 
Jeff Smithanik, Luis Teixeira, Sharyi 
Marie Webber, Daniel Wheeler, Jared 
Wilkerson. 
GRADE I1 ($22S) 
Carl Anderson, Mark Anson, Andrea 
Arnold, Link Baker, Robert Barwise, 
Bobby Basanti, Jalie Bolton, Fatima 
Boteiho, Phillip H. Bradford, David' 
Carson, Lisa Marie Chepil, Tammy 
Clarabut, Jamie Colongard, Amanita 
Coosemans, Brian Cox, Meredith 
Crampton, Jennifer Darby, Margaret 
Davies, Mark Dejong, Valede Devost, 
Ban Long Diep, Shawn Dimitrov, Linc 
Dougan, Mark Doughty, Heather 
Dreger, Naucy Dubois, Jason Elorza, 
Alayne Fleischmann, Robbie Gardner, 
Shawn Giesbrecht, Kelly Ginglas, Derek 
Green, Ambur Hall, Aaron Hansen, 
Jason Hayden, Angela Henszel, 
Michael Hewitt, Jarod Holms, Bradley 
Ho!mberg, Christine Irving, Dana 
Johanson, Leila Jormanainen, Dawson . 
Kelln, Lucas Kirby, Julie Kozier, Bar-" 
bara Kuzyk, Theresa Laderoute, Dani 
Love, Jody McCurray, Natalie 
Michaud, Yvonne Milhomens, Suzanne 
Miskelly, Tami Moritz, Trevor Muller, 
Mark Neeve, Michael Newhouse, Kevin 
Oatas, Chris Oldham, Kirsty-Ann 
Palmer, Kip Parsons, Joseph Pelletier, 
Nancy Pereira, Wes Peterson, Matthew 
Phillips, Roy Preyser, Carl Redmond, 
Megan Reid, Tanya Renaud, Tyler 
Robinson, Lemuel Russell, Nicole San- 
ches, Robin Sharpies, Roy Shelford, 
Kyle Stevenson, Chris Stoner, Nell 
Strain, Dennis Venema, Mieehelle 
Weber, Kelly-Ann Wentzell, David 
Western, Talesa Wiehe, Chris Wilkin- 
son, Chad Wilson. 
GRADE 12 (S275) 
Brian Allen, Theresa Arnold, Ryan 
Bretherick, Frances Brodie, Stacey 
Brown, Harvey Bu~kert, Kamaljit But- 
tar, Jessica Campbell, Carmen 
Cebuliak, Allison Chretien, Carma 
Clarke, Melanie Clayton, Michael 
Coburn, Loretta Collinson, Nicole Col- 
lison, Bob Cuddeford, Rick Dhami, 
Bao-Lanh Diep, Kensey Daarte, Chad 
Edmonds, David Edmonds, Patrick 
Ekman, Karen Erstling, Gerald Fell, 
Nicole Fick, gyl¢ .Frank, Ken 
Gtesb'recht, Lakwinder Gill, Rick 
Glasspell, Cindy Hall, David Hamhuis, 
Troy Hansen, Shawn H~ley, Dennis 
Hill, Deanna Howie, Krista lverson, 
Kelly Jean, Kevin Jones, Sandra Ken- 
muir, Tara LeaSh Kilns, Ken Knull, 
Vesna Koatic, Jason granse, Linda 
Lagace, Kevan Letawske, Kyle Lindsay, 
Tim Link, Scott Loptson, Stac¢¢ Mar- 
tin, Rosemary M¢Cutcheon, Denine 
Meek, Heath Muller, Shondell Myram, 
Bryan Netzel, Shelley O'Brien, Kannin 
Osei-Tutu, Kyla Palagian, Mike Parker, 
lan Parkes, Amandeep Parmar, Sylvia 
Perreault, Jason Pc, he, Cassandra 
Puckett, Charlotte Railer, Danny Scar- 
borough, Nita Schooner, David 
Shepherd, Alison Siemens, James Stein, 
Paul Strangway, Michael Turner, Diana 
Valise, Kathryn Van Hark, Dwayne 
Venema, Lorelle Walker, Lia Wandl, 
Sheldon Wield, Scott Wilson, Cindy 
Back, Heather Brethfeld, Irene Wisniewski, Dave Wolfe, ChadZiegler. 
' Skeena stUdents' on'  ..... 'a"" ',re'"'' II !l J 
Eligibility is calculated on the basis of Walker, Shane Dejong; Stephen Fleming, 
5=A, 4=B, 3= C+,2 =C, andl= 
C- .  All eight subjects are considered. 
Categories are Honours 4.375 - 5.0; 
Meritorious Achievement 4.25.4.375; 
Honourable Mention 4.00.4.25. 
GRADE 8 
Honours 
Kevin And.rews, Janle Arnold, Undsay 
Bailey, Matthew Ball, Scott Bromley, 
Heather C0nnucher, James Cossett, 
Bryan Crampt0n, Edn Davies, Andrew 
Dehoog, Jessica Eades, Gungeet Gill, 
Scott Gingles, Jeremy Gwilt, Cdsta 
Hall, EIne Hlgginson, Jill Iverson, 
Jaime Janzen, David Kozler, Glendon 
Lorenz, Fanrah Main, Alsha ManJl, 
Garth McKende, Margot McKeown, 
Katy Mane, James Miskelly, Hadk NU- 
jar, Kylle Oman, Jassle Osei-Tutu, 
Angelu Palmu, Jennifer Perreaalt, 
Patrick Phillips, Ryan Shannon, Karen 
Shepherd, Angle Sparks, Heidi Turner, 
Michael Vundermulen and Joelle 
Meritorious Achievement 
Shauna Austin, Hanna Barker, 
Esther Deleeuw, Jennifer Kuehne, 
Brandy Rafuse, Jim Reid, Michael Ur- 
banoski. 
Honourable Mention 
Michelle Audet, Andrew Brown, 
Sharon Doughty, Danielle Freethy, 
Trevor Johnson, Shana Moritz, Heidi 
Nygaard, Sureena Parmar, Scott Spr- 
inger, Christine Zaporzan. 
GRADE 9 
Honoflm 
Deborah Cagey, Binh Du, Lana 
Geier, Brandy Hansen, Erik Hernes," 
Leanne Hidber, Jennifer McMynn, 
Leslie McQuade, Byron Mikaloff, 
Sonita Nahal, Erin Parr, Lara Tessaro, 
Suzannah Vandevelde, Anne Vu, Kathy 
Webb, Natasha Young. 
Medtodous Achievement 
Carolyn Craig. 
Hononrable Mention 
Pauline Lepp, Sandra Mantel, Tom 
Rema, Rajbir Sanghera, Gurpreet 
Sidhu, Dawn Thomsen. 
GRADE lO 
Honours 
Ngaio Beausoleil, Curtis Brethedck. 
Sunny Deol, Cathy Dickson, Fraser 
Downie. Tien Du, Emily Henderson, 
Stephanie Hynes, Robbie Larmour, 
Fraser McKay, Kenna Miskelly, 
Christine Morrison, Jackie Palmu, 
Manpreet Parmar, Anthony Roodzant. 
Parmpal Sandhu, Kezia Sinkewicz, 
Matthew Soules, Brenda Wiebe, Brett 
Wilson. 
Meritorious Achievement 
Trevor Barr, Margaret Favela, Chad 
Sallenback, Jon Shepherd, Danyel 
Zilinski. 
Honourable Mention 
Catherine Cann, Bryan Fick, Shan- 
non Hamhuis, Jason Matzner, Tins 
Raposo, Lisa Smith, Terry Vu. 
TELEVISIONS THAT PLAY AS HARD AS YOU DO 
f : "  . f ,' 
If you're looking for the name In Televi- 
sions that you can depend on to work as 
hard and play as hard as you do --  
you're looking fo Hitachi. Hitachi 
Televisions are built for those of you 
I who demand nothing less than excep- 
tional performance every time, 
The amazingly clear, high-resolution 
picture with MTS stereo and surround 
sound, along with every one of the many 
advanced features, will tell you --  this la 
theTelevlslon to strive for. 
HITACHI  
Terrace  Cra ig  Avenue 
Pho ~e.635-634' 
t imes.:  
tops  
The following Caledonia 
;tudents have been on one of 
the top  two Honour Roll 
categories (1 -- Outstandings 
Achievement, 2 -- 
Meritorious Achievement) 
for all three reporting 
periods. 
Link Baker, Bobby Basan. 
ti, Frances Brodie, Harvey 
Bueckert, David Carson, 
Raymond Chretien, Nicole 
Coll ison, Amanita 
Coosemans,  Brian Cox, 
.Meredith' Crampton;" Bob 
eCuddeford, Bao:Lanh Diep, 
Bao-Long Diep,- Chad Ed- 
monds, David Edmonds, 
Jason Elorza~ Alayne 
Flei.~chmann, Rick Glasspell, 
Angela Henszell, Michael 
Hewitt, Tara Kilns,' Jason 
Krause, Barbara Kuzyk, 
Theresa Laderoute, Scott 
Loptson, ~ Stacee Martin, 
Jody  McMurray,': Suzanne 
Miskelly, Shelly O'Brien, 
Kevin" Oates, Mike Parker, 
Josep h. Pelle,tier, Nancy 
Pereira, Matthew Phillips, 
Roy Preyser,, Megan Reid, 
Tyler Robinson, Nicole San- 
ches, Jacque Scriver, David 
Shepherd, Alison Siemens, 
Jeff Smithanik, .lames Stein, 
Kyle Stevenson, Chris 
Stoner, Paul Strangway, 
Dennis Venema, Lia Wandi, 
David Western, Jared 
Wilkerson, Chris Wilkerson 
and Dave Wolfe. 
• 
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Thank you to the following for =iyour :' 
"~ help during the MIBs,;Terraoe., 
~.ii : Pageant Stawberry Tea & Fashion 
~,i~ . ..;.~ ~..~, Show. ~ .~: .  
!~  • Uniquely Yours • Iron Works :, 
~ ~  a Jeans Noflh • Smart Set, ,~ , 
~ ~  • Col,on Company • Sundance , ~: 
• Balance Fashions .. >..: ...:-~ 
; RTINTHEPAI~I, OFJ . 
POLICE OFFICER S HAND.i.,, . 
..~VWHERE 119 B.C, : ;! - 
i!i .... ' i  
We would like to give our special thanks to the 
following principal sponsors and patrons thathave 
graciously made a donation to the project to send 
Theatre Arts/Drama students to see the world famous 
production of Phantom of the Opera in Vanc0uvefi:'- ,. ~i: 
Pa,NClPA, SPONSOnS • 
B,C. Government Lottery (In-Pr0vi 
• "Terrace and District Teacher's As 
Terrace Travel 
Air B.C. 
A & W Restaurant, Skeena Mall' 
Kalum Kabs Ltd. 
Red Carpet Food Services :~: ,: ' i i 
Don Diego's Restaurant ..... 
Impact Construction Ltd. : " .. ......... 
Wilkinson Business Machines& 
Saleway . . ; 
Slumber Lodge Motel " ~  ....... ...... iill 
C.S. Wilkerson, Chartered Accountant ~ • I 
Braid Insurance Agencies Ltd. ! )  
Heather's Balloon Magic and Flcwerland 
. 
.f g//O Of i 
~ql J  
" , L  
:now people who are foster 
y're friends or family who 
to have an endless upply 
race and determination. 
,' Last year, you can give them 
tst your admiration. You can 
~m for the Lieutenant 
~oster Families Award. 
~ust: 
Lts of B.C. 
ntinued 
r children for 
"standing 
Ten deserving foster familieslwill,, ~ 
be chosen and honored at~a reception 
hosted by the~Lieutenant Go~'ern0r. 
• To nominate your special foster 
family, simply call the number b~low 
and ask for a nomination package.•An 
updated nomination from last year may 
be re-submitted. Nominations must be 
in by August 6th, 1991 . . . .  
FaD ..s Care 
f,r Bdlbh Cohmsbh 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,.:,_ , .  ......... ~.,~,e~;,,~ ~ : . ,  . : . . .  ............ .;.i ~ S"  :~.72::=~7"~'~ ~ '~'~': ......................................................................... , . . .  
I have in my hands a slick jobs; businesses will benefit 
folder given to the media last from increased traffic; there 
Wednesday by the public rela- will be no dioxins and furans. 
tions men~ for Orenda Forest Zero effluent is the new buzz- 
Products. On thecover is a pic- word. The impression left is one 
ture of an old-growth forest - -  of a clean, non-polluting pulp 
an evocative image suggesting mill. If a clean pu!pmlll sounds 
environmental health and well- like the stuff o f  fairy tales to 
being, you, it is. 
It strikes me that a clear cut As it turns out, there is lots of 
would have been more ap- industrial excrement from this chemicals. It tills crap were ournt. 
pumped into a river, the river And what do you get when propriate cover material, after latest techno-marvel and it will would die. So, if you can't put you burn this vile junk? Just 
all Orenda is in the business o f '  be devilishly hard to get rid of. this murderous liquid into a carbon dioxide, sulphur diox- 
liquidating old-growth forests. There is no mention of this in river, what do you do with it? ide, nitrogen oxides, and ozone. 
But such is the slippery and Orenda's promotional material, 
.In Chetwynd the company The first three are constituents essentially dishonest nature of My research shows that a 
proposes to freeze the effluent of acid rain, while carbon diox- 
so many public relations and similar mill is proposed for and separate clean water from it ide and ozone are building 
advertising campaigns we see Chetwynd. There, the which could then be recy¢led for blocks of the flobal greenhouse 
today. I suppose I shouldn't be Louisiana.Pacific Company use by the•mill. Wonderful, ex -we are presently in the process 
surprised or even disappointed, Ltd. is also touting a "zero- cept this process will produce of constructing. And if that 
after all fl~'e~[~ect of hese xer- effluent" miil which also uses a 100 tons • of concentrated were not enough, such burning 
cises is usually to sell you and 1 combined chemical-mechanical chemical waste per day. And is likely to produce traces of 
something we neither need nor process, how do you get rid of this stuff? zinc, lead and mercury. 
want. What remains after that pro- Weil, the Chetwynd mill pro:. According to Orenda's pro- 
When I open Orenda's folder cess is •an effluent full of wood poses the sludge be shipped to a spectus there will be airborne 
I see they have pressed all the sugars, resin, acids and spent kraft mill in exotic Samoa . emissions from the proposed 
right buttons: they will create bleaching and;  cook ing  California where it is to be  pulp and .paper mill. Even if package is a map p!n-pointing 
Fui il:i!l i ' p robe  .... ed" fa y TerraceStandard, Wednesday, JulylO, 1991_PageB5 "1 
i' .need on .ir tale mill 
Going for the cup 
TERRACE GOLFER Brenda De Jong makes a nice putt on the first green at the Skeena Valley Golf 
and Country Club on Saturday. It was the first day of the club's ladies' open golf tourney. Results 
next week. 
Braves scout talent 
TERRACE - -  A squad Of local baseball players 
are in Prince George today to try to impress 
talent scouts from the Atlanta Braves' organiza. 
tion. 
Jim Fick, a ,local minor baseball organizer, 
said the main thing the smuts look for is speed. 
"The main criteria is being able to run 180 feet 
18-year-old pitcher Gary Pedro, 19-year-old 
fielder and catcher Jeff Peden, 15.year-old 
player Brett Kluss, and 18-year-old centre fielder 
Clint Prest. 
Also going to the camp is Hud Stokes - -  a 
IS-year-old catcher and shonstop from Kit- 
wanga. Wilf Wilson, a H-year-old Kitwanga 
in under seven seconds," he said. native, is also going to the camp. 
For pitchers, the important thing is form and 
It's Wilson's second trip tothe camp. He ira- 
arm strength. " I f  you can throw in the 80s. pressed smuts there and was offered two scholar. they're interested." 
At the Prince George camp is Bill Clark, the ships, and expects to take adve~ntNie of them this 
Braves' smut who covers the area north of year. 
California and west of Saskatchewan. Flck said the Braves were surprised by the 
and damage to plants in our 
area --including the merchan. 
table timber - -  is simply in- 
tolerable. We 
another contributor. 
these emissions meet he present 
governmental standards, they 
cannot be viewed in isolation. 
The proponents of the copper 
smelter for Kitimat' freely ad- 
mitted that their most serious 
concern flowed from the some years back? I think not. 
modelling they'd done on air The industry in Kitimat has long 
emissions. Even though the pro- threatened to spread up the 
posed smelter would contribute Kitimat-Terrace orridor. If one 
significantly less than either mill is built it will not be long 
Alcan or Eurocan, the total ad- before molybdenum roasters, 
ditive effect of the gases pour- sulfuric acid plants, steel mills 
ing out of the Smoke stacks of and the other industries adver- 
all three facilities into our air tised 
shed worried the men pushing district brochure take root. 
the copper smelter. 
This is a critical issue. Acid The Orenda proposal is ex- 
rain has already been measured perimental. EXPERIMENTAL 
at the Terrace airport. The - -  that's the key word. Ap- 
potential acidification of soils parently the Nisga'a didn't want 
to risk an experimental venture 
in 
shouldn't either. 
don't need • At the very least, we need a 
full-scale environmental review 
Also included in the Orenda by 
Let's hear all the facts. 
"it's not a fun thing for the kids," Fick said. talent at the camp last year and de~ded to hold it 
"Thls guy:is a baseball coach - -  when heyells, in Prince George.a~aln, 
, . . , ,  , 
you hear hlm, He works these Idds pretty hard. - Atlanta signed $oey Potskin - -  a I9-year-old 
Terrace players :at the camp are 19-year.~Id native player from Prince George - -  last year 
~er~,Do.  u.S .Worsfi~d, l$-.y.car-old pl.tche.r with a $200,000 sifpdngbonus, l ie wasn't on any 
. ~an rncK, ' l~year~la secona o~eman Mar~ of the advance ihts for the ~m,~ h.,, =.,~ =, , ,~  
. _e~eL lSy~ .~ld first baseman/centre fielder on and lmnressed the ~o u . ,  . . . . .  ,_.-,._ ~_ 
nrem Neeve, 18-yeeur-old catcher-Chad Z/egler, rooldedlv/~on i  ]Flori~t'.:_=~ ~ ° ..uw vs,sy.~ , .  
Rosengren tops 
! 
the proposed site 
kilometres south o f  i 
Lake. lsit a coincidence that the : .,-~ 
map is simply a photocopy :of :~ 
the industrial park concept pro- 
posed by the regional district .~ 
'tt 
on that old regional ii I 
:!i' 
t 
r ~ 
1:1 
their backyards. We :I 
the federal government. ~ 
r 
, i  
• , . . . . ~ 
:: At h"/bieS:i: :.":.::i i 
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Dan Rosengren cruised to a 
13-stroke victory over his 
nearest rivals in the Skeena 
Valley Open men's golf tourna- 
ment here two weekends ago. 
He fired a 206 to take the 
overall ow gross, beating out 
second overall and champion- 
ship flight winner John Yasin- 
chuk's 219. 
After Yasinchuk, J.F. Malen- 
rant grabbed second in cham- 
pie, as hip flj'ght,;and Pierre Bu~ 
wab thit;d." ./ " '. 
Ken Strymecki shot an overall 
low net of 198, .while Jim 
Holland, Bruno Hidber and Jim 
Rifler finished in that order in 
championship flight low net 
results. 
More than 90 golfers par- 
ticipated. 
The rest of the winners in 
each flight are: 
golf tournament 
TERRACE- -  Terrace golfer 1st F l ight -  Low Gross 
Dan Rosengren 
First - -  Gord McGreevy 
Second -- Terry Kruger 
Third - -  Mike Johnson 
1st Flight ~ Low Net 
First -- Chris Chicoine 
Second --  Tony Lopes 
Third - -  Paul Duchesne, of 
Kitimat. 
2nd Flight --  Low Gross 
First --  Rob Bell 
Second --  Paul Walker 
Third ~ Dale~Shoeweiler 
.~i: .2nd.Flight ~Low Nei,. ..... 
'~ First'--" Kelth'Soul~s 
Second - -  Dave Comfort 
Th i rd"  Peter Hoy 
3rd Flight --  Low Gross 
F i r s t "  Ray Johnson 
Second - -  Frank Hamilton 
Third --  Doug Jeffrey 
3rd Flight -- Low Net 
First ~ Jim Lynch 
Second - -  Harvey Horner. 
Third --  Bruce Carruthers 
Rider planning comeback 
TERRACE --  He pushed [~~mi l l l l ,~  . -~ ,~:  
himself too hard and burnt out. ~ ~ ; . . j . , ~ ~  
That's MikeChristensen's ex- ~ '"; " ¢ ~ ""~"~" 
planation of what went wrong ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ i  
for him this season in his quest ~ =~'~ : ~ ~  U 
to make the nation~] cycling 
team. 
The Terrace rider returned ~ " ~  
home last week after a 
disastrous eries of provincial 
THE ROAD BACK, Mike Christensen attributes poor finishes recent 
bike races to burn out. So, following his coaches' advice, he's tak- 
ing a short break, at least until this weekend's triathlon. 
to compete in Terrace's run- 
cycle-swim-endurance test in 
two years. 
His next big race will be a 
five-stage race - -  comprised of 
two road raves, a criterium, a 
time~.trlal ' nd a hlllclimb --  in 
Pr in~i~tge  Aug. 2-5. 
.... That,s!!tlie:iBe ~,race where 
Christensen broke onto the pro- 
vincial racing scene last year 
and he hopes it'll be where he 
makes his comeback from this 
season's doldrums. 
'Tl l  be back," Chrlstensen 
vows. "That,s what I •told my 
t ,  coaches, .... ,,~ 
and national qualifying races in 
White Rock and Victoria. 
He was gunning to be selected 
for the Canadian ational team 
to the Pan-Am Games, but 
found himself still overextended 
from a recent series of races in 
Quebec and finished well back 
at the qualifier in White Rock. 
He had a good shot at making 
the B.C. provincial team to the 
nationals in Quebec when he 
broke away from the pack with 
a couple of top riders early in 
the road race stage of the Vic- 
toria races. But mechanical 
trouble quashed his hopes when 
his chain jammed on a hill, put- 
ting him well back of the rest of 
the pack and effectively out o f  
the race. 
"Times like that make you 
want to throw the bike in the 
ditch and do something else," 
said Christensen, who has been 
doing major races every week 
since mid-May. "I've talked to 
my coaches and we've decided I 
should take some time off, 
recharge and regroup." 
He took last week off -- 
riding only an hour and a half a 
day that week -- and says he 
will return to serious training 
again this week. 
He decided not to go to the 
nationals in Quebec this sum- 
mer. "I 'm physically and men. 
tally not prepared to race it," he 
explained. 
Meanwhile, he's going to be 
racing in the  Skeena Valley 
Triathlon here on Sunday. It's 
the first tinie he's had a chance 
f 
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TALL DUDES Patrick Plantier and Chris Visserman push the 
seven-foot frontier, and look out of place everywhere except 
on the court. 
the hoop giants 
TERRACE - -  I f  you see two really tall people out for a jog 
this week, chances are they're former Terrace grad Chris 
Visserman and French professional basketball player Patrick 
Plantier. 
Visserman, 21, a 1987 Caledonia] Senior Secondary 
graduate, met Patrick - -  who at six-foot-ll tops Visserman 
by two inches - -  when they both played for North Idaho Col- 
lege's basketball team. They've been pals ever since. 
After two years on scholarship at college in Idaho, Plan. 
tier, 23, returned to his native Paris, where he now plays cen- 
tre for Racing Paris Basket, one of  16 professional teams in 
the French league. 
He said that basketball is increasing in popularity in 
France, as it is in other European countries, because many 
American athletes play there. 
" I  used to play with a player (A. J. Wynder) last year and 
now be's playing for the Lakers," he said. 
:~[~-W-ants tO play as long as he can, "until maximum 35 
mrs el(J, he stud. After, we 11 see. 
Visserman heads to Lewis and Clark State University on 
scholarship this year, where he will study to be an elementary 
school teacher, and, naturally, play forward for the school's 
basketball team - -  the Warriors. 
Meanwhile, they'll both be out training for the season, 
following a program set by Plantier's Paris team. 
SCORE BOARD  
Men's Slow Pitch 
League Scores: 
June 21 
Thornhill Pub 5. Westpoint Rentals 4 
Terrace inn 8, SKB Wreckers 0 
June 24 
A & W 15, Terrace Paving 3
SKB Wreckers i 1, Thoruhill Pub 7 
June 26 
A& W 21, Rudon ll 
Terrace Inn 20. Thornhin Pub 3 
June 28 
Westpoint Rentals 10, SKB Wreckers 
Terrace Inn 13. Westpoint Rentals 1
July 3 
• SKB Wreckers 14, Terrace Paving 2 
Terrace Inn II. Westpoint Rentals 9
League Slandings: 
TEAM W L T GBL 
Terrace Inn 12 O 0 .. 
SKBWmckem 9 2 0 2V, 
WestpointRenlels 7 2 0 3Vz 
AAW 4 7 I '/Vz 
ThornhillPub 4 8 I 8 
Rudon 3 10 0 9Vz 
Terrace Paving I ! i  0 I i  
To get your team or league on 
the Scoreboard, drop o f f  scores 
or standings to the Terrace 
Standard office on Lazelle 
Ave., or phone them in to 
638.7283. 
Youth Soccer Scores: 
June 15 - -  under 1O 
Skecna Cellulose 4, AGK 3 
Surveyors 7,Carlyle Shepherd I 
Centennial Lions 4, Shoppers' 7 
Co-op 4, Skeena Sawmills i 
June 1%18 --  under 14 
Rotary 9, Overwaitea O 
San-Berry Contracting 7, Overwaitea 
Northern Drugs O, Bavarian I n O 
June 22 - -  under lO 
Surveyors I, Co-op 0 (default) 
AOK 7, Centennial Lions 3 
Shoppers' 7,Sknena Sawmills 3
Skeena Cellulose 9, Carlyle Shepherd 
June 24 - -  under 16 
Manuel's i, Takhar O (default) 
June 25 - -  under 14 
Slul-lkrry Contractin 9 i ,  Rotary 0 
(default) . 
Bavarian I n !, Rotary 0(default) 
June 26 -- girls 
Pizza Hut 7, Richard's 3 
Crampton Cubs I, Tide Lakers 0 
June 27 -- under 12 
Bandslra 8~ Northwest Sportsman 3 
Sight & Sound 2, Brady's F.C. I 
Finning 10. Cedarland 2 
July 2 - -  under 14 
Bavarian Inn 5. San-Berry Contrac- 
ling 4 
Rotary 4, Northern Drugs 4 
July 3 - -  girls 
Tide Lakers 2, Richard's 1 
Pizza Hut J, Crampton Cubs 2 
July 4 - -  under 12 
Sight & Sound 5, Finning 0
Brady's F.C. !. Banstm 0(default) 
Northwest Sportsman t3, Ccdarland 
Rock climbing, 
:canoetng taught 
m new program 
TERRACE - -  Steve Scott is 
getting ready to inject a bit of 
the wilderness into the city's 
parks and recreation programs. 
Instruction in  rock-climbing 
and canoeing are the first stage 
of the Terrace recreation direc- 
tor's plan to develop an outdoor 
recreation program. 
Council  last week approved a 
recommendation to spend the 
$8,000 prof it  the city received 
from the Northern B.C. Winter 
Games on start-up costs for the 
program. 
Scott says he is starting to buy 
equipment this week. He said 
about $2,000 wil l  be spent on 
enough rock-climbing equip- 
ment for a team o f  six, and the 
rest wi l l  be spent on canoes, l ife 
jackets and paddies. 
He  said ongoing costs of the 
program, such as paying in- 
structors, will come from par- 
ticipant fees. 
"There's tremendous poten- 
tial in the wilderness country in 
this area for these sorts of ac- 
tivities," Scott said. 
The f irst  c i ty -operated  
courses in rock-climbing and 
canoeing should be started by 
the end of the summer, he add- 
ed. 
Beginner instruction in rock- 
Steve Scott 
cflmbing wi l l  probably take 
place near Onion Lake. " I t ' s  an 
excellent area,"  he explained. 
.The  rock is good and it's not 
too h igh."  
The face of Copper Mountain 
is another prime rock-climbing 
area that might be used. 
Scott said future wilderness 
activities that could be added to 
the outdoor ecreation program 
include back-packing, moun- 
taineering, kayaking, and bicy- 
cle touring. 
"Way down the line we might 
also be looking at things like 
winter hiking and backcountry 
ski touring," Scott added. 
WHAT'SYOUR 
HURRY, B.C3 
Hard Core Health & Fitness offers you 
"THE STEROID 
ALTERNATIVE" 
You've heard of cyberogenic kits and the miraculous 
muscular transformation possible in only 8 weeks• Here 
is your chance to try these products at REDUCED 
RATES with the steroid alternative research program. 
, ~est for ~ains in stre~!~th, size, definitionf Free 
':,.. c~,berogenlc .. V icleo, i,:~,nul ri to~J~litnfo ~!~ and individual ~ 
workout programs. Private gym. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION WRITE: 
Hard Core Hearth and Fitness, Box 11 
c/o 4647 Lazelie, Terrace, B.C., VBG 1S8 
THANK YOU!  
For your interest and support in promoting girls 
basketball development in Terrace and the nor- 
thwest. 
A & W RESTAURANT JEANS NORTH 
SUPERIOR VIDEO TIM HORTONS DONUTS 
KELLY S STEREO MART MCDONALDS RESTAURANTS ; 
CANADA SAFEWAY LTD. LEONA TANK =~::"':::~ • 
CAROLINE HENDRY BILL G00K ' ' . . . .  
MICHELLE HENDRY ALL SEASONS SPORTING 
MOUNT LAYTON HOT GOODS ' .. 
SPRINGS Sincerely, 
Allison McNeil (Basketball B.C.) 
Grant Holkestad (Caledonia St. Sec. School) 
A Q UA B:AT I C ;SP O:: R:,T,. S:: 
Stay warm on the waterl 
Drysuits and liners for 
watersports, from 
Colorado Kayak Supply. 
Wetsuits for triathalon, ' 
paddling, and diving 
from Brooks and 
Fitzwright. 
Life]adkets and P,F,D;s /~ 
from Extrasport and /~, 
Alpine Wilderness. / 
Kayaks, paddles, and/ /  
/ / 
lots of  accessories. / /  
Ouality gear...,( ompetitive prices. 
Call or write for further information or catalogue to: 
• site 75, comp.5, RR#2 Smithers. te1:847- 3678 
......._..., 
NDLES 
OF 
JOY 
: ' , - ,~  ealty's Name: Kadi Margaret Poulson 
,~  Date & t im If ~ May 31, 1991 at 8:51 am 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 4 oz, Sex: Female 
Parents: KIm & Dun'el. ittle sister for Sheldon 
Baby's Name: Keith Hector Oscar 
Date & Time If Birth: June 1, 1991 
Wiflil¢ 11 Ibs• 9 oz. Sex: Male 
Rlreets: Ralph and Lynn Johnston 
: ':: .:,:~. " ,:~ ,~:~:~ ~:: Brother o( Michelin. Ryan and Evan~. 
i,~'~ ~,.~,~,.~':~ ";: .~ :. . , ..... ~:~:~.'.:~-. ....  • .-.~,~eilby'e Nam: ~ha~ Lee Wesley'MacBb~oo . 
.,. Date &Tlm If Nrth: June 4, 1991 at e,,27 pm ~"" "'~. 
WifgM: 8 Ibs, 7V= oz Sex: Male 
Parents: Chester & Irma MacPhemon 
.......... :': - Daby'z Name: Trevor Leslie Begehold.Young 
Date & Time If Bifllg April 30.1991 at 13:55 pm 
Weight: 4 Ibs. 7Vz oz, Sex: Male 
Parents: LIndy Bogehold &Andrew Young 
Baby's Name: Cady Elise 
Dire & Time If Nrlh: June 6. 1991 at 8:32 pm 
WalgM: 7 Ibs. 5 oz. sex: Female 
Rarellte: Gerald & Leslie Fisher 
Sister for Chdstopher 
SKEENA MALL 635-5236 
Changes in the financial markets may have you J ~  
wondering who's looking after v m g s ~  / your financial interests. A no-obligation check-up isnow being offered from 
ScotiaMcLe~l. u source of trusted investnrent 
advice since 1921. 
Now is the time to ensure your sa For a limited 
are getting asupertor return time a complete and 
confidential Persomd 
attracting minimum tax, investment Review is offered to 
individuals with over $50,000 in stocks. 
bonds. GICs and RRSPs. This review is followed 
by a personal meeting: to discuss how your portfolio 
should be structured to meet your investment objectives 
and lifestyle requirements. 
Arrange for your free no-obligation financial check-up today. 
MR. KIM MAILEY 661-7403 
B Investment Executive Call Collect 
Scot iaMcLeod 
A Member of the Scotiabank family 
- 2 , .£ : ' .T .2  . . . . .  - - . . . .  • ompl lmenlar J~ In rorml lmZ I~ 'kN~.  
NAMF,., 
AnORr .qS .  . .  , ,, ,,, 
C ITY ,  " PROY ,,, POSTA l ,  CODE - -  
TELEPHONENUMRER DAY;  ' : ~ ' ; ' ( ?~ ' :  ' .  EVENIN( ; I  " '~  i " ' ,  , 
epd to Mr K m M=iley ScollaMeLeod ln¢, Suite' I [0~, ~ Grauvjlk Street, : : , 
•.. Box 10.t43,' ¥1ac6u~r~ BHtlsE Columbht VTY 1116 *, i ~ ," : 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
JULY, 1991 PALACE Ju,Y, 1991 
Terrace 
Athletic 
: ASSoc, 
14 
Ter race  
Athletic 
Assoc. 
21 
Terrace 
Athletic 
Assoc. 
I urrace 
Minor 
HocKey 
CANAOA DAY 
Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
15 
Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey • 
22 
Terrace 
Minor 
Baseball 
28 29 
Terrace Terrace 
Athletic Minor 
Assoc. Baseball 
Kermot~e 
Friendship 
Society 
9 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
747 ~ Brothers v Theatre 
Terrace Air Cadet Kinsmen 
Peaks Terrace N.t,u. Search & 
Gymnastics Anti Poverty Terrace Local Rescue 
10 11  Order or 
Royal 
'Terrace Purple 
Blueback Terrace 
Swim Club 
16 17 
Kermode ' Terrace 
Friendship Peaks 
Society i Gymnastics 
23 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Satiety 
30 31 
Kermode French 
Friendship 
Society. Pre.schod 
24 T 
Terence 
Blueback 
Swim Club 
1 13 - -  Paraplegic Tenaue 
Associatio~ Soccer 
N.T.C. 
Anti Poverty Terrace Local 
18 19 
747 - - -  Paraplegic 
Air Cadet Associatior 
Terrace N.T.C. 
Anti Poverty Terrace Local 
25  Order of 26  Canadian 
Royal ~- -  Paraplegic 
Purple Asseclallml 
Terrace. N.T.C. 
Anti Puve~ Terrace Local 
FtOm 
SkaUng 
20 
Parents For 
French • 
Shames 
Ski Club 
27r 
F~ 
Skating 
Sal. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30a.m. Games 12:46 
Evening (]ames ...... . . . .  ~ Doors4:30 pim, ~i ~i; Games 6~16:~i~ .... 
Fd;- Sai, Late nlghtGames ~ Doorsg;30 p.m. ,.. Games 10:00 p,m, 
T.V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL ",.AISLE CONCESSION 
I I I I • I I I I I I I  
I 
.~  ~ ,~. ~. ~ '  ~_% ~t~ ~,~,L~ : ..~.~.. r~.~ w~ r.: ~ ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . i 
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!;'p:,'~... ~ . . . . . .  ? , -v~. _ 
Large open kitchen 
Lots of extra room 
i 
Recycling: 
we wrote 
the book 
Recycling, composling, 
environmental protection. 
We have a book for you. 
Afler all, circulaling books is 
recycling. 
It's You=" 
Library 
l e r race  
Feature home by 
••..] Privacy plus 
Attractive 3 bedroom family 
home in quiet location. 
Features natural gas heat, 2 
fireplaces and full basement~ 
This home comes with an ex- 
tra ]or which is nicely land- 
scaped. 
Call Gordie Olson at Century 
21 Wightman & Smith Realty 
Ltd. for your appointment o 
view. Price at $94,900. 
A salute to 
our bestseller 
J oy  Dover  
JOHN CURRIE 
PnESIOENT (~ NRS PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD. 
~shes to extend cong~tutaflons to 
JOY DOVER on attaining the position of 
TOP SALESMAN for the month of June, 
1991. 
If you are thinking of buying or selling your 
home and would like a current evaluation 
of the present real estate market in Ter- 
race, please contact Joy, she would be 
very pleased to assist you, 
FOR ASSISTANCE WITH ALL YOUR 
REAL ESTATE REOUIREMENTS, CALL 
OUR BEST SELLERS TODAY 
HRS PRUDEN & CURRIE 
(1976) LTD. 
635-6142 
NI:W IU ]HI: MARKET 
This 1982 custom built home has 
been extremely well maintained, 
and is located on a large landscaped 
tot with an estabflshed garden area 
& a greenhouse, You'll find 2 
edrms up and 1 down, a large 
modern kitchen, bright & open laun. 
dry room & a woodworking room for 
rne carpenter in tile family. Priced to 
sell at $79,000 MLS. Call Suzanne 
Ior your personal showing today! 
PRIDED TO SELL $89,900 
You'll find this 3 brm home with a 
legal two ~rm suite on a large lot 
ty~th subdivision potential. Located 
on a quiet street in the Horseshoe 
close to schools & shopping. The 
)rivate back yard oilers an 
established garden area & fruit 
trees. Listed exclusively with 
Suzanne, Call for a private showing 
today. 
CLOSE TO SCHOOLS & 
SHOPPING 
Located in a quiet area of the 
Horseshoe, you'll find this 3 
bedroom starter home. Has a 
)rivate 78 x 122 foot lot with fruit 
trees as well as a separate detach. 
ed garage. Roof has just been re. 
shingled. Call Suzanne for more 
details..Make an offer on $53,500 
MLS 
STA 
GREAT FAMILY HOME 
Asking $84,900 
GOOD SOLID INVESTMENT 
FOR THE HANDYMAN 
Much of the renovating has already 
been done. All the material for 
finishing is included in the sale, 
Many lovely features and great 
potential on the Va acre lot, Ap- 
pliances included. A great way to 
Get started. Asking $59,900 MLS, 
For more inlo call Laurie, 
WAITING FOR YOUR FAMILY 
Is this 1,225 sq. ft, full basement 
home in the Horseshoe, This home 
leatures a large country style kit: 
then, Fireplace in the living room 
and rec room. Five bedrooms, Large 
private sundeck. Natural gas heat. 
82 x 132 lot. Call Jim today to 
make your appointment to view this 
home priced at $83,900 MLS. 
Stan Parker 
636.4031 
Nicely finished with cedar siding 
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PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD. 
FAMILY H0ME WITH 2 
BEDROOM SUITE 
Nicely developed with new floor 
coverings, Family room in daylight, 
basement, plus a revenue suite to 
help with the mortgage payment. 
Situated on a large corner lot in a 
quiet area of town, not too far from 
schools, Well pdced for home of 
this size at $74,900, MLS, 
Gordon Olson 
630.1946 
ON ACREAGE 
Laroe 4 bedroom family home 
situated on 66 acres just minutes 
from town.. Features central brick 
fireplace and open country style kit- 
chen. There are 2 full baths for your 
growing family. The property has 
been partially cleared with lots of 
room for parking and a 34 x 70 
coverqd storage area, Don't over 
look this great buy just give Gordie 
OIson a call for your appointment to 
view. Asking $991800 MLS ; 
6000 RETURN , : 
Comfortable duplex in great Ioea. 
gon, Excellent revenue and low 
maintenance. Call today for your ap. 
)ointment to v!ew, Only S85~900 
Jim Duffy 
636.6608 
LIKE A PICTURE BOOK on a quiet street in town. 1,176 sq. ESTATE LIVING GREAT STARTER HOME " 
This 3 brm mobile with large addi- ft., 4 bedrooms, full basement, 2 in this beautiful 3 brm home located Available for immediate occupancy. 
lion is newly redecorated in country baths, plus ensuite, 2 fireplaces, on 1.68 acres with park.like land. Just move in and enjoy. 3 bdrms. 
style. Located on a large land. Family room down. Attached scaping: Features of this expansive Nicely landscaped lot. For more in. 
scaped lot on a quiet street, Asking garage, nicely landscaped yard, home include hardwood flouring formation, call Dave NOW, Listed at 
$59,500. Call Joy, MLS with fruit trees and garden area. throughout, 2 n,g. fireplaces, fully $46,500 MLS 
Asking $98,500 MLS. Call Dave equipped kitchen, rec room with 
FAMILY SIZE now to view this well maintained wet bar and large covered deck 
home is roomy and bright with main home. area. 2 brm in.law suite . , . ,  ,a,u~ TAXI BUSINESS 
floor family room & 4 brms. In.law HOME NEEDED kitchen, Asking $225,000 Excf, A lucratfve business with lind 
suite downstairs has separate en- for this level and cleared building lot Call Joy. buildings and vehicles. A list of 
try. Large shop for the mechanic or located on a quiet non-thru street YOU'RE NOT DREAMING assets and financial data available. 
carpenter with its own access. Call near schools and hospital. 65.62 x This is your opportunity to own your Showing a good return. For more in. 
Joy to view this lovely home. MLS 132. Water and sewer laterals are own home with 4 brms, full base. formation, contact Dave Reynolds at 
Asking $79,500 in. Asking $17,500 MLS. Call !ment, natural gas heating. Nicely 635-6142 or 635.3126 evenings, 
Dave. . landscaped and fenced yard a l for MLS 
NEW IS NICE WITH N0 GST HEAVY INDUSTRIAL only'$56,900 MLS. Act new'and . . . . . . . . . .  j 
and:tl~atitycons|ructlon;~nake Zht~:. . . .  ; " ;~  'ACREAGE~ ~ '" : ,  ':" .., !i BUSlNESS OP~RTUNITYII= 
home'a special itehl: 2x6 framing~ 3 acre parcel located close to town. RURAL ACREAGE Viable business located in New[ t 
vinyl windows & hot water heat are Good access from two streets. 256' 10 minutes from downtown. This Hazelton. Showing a good return. 
a great combination for economy & of frontage. 510 feet boarding a side wooded 5.76 acres is situaled in an Sales & service. Motorcycles, RVs, 
comfort. Fabulous curved kitchen road, Many types of uses for this established subdivision of fine snowmobiles, power saws, garden 
layout has an abundance of oak property. Motivated vendor. Try homes. Out of town owner is looking equipment, hunting and fishing sup. 
cabinets. Call Joy to view. youroffer. Asking$1OT,000. MLS. foroffers. CallJoyformoreinforma. plies. Land and building. Formore 
$129,500 MLS. No GST. Call Dave now, tion. MLS serious enquiries, call Dave. MLS 
. . . .  l i  
| %. ~ ,i HANDY MAN SPECIAL 
townhouse that offers little upkeep. 
Offers a tull basement ready for 
John Currie Joy Dover Dave Reynolds Suzarine Gieason finishing. Call Suzanne & make an 
. 635-9598 636.7070 636-3126 635-6952 offer on $29.000 MLS 
DUPLEX 
Here is your chance to own your 
own home and have someone else 
pay the mortgage for you, Located 
in Thomhitl is this well maintained 2 
yr. otd duplex. Each unit has 3 
bedrooms, a living room, kitchen, 
dining room. ~/~ basement, laundry 
hook.ups, N/G heat and separate 
meters. For more infarmation call 
Hans, Askli~] $119,900 EXC. 
WANTED - HOBBY 
• FARMERS 
If you've ever given any thought to 
owning your own lithe hobby farm 
o~ would just like to own a small 
acreage, then this property could be 
just what you're looking for,: The 
)roperty is approximately 4 acres of 
relittvety fiat fertile ground ideal for 
growing vegetables, Located In 
town, Water avati]~bfe, Asking 
$39,900 MLS 
~i ~ ..... /, ~ '  , • 
CLASSIC SPLIT-LEVEL 
- 4 Bedrooms - 3 Baths 
- 1,992 sq. It. - Basement 
Asking $132,000 MLS 
LOW DOWN PAYMENT 
Secluded small acreage with road 
development and building site. ideal 
for future investment or just the 
spot for your new home, High 
assumable mortgage makes this 
4,4 acres yours with a low down 
payment. For more info, carl GeNie 
Olson, Priced at $25~900 
EXECUTIVE SPLIT-LEVEL 
Located in Terrace's newest sub. 
division in the Horseshoe, This 
• 4.level split offers over 3,000 sq. n, 
for your family's living comfort. 
Family room with fireplace. Five 
bedrooms. Four baths, spacious liv. 
ing room, Double garage, And much 
more, Call Jim to make your ap. 
polntment o view this home priced 
at $145,000 MLS 
I 
Carol McCowan 
798.2280 
Laurie Forbes 
636-6382 
4650 LAKELSE AVE. 635-6142 
, i  
GOOD VALUE 
- 1,140 sq. ft. -- N/G heat 
-3Bedrooms -67x144 
% Basement 
Asking $84,900 MLS 
BUILDING THIS YEAR? 
These lots with all amenities 
available: 
3803 Eby, 3809 Eby, 3817 Eby, 
3819 Eby, 3801 Dejong, 3806 De. 
jong, 3817 Dejoeg, 3823 Dejong, 
Lot 4 Mountainview, Lot 28 Moun. 
tainvlew. Call Sheunce for more in. 
formation toda)t. 
123 ACRES 
Located in serene and picturesque 
area of Cedarvale on east side of lhe, 
Skoena River, Approximately 3 
acres cleared, year round creek. 
main road provides year round ac. 
tess. First and second growth 
timber." Asking $65,000. Call 
Laurie. 
NEED LOTS OF ROOM? 
This spacious 1,800 sq, ft. home is 
located in the Horseshoe area. This 
home includes 4 bedrooms, 3 
bathrooms, a sauna, and a rumpus 
room. The kitchen has many great 
features, with oak cabinets, built.in 
dishwasher, built.in oven, jenaire, 
eating bar, and a pantry. Other 
features include, a remote controll. 
ed double garaqe. A chain link fenc- 
ed yard and for the handy man a 15' 
x 20' wired and insulated workshop. 
Listed at $105,000 MLS 
for an al~pointmenl call Shaunce to. 
day. 
REVENUE PROPERTY 
For the small investor, we have this 
excellent opportunity. Two smaller 
revenue homes located un over one 
acre, Units are well maintained and 
presently rented. Garage, Asking 
$48,000 EXCLUSIVE. 
"~ 
Hans Stach 
636-6739 
Shaunce Krulsselbflnk 
638.83e2 
Ted Garner 
635.5619 
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HOME PLAN 
III 
DESIGN NO. A-230 
"- ~ ~r - -  . . . . . . .  t~l~:~'~~"'~-": ,  ' '~'~'~-''~ 
I~'~F~'~!I ""~:~,:, I • ~ ,  ..I! 
OOUez l  ~ R ~  
13.1~110 ~o~1,1o  
.~ . ' , "  "~ ' "  "~"  " "  ~"  "•  ~l" . . . . '  
1 
Main F loor :  2277 eq.  fL 
- .  - / 
t , . " , i "  
With Impressive 
Facade 
• . " Beauty and character flow 
: ' from every area of this design. 
" - _ .  From lts impressive facade 
: to its smallest details, this 
two-s torey  home expresses  
..- :. .luxury. On the first floor 
: i  ~a  dramatic entry is given by 
a spacious foyer and graceful 
. . . . .  . curved  staircase. All of the  
• rooms are very spacious and 
well-zoned according to func- 
tion. A handy stud)" is found 
to one side of the foyer and 
across the rear of the house 
. the family area with easy 
.- -access to the patio. The large 
kitchen has plenty of  counter 
space and features a huge 
i pantry. The laundry room 
on the main floor is large 
:-~ ~ enough for a freezer and some 
, ,  storage space...under the stair- 
case there is mote closet space 
or this would be the basement 
stair location if so desired. 
House  P lans  Ava i lab le  Through 
TERRACE 
BUILDERS 
CENTRE 
3207 Munroe ,  Ter race  
635-6273 
- , - . | 
• HI BOY ~ ~, 
• VAN ~ 
• FLAT DECK !il J 
"FORK LIFT SERVICE L'..-... ~ 
• DAILY FREIGHT TO KITIMAT .EQANCE 
home, Brand 
" SERVICE FROM PRINCE GEORGE ,ow. 35,,,., 
LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE s, ,arge v,ew finished base., 
• Kitchen ap.~ 
v ....... • ,,~;,uu=u. '$148,000' CHARTERS ~,.:~:~,,.. ~:~z l  I .,:~,'~II I ~ ~  (,,oo76) ~ordo, am,ton 
HIGHWAY 37 N. ~ ~  ,~ 
FREIGHT SERVICE FROM ~NVEST IN VALUE COUNTRY DELIGHT WHY PAY RENT? OWNER TRANSFERRED 
VANCOUVER COUNTRY CARTON mart Bench bungalow hoastsl Large family home of |,4OO sq. ft. Great littie starter home ln nice area Congenial iving in this'2 story. 
Cedar 2 storey with nice floor plan. ;warm fireplaces. Natural gas heat. I close to schools, needs - your of Ketth Estates. House has been Great family area, 4 BR/_I & 1/2 
SensIlively sited on 2 ]8  acres. Great family area, formal dining I finishing touches, Set on 1.83 recently renovated and is in good baths. PLUS *Nearschoois *Gas 
" DA ILY  FRE IGHT SERVICE  TO ~,ea, family area, fireplace charm, room, game room, eat.In kitchen, 41 acres, with well water, circular, condi'[lon. Priced at only beat. 1800 sq. ft. Family roorn off 
vaulted ceilings, fo~naldlningroom, BRI4 Pce, ~P, 2 Pce, down baths, I drive, country kitchen : with., 5 "$42,900" (910104) t, ILS, For kitchen, laundry on, main level, 
STEWART w,aparouod deck, $119,900 ° finished basement, side drive. I bedr0oms. Takeadriveby388001d more Information call Gord at m0velnn0w. $104,000.(910105) 
(910056) Joyce Flndlay MLS (910102)*$104,600' Call 6renda I Lakelse Lake Road and then Call i 
MImber ef 635-2697 Elickson 638,1721 Exclusive, L Brenda to view, 638.1721 MLS._.~ 635.9537 call Joyce Flndlay 635.2697. i 
UuNa(I Vie UMI ~ - 
• . .VUNITED " ';. ? ;~'~ 
I ME '~"? ~ 
.UN ITED MO,LEHO ~ ~e ~ i  -/UNITED . I 12 x 60 mobile on very.  ~ ]  ' ENGUSH MAHSE 
" " KIT IMAT ~. , . ,  TERRACE 75 X 200 It 10t at L,akelse Lake ~ ' I~; : (  , Custom l~llt, beautlfolflnisldn0~, 1632 2544 635-2728 "°" ' ' " ' " ° " ' "="  home In2,t,t,countryC,nW.ki,han, . ~ I :: . chestedielde, kitchen fable & ' ~ '.i ' separate dinin G .. 2x6 construction 
I chairs frldge, stove washer and " I I I ~ I  doub;e.garage could easily accem, 
I i dryer Included, Call 6ord Hamilton at '. I ~ I  modate motorhome or Iooglng truck 
i I 2 - 3rd Street i or 635-7102 , _635.9537 for more information , . . . . .  ~ ._  . . . .  BronUa Eflck8on Gordon Hamilton Joyce Flndlay . . . . . . .  ,detai ls I ' I '9"°'""''°0 . . . . . .  "m"" rm"u'u" . i , : : K i t l m a t: :3111 Blackburn 638.17=1 . I l I ,9 I I7  : s ' .  6 I I , I I I7  
I ,, ~ , i I i ~ ~ :iiii;ii~'i ' i l i i,~, I 
• ;:: i .~,:!:, :.,';. . . . ' ' • , ' :  ~ , ' i , . . . . . . . . . .  ..... ,. . ,  , ,  . . . . .  
~ .. 
i, ~!~ 
4620 Munthe $99,900 
4518 Park S84,900 
4171 Substation $8~.900 
4807 WalIh S77,900 
Call John Evans on the above proper- 
ties. 
JOHI~ EVANS 
2303 S. Kalum $47.500 
4518 Cedar Crescent 5119,900 
4612 Hamer S127.500 
5122 Medeek S59,800 
For information on the above, contact 
Dick Evans, 
~ • ~.~- .~ ~!. 
Bufkley Odve $88,000 
4736 Tuck S97,500 
• .-L~°~. ~.  ~..:.~ ~ ... ~., -.. 
• ' . . . . i~ :~ ~ ~, , ,~ i  
5241 Man. Villa S99,§00 
i •~: ~ ...... ~ ° ~• "! ':~. "~-:'~.?;'~%=.~i~" 
4105 N. Eby $09,800 
Call Gordie Sheridan for appointment 
to view. 
i 
~.~ .~.-. ~-.-~.~.~ .~.~ . .~  
I . ~ . ~  ".:: ~ .. ~" ' -  ~ I 
4837 OueenIway $188,000 
~ ~ .  
3674 Itiwlhorne $99,900 
~; .., .,;:.-X ~h,  ,,.,. ' , . 
5336 Mountain Vista $60,500 
2079 Cypress $99,000 
For information on any propedles con- 
tact Edka Pelletier. 
ERIKA PELLET IER_  
NAU VALLEY --  HOME ON 
ACREAGE 
2 storey A-frame cabin on 10 acres 
with a year round creek. 2 bedroom, 
2 bath, 1,100 sq. ft, approx, & 
besemenL I)rllled & creek wells. 
Wood shed & racthoose. 8alelllte 
dish available. For more informallon 
& map of properly, call today,. Ask. 
inG $59,9OO MLS 
JACKPINE FLATS 
RESIDENTIAL 
41.04 acres partially cleared and 
stumped. 1,152 sq, ft, home. 3 
bedrooms, 2 washrooms, vaulted 
ceilings, hard wood floors and full 
basement with cold room. Asking 
$88,500 MLS 
TRI-PLEX FDR $62,500 
1.3 bedroom unit an~ 2 .2  bedroom 
units. 1,350 sq, ft;'on each level. 
Situated on nearly V2 acre ntcely 
tawned lot with large backyard. 
Total potential income per month is 
over $1,400. Listed exclusively at 
$62.500 
CHOICE INDUSTRIAL 
ACREAGE 
Serviced by two roads, excellent 
Highway exposure, cleared, located" 
between a Truck dealership and Gas 
Key Lock In Thomhill, over 7,7 
acres. Vendor will consider sub- 
division to lesser parcels. 
EZ IHCOME 
Spz~cious rental home with two 
suites offers great potential to pay 
off your ,investment quickly. 3 
bedrooms:,jqx,and 2 down ,- hurl1 
have separate entrances, parking 
and hydro meters. $83,900 Ex. 
clusive. 
UNIQUE INVESTMENT 
OPPORTUNITY 
Mixed rental income from trailer 
pads. and rental buildings, located 
on over 6Vz acres, a fetal of 16 
separate lots, presently zoned Ad. 
mln. & Assembly with Light In- 
dustrial zoning applied for. Property 
located on city side of the Old 
Bridge. Income statements 
available. MLS 
CENTRALLY LOCATED 
Stretching from Park to Oav0s 
4600 Block, 1.22 acres 
zoned R2, services available 
both streets. Potential development 
property, Asking $159,500 Ex- 
clusive, 
WATERFRONT - -  LAKELSE 
Enjoy summer to the fu est .and 
mt'~'~ . . . . . .  at,your lakeslde'ca~n"iG-- , ~ 
sloping lawn, shallow beach and 
southern exposure, West side with 
year.round access. Hydro and 
telephone available. $45,000 Ex- 
clusive. 
DUPLEX --  $52,500 
Becoming a landlord can be easier 
than you th[nkt Up & down duplaxl 
with 4 car carport on pargy fenced 
80 x 200 lot, 4 appliances. Low 
taxes. Exterior needs work but in- 
terior is in good condition. For 
further information, call today! 
VACANT AND REDUCED 
Very cozy full basement home on 
nicely treed lot. Extensive renova- 
lions inside and cut over the past 
Iwo years: New flooring throughout 
upstairs, vinyl siding, new shingles 
and eaves, ceramic tile around tub 
and a great vinyl sided garage at the 
rear of the house, Asking $72,500. 
Exclusive• 
' t  
9.67 ACRES 
Treed acreage next to the stock car 
track, Located at the end of Munson 
road, Small building site cleared 
with road access, Asking $29,900 
i 
Ra~lU~10~ki Rusty Lju~h Sylvia Griffin 
IL15.I71M R,I.(B.C,) 
038.0484 
i qI 
Joe Barbosa Run Redden Christal Godlinski 
635-6604 636.1915 636.5397 
I [ '~" - " "~ '~"  "~: '¢: :  " :~: "  ~ '~"~X'~,~' ;~:~.~'~ :~:.:' ;~;~?-' .... '. :'. : '  
USIN:ES-S +++DIRE,CTOR 
TERRACE EXPERTS --- IN A GLANCE 
. . . . . . . . .  '+ '= '+I'+~"¢¢++:+3"-',~ , ,  c+,;+ c,:+ ++,+~,,:,++,~,+ i  
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NEID ENTERPRISES + LTD.- 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOAT8 -- BOAT REPAIRS -- EVINRUDE DEALER 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION - -  GAS TANKS - -  TOOL BOXES 
RUNN!NG BOARDS -- BOX LINERS - 10 FT. SHEAR 
r,~ 
~ ~  BRIDAL BOUTIQUE 
/p/j • "ruxedp Rentals ' I.ingerie 
y' /  .Grad & Party Dresses * Wedding Cakes 
(~ Com~ding  s e . i¢etomake 
that day 'Uniquely Yours' 
4~ B ~akalse Ave, 638-1773 
SUMMER SPECIAL 
NORTHERN CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
BUSINESS OF THE WEEK 
r 
: r 
A ..... .~. l ~ar~"~m~ ' ~  . .  SINCE I955 ,~:'+' -: " TRA NSP 0 R TA TI 0 N ~: 
=--SYSTEMS L TD. =_ 
. . . . . .  Dally freight service ex Vancou, 
+ + 
, • 
Thornhill Electric 
• Residential & Commercial Wiring 
• 24 hr. Answering Service 
• Service Calls our Specialty 
635-9787 
3532 01d Lakelse Lake Rd, Rick McCarr0n 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 5A7 Registration No. 16984 Propdel0r 
: ~,,+,+ ::•i  
635-3944 
i i  
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS ,,,!,,~~ • V.H.F. & U.H.F. Radios 
• Portable Radio's 
..... ~ • Marine Radio's 
• Mountain Top Repeaters 
• Scales . , ,  ~. 
m~l ,D  L -AN, i~  i~ +i +' 
• LAND MOBILE  RAOI  r=l I ~ lL J~  
CANADA LTD. 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS 
N0.'4-5002 Pohle 638"0261 
  KEENA 
LECTRIO 
P.O, Box 271, Terrace, B,C, V8G 4A2 
. . . .  " : :~ 1" (604)635-6988 : • ;.; . . . . .  . 
C ass AElec~rical Oontraetors ......... ;+,++ 
For All Your Service & Contracting Needs = 
PHILIP HUST. . .  AD Reg. No. 17522 MICHAEL HUSTAD 
PROFESSIONAL HAIRSI"YUNG 
& ESTHETIC SERVICES 
PHONE 635 4997 
4652 Lazeile Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1 
* SCOLPTUI~D I~IL$ * PEDtCU~$ 
• EYELa3HaEYEBROW~N~tG 
• ~OD)'& FACL~ HA~ I~M, OVAL 
PLUS 
TANNING & TONING 
Total Beouly & Rtne= Core 
SKEENA CONCRETE PRODUCTS LTD. 
Division of East End Holdings Ltd. 
i 
Bricks, Blocks, Masonry Chimneys, 
Reinforcing Steel, Cement, Lime, Grout, 
Sane Tubes, Blasting Sand and Many Other 
Construction Supplies. 
Also Available Sand and Gravel. 
• Concrete • Screened Top Soil 
3751 01d Lakelse Lake Drive 635-3930 or638-8477 
RICHARD STEELE FLOORING 
"Specializing In Complete Flooring Installations" 
--  Carpets, vinyl, tile and hardwoods 
--  Residential and Commercial 
BONDED, INSURED PHONE 635-3908 
20 YEARS EXPERIENCE FREE ESTIMATES 
FIRST CLASS JANITORIAL SERVICE 
Your Industrial and Commercial Janitor 
i+':+.':.?: ,:!(.,and Carpet Cleaner ,.:. 
GARY VENTURA, Owner 2807 Hall Street 
JOSE VENTURA, Manager TERRACE, B.C. 
3. 
i,: h; 
;!:!:? 
:?j.i ~ 
,~. SERVING TERRACE AND AREA FOR 25 YEARS 
|{{~} 635-7466 
1~~~, ,  4627 Munthe Ave. Terrace, vao 2H7 
MACKAY'S FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD. 
General Contractor 
Specializing in Custom Concrete Form & Finishing 
638-8478 
S IMONS CONSTRUCTION 
• Carpentry - Renovat ions : , .  , 
: "IVo Job  too Smal l "  " ' ' 
• Seniors  Rates  : L 
3514 KingAve. Malcolm Slln0ns +
• Ten'ace, B.C. Journeyman Carpenter 
vso 4z3 Ph. 635-7724 
e it, 'We'li ~ Iil 
• Our expediting oervlce will Imvo your company money" 
• CHIM0 DELWERY , 638•8630, 
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace 
Directors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE DE FRANE 
Bro~ze plaques fA  ~ m~um,"t' 24 HOUR 
Answering and Pager Service 
Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers ~..c0 .up+. 635-2444 F . . . .  I Sennce 
. . A~SeClatloo 
D  ANE 
• FUNeRaL HOME 
Box 247, S~n/thers~B.C. • 847-2441 
Professional counselil~l'" .," ~,'~"" " I 
. memorlalmarkers ~-- .... " I ~i " , LLA  
Urave covers t . - ,  . t . . r .~.  
Cremation '~ ,  "'--+..~ ,^~:~,~P~o, 
I 
:. +, 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
4647 Lazelle Avenue. 638-SAVE 
D d I lnt'w,na 1 QP.n~,~,,~ t tc..fi • .. SINCE 1955 TRA NSPOR TA TlON 
--=S YS TEMS L TD.--~ 
Dally f re ight  serv ice ex Vancouver  
TEL: (604) 635-2728 
FAX:(604)635.7197 MEMBER OF ~t  ~ 
3111BLAKEBURNST., TERRACE, B.C. VSG3J! 
I t l~ i l~  A /  A mm mm Parts & Labour ~ il 
I 71111UlA  I I I I I I Imlm foranyVCR0r j~r,..:~D;,,~r i 
i t . .  1~ I U 11J I I  I I  Camc0rder repair ~ I r~ ILVH ! 
;~- - I~ l  mjp __ _ with thiscoupon,B iVB  ; 
, [] 3 n . .  7 K 9 ooo  u+ 1 t 'O  , 
I ' W ~  a / I IO Im 31Aug91 I ~ I 
I I 
1202"4716 Lazelle Ave.Terrace B.C. V8G 1T2 '~T I 
,-.--....................,, . . - ' : . . .  J 
This space a v a ~  
your business or service centre! i. 
..... Ca'! anYone of our Advertising Consultants today, ' 
  TERRACE STANDA~ 
638-SAV 
i 
!, 
i g : 
f 
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i • : • !, 
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CALL 
: 638-SAVE 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS 
•. Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stst holiday falls on a 
:,~zturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is Thursday at 
5 p.m. for all dleplay end classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. VSG i $8 
All cleselfied and classified display ads must be prepaid by either cash, 
Vlaa or Mastorcard. When phoning in ads please have you Visa or Master. 
rard number ready. 
20 words (first Insertion) $4.70 "pluo 12¢ for oddlflonol wo~ie /* (Add i -  
t ional insertions) $3,10 p lus  9¢ for addit ional  wordo, "10,95 1or 4 weeks 
(not exceed ing 20 words,  non-commarclol )  Pr ices Include 7% G.S.T'  " 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1, Real Estate 12. Motorcycles "24. Notices 
2, Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 25. Business 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine Opportunities 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 26. Personals 
5. For Sale Misc. 16. Farm Produce 27. Announcement. ~ 
6. Wanted Misc. 17. Garage Sales 28. Card of Thanks 
7. For Rent Misc. 18. Business Services 29. In Memoriam 
8. Cars for Sale 19. Lost & Found 30. Obituaries 
L9.. Trucks for Sale 20. Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
Aircraft 21. Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
!1. Recreational 22. Careers 33. Travel .. 
Vehicles 23. Work Wanted 
'~ SUadanl Term 
The Torrsce Standard reserves the doht to classify ads 
under apprqxtats beadinos arid to set rates therefore and to 
determine page tscaeon. 
Tile Tanrsce Sbodasd ,eserves the right to revise, edit. 
classify or reject any adver~sment and re ,e~n any answers 
dl~¢tsd to the News Box Reply Bodice, and to repay the 
eastomsr the sum paid for the edvertismenl and box rentaJ. 
Box replies ~ "Hold" instructions not ptckad ~ within 10 
days of expiry of an advertisement will be desl~oyed unless 
msiliag fnst.¢tio~s ate received. Those answering Box 
Numbers axe requested not to send originals of documents to 
avoid loss. 
AJI ¢!aJms of errum in advertisements must be received by 
the I~bllsher within 30 days after the Urst publlcatioo, 
It Is agreed by the a~ve~ser equesting r, pace Ihat the 
IJabl[lfy oi the Terror Standard in the event of taihi,e to 
publish an advertisement or in the event of an error appearfng 
in the advertisement as published shall be limited to the * 
amount pa~d by the advertiser for only one Inco~'oct insertion 
for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the in¢or. 
recr or omitted item only, and that there shall be no Itabltify in ' 
any event greatar than the amount paid fo~ such advert=sing. •
1, Real Estate 
CABIN FOR SALE. Finished cabin of approx- 
imately 900 square feet. Available for sale on 
4.24 acres of leased recreational property 
located on Scum Lake, 55 miles west and 32 
miles south of Williams Lake, Comes with pro. 
pane stove, cook stove and propane lighting. 
J:inished ~upl~oards and interior water system,. 
No field or' Well. Lake has private air strip. 
Asking $16,510 for qulcl~ sate'. Call Indra Gra- 
Inger at Realty World Northern for further info. 
398.8266 days or 398-7470 evenings. Lease 
is assumable or available for purchase from 
the B.C. Government. 447fn 
PRIVATE SALE, LOOKING FOR SHANGRI.LA? 
1 mile lakeshore, l t7  acres. 3,000 sq. ft. log 
home, 2 fireplaces. 2 baths, hot water 
heating. 2 car garage, Breathtaking views. 
200 ft. barn, out buildings, Ideal for retirement 
or deer, sheep, apiarY, fish farm. Timber, 
secluded wilderness setting, Much more. 
Serious enquiries only $250,000 firm. 
1.694.3317 4p10 
ON STEWART CASSIAR HWY - 40 scenic 
acres, just 12 km Irom Kiniskan Lake. Ideal 
for a group of people, so let your friends know. 
Good area for fishing and hunting. For more in- 
formation write Jack Taylor, Iskut, B.C. VOJ 
1KO or phone JJ3.7280 Fort Nelson radio 
phone operator, A steal at $60,000, 4p9 
10 BEAUTIFUL ACRES WITH 22 campsites, 3 
cabin shelters, one motel unit with 2 rooms 
and kitchen. Convenience store with laundrY 
and showers. 4 bedroon~ homes and work 
shop, Contact Jack Taylor at Willow Ridge 
Resort, Hwy 37, Iskut, B,C. VOJ 1KO Phone 
JJ3-7280 Bob Quinn or Meehaus Ch. Pdced to 
sell $175,000 4p9 
DEASE LAKE FURNISHED HOUSE. Full ap- 
pliances, satellite, level, treed, large corner 
lot, near school and lake, Ideal for hunting 
fishing, gold mining, 852.2454 $30,000 4p9 
3 BEDROOM BUNGALOW, New vinyl siding, 
new careers and flooring. Freshly painted. N/G 
quiet location, $79,900. Call 638-8382 4p9 
3 SERVICED, CLEARED RESIDENTIAL lots on 
corner location in Stewart, (100' x 120'). Cen. 
trally located, southern exposure, Phone 
636.2393 4pl 0 
1,266 SO. FT. HOME, 2 x 6 construction, only 
2~h years old. Slab on grade basement, 3 
bedrooms upstairs wilh l 'h  bathrooms• 
Downstairs - 2 bedrooms with full bathroom 
plus 1 bedroom mother.in-la w suite, Only 2 
blocks from downtown{ Make an offer. 
Phone 635.7583 .-.. 4p10 
iMMACULATE 5 BEDROOM ;HOME IN 
Horseshoe ~rea, Fully finished basement. 
Large lot, fruit trees, close to school: In 70's. 
635.6t 54 6p10 
2 LOTS FOR SALE IN THORNHEIGHTS on 
blacktop, water, n/g. Suitable for mobile 
homes. Call 635.6641 for more information• 
4pl 0 
RANCH - Six bedroom house, 150 acres, 70 
acres in hay, Call Houston: 845-2417 4p10 
3 8EDRDOM TOWNHOUSE with'N/G heat. 
Fridge/stove included• Asking $39,500. No, 3 
4714 Davis Ave. 635.3102 or 635.3991 
1. Real Estate 
OUIET COUNTRY SETTING, Spacious, well 
kept, 3 bdrm Io9 home, poss. 2 more bdrms, 
rustic stone fireplace• Separate garage and 
shop, garden, greenhouse, 638•0768 4p10 
A'I3"RACTIVE 3 BEDROOM HOME ON 200x80 
lot. NaturalGas heat, workshop, greenhouse, 
fruit trees, garden a~a. $69,000 OBO, 
635-5974 4p10 
HOUSE FOR SALE. 12 Yrs. old. 3 bedrooms, 3
full bathrooms, n,g. heat and water. Large 
backyard. Asking $87,000. 635.7775 6pll 
WANTED: REMOTE WATERFRONT PROPER. 
TY. Mature trees, mountain view, read access 
(4x4). Suitable for year round living. With or 
without buildings. Price negotiable. Reply to 
Box 26 Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave,, 
Terrace, B,C. VSG 1 $8 4pll 
WELL MAINTAINED 3 BDRM. 2 storey house 
on 30 acres, Play yard, large garden area, cor. 
rats, hams, workshop, year round creek, 20 
miles nortb of Ft, St, James• Cyndy 996.5390 
home, 996.8204 Work. 4pll 
COMFORTABLE 2 bedroom house o~ 46 
acres, city water, sewer, cable. On Bench, 
verY near town. Great starter. $68,500. Call 
635q405 e~/eninos 4pll 
~SALE.  One yr. old home. 
1,250 sq. ft. 3 IxIrm, 2 bthrm, unfinished 
bsmt. In Thomheights Phase II1. Asking 
$115,000, Sedous enquiries only. No agents 
please. To view call 638.8877. 4pll 
BEAUTIFUL WELL BUILT RANCH style house 
in town. 1,650 sq. ft., 3 bedrooms, lamily 
room, 2V~ bathrooms, large sunken master 
suite with walk-in closet and pdvaie ensuite. 
Heatalator fireplace witl~ blowers. N/G heat 
and new hot water tank. Asking $83,500 
060. Must be seen. Call 635-9139 3pll 
LAND AND MOBILE HOME at Johnson Bay on 
Babine Lake (Burns Lake area) Will consider 
an RV on trade. Call Ken Street 
403-865-7934 Hinton or Dave Sedgwich at 
1 •692.3209 4p12 
FOR SALE BY OWNER. LOB house with 67 
acres. Situated at Topley, 30 miles west• el 
Burns Lake. Asking 542,000. 1.692-3810 or 
1 •698.7339 eves. 4p12 
LOOK WHAT $55,000 BUYS. Immediate oc. 
cupancy in 3 bedroom 1,140 sq. ft. house 
with N/G heat, I/= basement, garage, on large 
lot approx• 65' by 400' with frontage on Agar 
& Pohle, 5030 Agar. Phone 635.9530 2p12 
TWO ONLY LARGE LOTS IN KITWANGA 
Valley for sale. Reasonable price 849.5732 
4p12 
COUNTRY LIVING AT ITS BEST, 10 beautiful 
acres with mountain view on Bornite Mtn. 
Road. (Kleanza Creek Area) 6 bedroom house, 
1Vz baths, oak cupboards, has vinyl siding 
and sundeck, shop, bern and corral. For fur. 
ther information call 635.2761 3p12 
LAND WANTED• Required large tract of 
remote land with lake• For ViP client. Call Len 
Monical, NRS Block Bros. Realty 1.395•2207 
4p12 
REVENUE PROPERTY FOR SALE by owner, 
Well maintained, largefencedlot, fruitt~esin 
Horseshoe area., Forfurtherinlormation, call 
635.2548• 4p12 
REVENUE 
PROPERTY 
FOR SALE 
9 units containing a mix of 1, 2 and 3 
bedroorn homes plus 6 mobile home pads. 
Located on 2 acres, Excollsnf income, 
Asking $260,000 
PHONe 635-4453 
WOODIGREEN - 
FOR SALE OR RENT LUXURY CONDOMINIUMS 
4832 LAZELLE  AVENUE 
Natural Gas Fireplaces, Dishwashers, Frldoe, Stove, Drapes, 
Plush Carpet(no, Balconies or Personal Patios, 
Cerarnic Tiled Batlirooms & Ensultes 
::i' ; :' 1/2 Block from Skeena Moll & MacDonalds 
i~ii~i~,:~ ~;i; / ~ . Large Kitchens, beautifully appointed. 
• ~ .~. :~. ,~, ~ "; .~ ,, 
:~i,'~: "~ !ResIdBnt Manager and Security Entrance 
........... Undercover Parking 
;~i !  i!i ~!~:~: ~Price Range $30,000 to $60,000 
v',' 
1, RealEstate 
MODULAR'HOME 1~344 sq, It, on full base. 
meet,: four finished bedrooms, 2 Plus 
bathrooms, nat. gas heat/water, many attrac- 
tire extras. Wired, healed shop with grease 
pit, Owner transferring, prised for quick sale. 
. $76,000,2051Hemleck.' • 2p12 
• ,•' ,:. , : :~ : '•  ~••:i:~,:.; ,¸ •: "•:, •,.:. : : ' :  ',:i: . . . . .  : 
• ~ , .  , , . ; " ~ .  ~ ..,,,.~:~.~ ~.,  .~ . :  ' .  ~ , ; :~  . . :  . , :, .. , .  : .  _ 
3, For Rent ' "S;: r,!Sale :: ' r ' ' : 8' Co m' . . • . . . ,,,. . .. . .-. , : . / ; . / : . : :  ,~ .  
2. Mobile Homes 
THREE TRAILERS FOR SALE: Two for $5,000 
each; one for $2;500 or all 3 for $10,000. 
Call 845.7856 8p5 
1981 14 x 70 3 BOR. Alco mobile home, 
fddge, stove, washer, dryer, 1~/~ yr. old. New 
rug, propane heat. Phone 845-3729 or 
845-2287 4p10 
12 x 68 MOBILE HOME NIG heat, fridoelstove 
included, Everything is working order. 
$12,000 OBO. Call 635.4894 lOtfn 
1978 3 BEDROOM ATCO Sierra 14x70 mobile 
home In excellent condition. Asking $22,500, 
appliances optional, Leave message at 
567-3808 4pll 
OWNER TRANSFERREDI Immediate occupan- 
cy. 12 x 60 trailer. EC. Gas heat/water, newly 
renovated. Thornhill Trailer Park. 
635-9722 lp12 
3. For Rent • 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES fsatudng 
1150-1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 2 baths, 
private yard, carport and satellite T.V. 
Houston. Phone 845-3161. 31fin 
650 SO. FT. Of office space, 4623 Lakelse. 
$425 per month. Call 635-2552. 247fn 
1,500 SO. FT. SHOP SPACE AVAILABLE 
close •to down town. Phone" 638-0800 or 
635.7732. 4p9 
2 BEDROOM DUPLEX SUITE. Fddge, stove, 
wlw carpeting, in town, no pets. Call 
635.5464 4p9 
FOR RENT BASEMENT SUITE, Fridge, stove in- 
cluded. 2 bedroom. $450 month• 638-1094 
4p9 
850 SO, FT. HEATED SHOP for small business 
or storage for rent, 635.5893 4p9 
FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT FOR SINGLE 
working person, Non-smoker. Centrally 
located. • Immediate occupancy. Call 
635-6154 4p10 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT. Oulet, clean, 
fddge, stove, laundry facilities. Draperies, 
pa~king. Available'Aug, 15465 per month, 
635-2556. He pets, 4p10 
ROOM AND BOARD AVAILABLE for reliable 
single working mate. 2. blocks to town, 
$475/month. P"one 635-7579 between 4 and 
7 p.m. 2p12 
LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE TO share apart. 
meet. Non-smokel' prelerred. Required for 
Aug. 1191 638-8976] Anylime or 635.5286 
!leave name and num bar; !J~!, 2p1~2 
I RDOMMATE-NEEDF.O~'Prefer talfi~l~, noil. 
smoking professional In share 2 B;Summit 
Square aparhdent. $200/month. 638.8976 or 
635.5286 4p12 
FURNISHED BACHELOR'S UNIT, utiliHes In- 
cfoded, $400 per month. Phone 635.5.350 
1 BEDROOM FOR RENT FOR GENTLEMAN, 
With kitchen facilities. Call 635.5893 4p12 
FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT with kit- 
chenatte, $400/month plus $50 damage 
deposit, Includes hydro. 638-1511 2p12 
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED apartment for 
single in Thomhill. No pets. References re. 
quired. $320 month. $160 deposit• 635-6950 
evenings, 2pl 2 
1 BEDROOM BASEMENT APARTMENT SUITE 
with fridoe and stove $390 month plus 
utilities. 635.5409 lp l  2 
FOR RENT. Upper duplex, available Im. 
mediately. Adult oriented, centrally located. 
No pets, $630 monthly. Phone 635-2643 
lp12 
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED apartment in Thor- 
nhill suitable for single working person. $260 
monthly, $130 deposit. He.pets. Phone 
635.2065 lp12 
FOR LEASE- 
OFFICE SPACE 
670 sq. ft. of centrally located 
2nd floor office space ovedooklng 
Lakelse Ave. Reasonable rent 
and will re.decorate to suit te- 
nant, 
Contact  John Curr le  
635-6142 Days 
635-9598 Eves, 
WHAT'SYOUR 
HURRY, B.C.? 
, , ,  ,, , i  , i , - - 
' :WOODLAND ....... r
: ]APARTMENTS I 
:~ ce ln .~ l~UJ & lCen' I 
CLOSE TO TOWN AND SCHOOL8 I 
. , .  sin., ,,at,= ,o,• walar Inoki,  
ed. CorpsMeN, laundry fecuRiec, storage, .. 
space. References required. . i 
1 Bedroom Apt, $405,00 : Wl i  ! 
2 Bedroom Apt, $480,00 AvliHailio : l  
3 Dedreum =Ap, t. $550.00 , : l  
4. Wanted to Rent 
WANTED TO RENT, CABIN AT LAKELSE LAKE 
for the summer. Prefer waterfront, Reply Box 
6291, 4647 Lazefls, Terrace. 35tfn 
FAMILY OF THREE WANTS TO RENT for Oct, 
1/91 spacious, well maintained 2 bedroom 
home in nice setting. 635.7357 4p12 
SINGLE FEMALE NOH.SMOKER wanted ~or 
roommate immediately to share 2 B apartmeht 
$210 per month. 635-5857 4pl 2 
WORKING SINGLE PARENT Looking for 
reasonable 2.3 bedroom place to rent by Sept. 
1191.638.1693 4pl 2 
WANTED TO LEASE IH TERRACE AREA by 
Sept, 1/91. Throe bedroom house with sinai! 
acreage for horses and dog with pos.sibtlity to 
purchase if location is good. Please phone col. 
lect 845-2728 (Houston) 3p12 
• 5: For Sale Misc  
J.D. 350 LOADER. New engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400.00 0,C.3 Crawler Cat, Made & 
bucket 80% new, $5500. 32 ft, house boat 
• lifetime aluminum .has everything & bailer 
• $19500,62 lade 2-door auto • good cond, 
$1500. 14 d, Td.huti speed boat. 50 horse 
monk, trailer $2800. Clean Okanegafl Camper 
• hyd. jacks; $2000. Hew Ko"oda lite plant & 
battery change $550, Ken Allen Box 161 
Granlsle. Ph. 697.2474. 19tfn 
22 - 250 REMINGTON VARMINT SPECIAL. 
Heavy contour barrel, 4 x 12 power scope. 
$500, Call 635-4894 29tfn 
1) LUXMAN STEREO UNIT with cabinet, In- 
cludes side by side cassette deck, compact 
disc player, Bose speakers, Inotodes cable. 
Asking $2,000 firm. 2) Large dining room 
suite, seats 12-14, includes large buffet and 
hutch, Asking $2,000 firm. 3) Sears Best 30" 
almond.ecloured range, also 19,5 cu. ft. Seam 
Best almond electronic ontrolled fddge Ask- 
ing $1,600 for the pair. Large student desk 
and swivel chair, asking $200. All above 
items in mint condition: Phone 635-6780 4p9 
I x  I 8.  6 ALUMINUM FRAME SLIDING GLASS 
" door In excellent condition, clw double glaze 
~ °"Of~d;"Mdb'Y s[eIY$500 635.9678=after'6:DG 
p,m, ' ~[:~  • 41)9 
LIFE STYLE COOKIES AND CAKES now 
available locally;' OtSttlbdtors wanted:. Phone 
632.7547 ' 4p9 
HIGH PERFORMANCE 14' Deluxe round tram. 
peltries. For information call Freedom Houston 
1-845-7494 4p9 
PORTABLE GE DISHWASHER $115. Carpet 
and undeday (12' x 16') $50. Tub insert $15, 
sliding doors for tub $35. Call 635.5719 4p9 
1 - 50 GAL DUAL COMPARTMENT FUEL 
tank, hoses and stand $350. 1 - 150 gal fuel 
tank $100. 1 - 100 gai fuel tank $50. Call 
845.2417 4p 9 
SEARS 10" RADIAL ARM SAW, 10" band 
saw. 2 HP, 17 gel air compressor sand 
blaster. Beth new. 635.3253 4p10 
ELACK BEAR RUG $695, moose head mount 
$850, 2 mountain goats mounts $250 each. 
One tan black bear hide $100. 635.9462. 
4p!o. 
FOR,SALE: PREFABBED oardensheds, 
workshops, barns, garages, other out- 
buildings, wood construction.. Assembled.~ 
~rom $600. Call 638-1768 eveninos. " 6p10 
~.N CYLINDER, Oil lubricated portable com. 
presser with dual air tanks. 1.5 HP electric 
motor. Air delivery (SCFM) at 40 PSi (7.0) at 
90 PSI (5,6) Volts 115-230, ampa 20 • 10, 
Ipm 1~25:~ Size (inches) length x width x 
height (32 x 24 x 26) $500 or reasonable of. 
fers. Call 632.5079 anyUme. 2pt 0 
LADIES 18K I)IAMOND RING with seven laroer 
stones. Buying house, need moneyt $1,200 
OBO. Call 635,5725 ~,, 4pl 0 
SEASONED BIROR RREWOOD (Split), Full 
stack cord $90 Terrace, KItimat, Prince 
Rupert. Free delivery in Terrace. Call collect 
633.2646 4pll 
1 - 300 6AL, OIL TANK. $200; 1 • weed/oil 
combination fuma¢e complete with plenums 
and humidifier $400; 2- 100 gal. galvanized 
hot water tanks $70 each, All items are in 
good conditions. 835.3340 4pll 
AIR CONDITIONERS (2) suitable for resldenOal 
or comqlerciai use, $450 each. Call 
635.0242 after 6 p,m. lp12 
¢o lumbla lOuatg ino  Apes .  
*2 MONTHS 
FREE RENT!! 
bdrm. apts. with mountain views; 
.Drapes . Ceblovislon 
* w/w Carpets .. * Super Channel 
. Ensulte Storage ' . . Balconies 
* Spacious & C lean:  :,~. * Free Parking 
* BUS ,SlOpi~.Nesrb~:.':" '. ..~ 
Ou.,,,no =, , .  
• To vlew'oall Rlehar dArnold 
CHESTERFIELP'AND 2 chairs, $250 OBO.Calti 1968 MERCURY TRACER.. 2 door haichback, 
636:6378af~"ep.m: .~ . '2p117 p/s,:p/b~ 5'Spd,;:electrlc'mln:ors, am/fm 
cassette power train wa~nty 4,700 km 
haulage truck#. Suitable for many appllsa. $8,750 635-3674 '~ : " /  , ' 4p12 
IJone. Price $15p.each 'Contact Tony Themp. 1907VOLKSWAGEN FOX 2de; low mileage, 
son at Endako M!nes 699.6211 • 41)11. one owner; Comes with 4.new winter tires, 
FORSALE:UNJOUELYOEAUTIFULroundsoikl Excellent condition, 638,1280 evenings,' 
weekends, $5,500 " 4pll  
oak table With four chairs and two leaves. 
Tabletop is'natural ook.' Pedestal and ,,o 4 PONTIAC 
are white, $1,000 find 638-0661 1p12 .~P8 
PARISlENHE table with four chairs $225 student desk 
$40; lawn mower $45; I.,dz:y chair $25, BROUGHAM 
635.321  6,  • . 
, "~',.i:, ,/:;!,:.? "~ ( ' :i', ''~ : " 4p12 Fully ' Ioadedi Inoludl~--;air,. tilt, 
BUY HARDWOOO FLOORING from Fransds 
Lake WOedWoddng Ltd. Our prodocts are all 
kllndried. Ditch clear 2-3/8% $4.15 per sq. ft. 
BImh knotty 2:3/8", $3,10 per sq. ft, Also 
PIne floating; PIne ¢~r  2.3/8", $2.10 per sq. 
ft. Pine knotty 2.3/8% $1,50 per sq. ft. 
1-695-6616 " ' ' 12tfn 
APARTMENT SIZE PIANO. $1,500. 635.5425 
, : " '  lp12 
FOR SALE 
1 No. 12 Massey Baler' 
1 23 ft. 5th wheel Trailer 
1 7 ft. John Deere Hay Mower 
Conditioner 
2 300 gallon Fuel Tanks and 
Stands 
• PHONE 
635-7286 OR • 
798-2208 
I I 
I I 
SPRING 
• SPECIAL 
Qual i ty  
Screened Topsoil & 
• Driveway Crush 
: 638-8477 o, 
635-6110 
FACTORY DIRECT 
16" X 16" concrete pads 
on, 62.93 
i 
24" X 30 T cent, Jets pads 
only $8,93 ee 
SKEENA CONCRETE 
PRODUCTS 
3751 ~d ~k~ ~.  Rd. 
638~477 
DRY TOP 
GUTTERS 
Specializing in 5" continuous 
steel or aluminum gutters. 
Installation, repairs & 
cleanino. 
SERVING TERRACE. 
PmCE nWUT, sm.ERs 
AND I011MAT 
Window & Door Screen 
Repairs Too 
Call Steve 638-0636 
8.Cm for Sale 
1990 PONTIA0 RREFLY 2 door, 5 speed, red. 
20,000 kin. $6,000. Call 635.9315 after 6 
p,m, 4p9 
,NO GST - 88 SUBARU OL statlonwogon; 
silver ' grey, rust check, 5" six:i, roof rack, 
stereo, 38,000kin. $9,900 635.2116 4p9 
1998 BURGUNDY IN COLBUR DODGE OMNI, 4 
cyl,, autemaNti, very good condition, $5,400, 
Phmm 833.90B0 ~ 4p9 
1978 BUICK LESABRE. Excellent cord,, no 
rust, one owner, V6 Turbo, 79,000 kin. 
$4,200 ODe. Call 636.f 086 (Must sclll) 4p9 
1978 TOYOTA CELICA ST COUPE in excqlicnt 
running condition, Rebuilt auto transmission, 
new batteries, and Urss~ Phone 035.61544p9 
632 4511 
- ,  , i~:~:~" 
' 1964 SUOARU GL~ 4x 4 staUonwagon. Stan. 
dard, low' 39,000 miles, non.smokers car, 
Showroom condition, $5,750 080. Call 
639.9323 : 4pl 2 
1983 DMW 3201 WHITE, eunrnef, man 
wheels, standard, One owner, engine well 
maintained, runs beautifully, no rest, im. 
inoculate smoke 1ran car. 59,500 ODO, 
636.0467 4p12 
FOR SALE BY BID 
m7 k~,  emm. ,utom~, ~s con. 
version, box liner, 151,000 kms. 
lul l  ~ M200 Pblr~ • 4 c~lnder, 5 
spd., 40,000 kms, 
I l IM N I .~  Igag Kal; 0leNt I'blug • c/w 
canopy, 6 spd., 140,000 kms. , +. 
1117 ~ ~ .V6 auto, 4x4, lata of 
power equip., canopy,. 75,000 kms. 
cruise[ looks, wln~bwa, trunk 
release, antenna, 4 speaker stereo 
system, 305  eag le !  qutoma~ 
overdrive, 28 mpg 
842-585: i  
• ' ,  :~  : ;~ i  
9, Trucks for Sale • 
1989 GMC PU V8 4 SlXI, auto. Loaded except 
air. Professional lowered with Bell Tect. Low 
km. Must sell $14,900 0110635-5210 4p9 
1990 CHEV SILVERADO sh ton, fully loaded 
with canopy, running boards, meg wheels, 
bug and wind deflectors. $18,500. 
638.0022 4p9 
1989 RANCHER XLT. Extra cab, V6, 5 speed, 
air, cruise new tlres~ alumlnumiwheels, box 
rat s (No GST) $11,800, (~35:254Q after 6 
p,m. 4p9 
1986 GMC 4x4 PICKUP c/w 1981 Frontier 
camper. Sold as a Peckaoe or separately. 
635.5338 after 6 p,m, 4p10 
1976 GMC JIMMY 4x4. Excellent ddve train. 
Runs great. Body rusty. Will sell for$1,100 
OBO, Call 635.5725 • 4p10 
1985 GMO SAFARI MiNI VAN. Seats seven. 
EC. $0,500 ORG. 638.8225 4p10 
1981 DATSUN 4x4 PU. Long box, standard, 
with canopy. $2,750 ODe. Call 639-9323 
• .. , 4c10 
!986 JEEP WAGONEER. Limited Edition. 
Au!omaUc, 33,000 km, keyless' entry. 
Leather seats, running boards, tilt steedng, 
cruise, air; stereo, bug deflector, power Win- 
dows, doors. $20,000 847.4776 4pl 1. 
964 ,TOYOTAPICKUP with canopy. Excellent 
running condition. $2,500 635-4722 lp12 
FOR SALE 1904 BRONCO II. Good running con- 
dition, Sun roof, '~nning boards, Alpine stereo 
system. $7,500. 635-4406 4p12 
1989 FORD F-150 F-sedes, Fully loaded. YR. 
Excellent condition. Must sell.. $11,000. 
1974 Kentwood Mobile home 12 x 68, 
:washer/dryer, fridgelstove. $12,000 
'1 I I I  I I 
1983 GMC 4x4 
350, 4 speed, no rust. 
....... ' 4 ,500 .  FIRM 
1986 DODGE RAM 
P.U., 5 speed, rust free. 
53,600 
842-5851 
10. Aircraft 
1985 ULTRA'LIGHT BEAVER RX5OO. clw 
floats, wheels and ski's, $1,150 OBO 
1.695-6544 4p10 
11, Recreational 
Vehicles 
1978 OKAHAGAN MOTORHOME. 65,000 kin. 
Monbanically good, 400 C"Ov chassis. 
$12,000; 1.695.6411 Burns Lake. 4p9 
1978 11 FT. VANGUARD CAMPER, White 
fiherglass top. Bathroom, stove, fridge, com- 
mand center, hydraulic lacks, VGC, $4,200. 
Phone 635-9080 4p9 
9'/2 SECURITY CAMPER, 3.way fddoe, heater. 
Ilush toilet, double sink, 4 burner stove, 2 pro- 
pane tanks, venetian blinds, Excellent condi- 
ticn. $4,200. 635.9121 4p9 
1973 DODGE OLYMPUS,27 it. motorhome. 
Class A,, air, oenerator,'steeps 6, excellent 
cord, Reduced to $14,995 OBO, 639.9323 
• , ,  4c10 
1975 GMO 21' MH. EC. RenovateO, tow miles, 
air iq cab...New tlres.•.$15,000 OBO. 
638.8225, ",: .~/i':..~ 4p10 
1977 WESTFAUA VW CAMPER. Excellent 
coodition, 80,000 miles, Spare tires and rims. 
Rustcheck and undemoaUng $5,000, Phone 
635.4589 4pl 0 
• OVa FOOT OKAHAGAN.CAMPERETTE. 3 way 
frtdga, stove, fumsce,hydraulic jacks, AsktpO 
.$2 ,000 ,  Phone 638-0629 evenings. 
635.4072 daytlme: ] : 4p10 
t981 24' TRAVELAiRE MOTOR HOME, in ex- 
cellent condition. Full bath, awnino, eye level 
oven, dash air, Price reduced 639.1236 4pl l  
1984 24' CITATION 5TH WHEEL TRAILER. 4 
now tires, TV0 VCR, stereo, large 2 door 
fddga, one piece aluminum roof. Excellent 
condition, $17,5000 0O0, 638.1280 oven- 
ings or weekends. 2pl 1 
1970 INTERNATIONAL BUS, Panelled inside, 
started to cempedzo. You finish your wayt 
Asking $2,500, Call 635.6205 4pl l  
12. Motorcycles 
1901 YAMAHA 650 Mldnloht Maxim, Black 
with onfd tdm, kicker, ho~der and near new 
Pirrolli tiros, $1,300. Call 630.0714 4plO 
i 
1983 YAMAHA 650 Motorcycle: A1 shape 
$925, Call 639,0700 ; .... lc12 
14, Doats &,Madne 
b=~r,,no wa,zn~,w OJnte= Jm. v. ~ Loo;,se~OOp,• OeO~ P~ne 
" i 638,7250 . . . . . .  i ~;~;  . .  ' .~.,,,, 
. . . . . . . . .  .tr we.nEe smoeoAT/eo 
+ . 
LI ~• '  L- " •:: ++, . . . .  
,El . . . . .  
TION AD 
W BUY  "SEL/II RENT I I  TRADE 
14. Boars & Madne 
VANSON TANDEM BOAT TRAILER GVW. 
2800 kg, Wifl accommodate 24 ft. boat, 
$2,500. Call 635.4894 5tin 
1979 BAYLINER:NISOUALLY 535TTSN. 305 
Chev. 280, Volvo leg, 7,500 lb.. EZ load 
trailer. Nice condition. $16,600. 1.695-6411 
Bums Lake 4p9 
24' FIBERGLASS RIVERBOAT. 50 Mere, motor 
with jet and trailer..$6,500. Phone 635-2122 
1976 FIBERFOI~I EXECUTIVE Ion 0 cabin 
family crulser.~ Command bridge. Recent 
survey at $42~500,.. Will take offers on 
$29,500 Call 8Htlai 1.800.663-2968 4p9 
GRUMMER ALU~IINUM 17' Whitewater canoe. 
Like new. 635-3253 4p10 
• 18. Business Services 
• RETAILERS WANTED 
We have a prime reball roonUon 
available in the 
OEBiOERATA DUBBEBS PARKS 
Highway 16/25 - Motz Rd. - 
COOSistlng of 20,000 square feet 
We are prepared to offer generous te- 
nant allowannes and concessions to 
strong qoafity retailers. 
Call Kad Motz 
636-2312 or 638.0444 
i 
LIKE NEW 15Y~'Ft. Couble eagle fiberglass 
boat with 80 HP Mercury and trailer. $5,950 
090. Carl 639-9323 4c10 
FOR SALE: 24~ Marathon Riverboat with 455 
0lds, $17.5oo+.p.hone 635.3353 after 6 p.m. 
4piO 
22 FT. DELUXE ALUMINUM JET BOAT, full 
factor wheelhouse, 351 Ford engine/fresh 
water cooling, 3stage Hamilton Jet wilh rake. 
VHF radio, compass, Bennett trim tabs, ski 
ladder, pump rotector, everse sPlaSh guard, 
stem and bow rails, heater, w/w wipers, Dan- 
forth anchor, 330 actual hours. Galvanized 
trailer with hydraulic brakes. $23,000 
632-2151 4p12 
15, Machinery 
32' ALUMINUM HOUSEBOAT $17.000. 9UD6 
Cat $10,500; HD6AC Cat $6,800; 350 JD 
loader $12,500; 80 Case backhoe $17,000; 
75 JD 510 backhoe $13,000; 9U Brushblade 
$1,500; 0C3 Oliver $5,200. Call 1-097,2474 
or 1-697.2393 7fin 
FOR SALE 1980 966.C wheel oader, good 
rubber. Excellent condition. $85,000 firm. 
Phone 846-6569 evenings or leave message. 
4p9 
966C 30K 1267 GRAPPLE, bucket with teeth, 
12' blade, new chains, misc spare parts, lots 
of hoses and filters. $39,000. $18 Cat line 
skidder, 94U99, many spare parts and filters. 
$18,000. 1.695.6446 4p9 
644A JOHN DEERE LOADER. Excellent condi. 
tieR. Work orders available. Owner moving. 
1-694-3508 4p10 
D6 9U CAT. IN EXCELLENT WORKING condl. 
tion. 12' blade, winch, $11,500 1-694-3450 
before 6 a.m. or alter 9 p.m. 4p10 
JD 544 LOADER. New engine and rsd. Grap. 
pie, bucket and spare tire. Good condition~ 
Ready for work: $19,500. 1.695.6411. Need 
biggor loader!! . 4pll 
WANTED EXPERIENCED HOE OPERATOR for 
road boifding and hoe chucking, eXPedeooed 
:bucker and experienced operatd~:~'(~k0 
) ..gr~.... ~.~aieo.wantad .2 large liAe.~kidde~ 
,wim raurer, 635.5541 • ' 2pl 1' 
1979 GMC GRAVEL TRUCK. Diesel, 335 HP, 
Certified. $18,000. Older travel trailer 1~' 
Shasta $700. Large-deepfrnaze $350. MIsc 
furniture 1.692.3375 4pl 1 
1976 INTERNATIONAL FLATDECK with cattle 
rack~, .14,500 oross weight. Very good condi. 
tioo. $6,0001•695.6620 4p12 
• 1978 DROll 4pBLC 24" Spruce City HGAO. 
1979 Droh 40ZBIc 26" Spruce City HGAD 
bucket. Shearbead, parts for SC heads; 1988 
Ford F250 300 6cyl., 5 spd,; 1975 Ford 
C6OO Shop~n, well equipped, 847-3750 
NISSAN 4,000lb.. FORKLIFT. Gas engine. 
Sideshift metal cab and doors. $7,300. 
638.8700 ' .. lc12 
18. Business Services 
BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, excit- 
ment, perhaps a tropical island? Call Ban 
Travel at 635.6181 aud catch tha spirit! fin2 
HEMMING AND ALTERATIONS. Elaine 
635.4861 +: 4p12 
SECOND HAND 
STORE 
No. 2 2823 Clark 
In Thomhill 
• Furniture 
Fish Gear 
= Dishes 
And MUch Morel  
LOW PRICES 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and 
Found Classified, Phone 638-SAVE before 12 
Noon Saturdays. 
LOST ONE BLACK NYLON WALLET at the cor- 
ner of Lakelss and Kalam on June 14/91, Ap. 
prox. between 1:30 - 2:00 p.m, If found call 
638.1749 (evenings)or 635-9982 (days) 
= 2pll 
LOST TOYOTA CAR KEYS (4) in leather pooch 
in K.Mart parking lot. If found 635-6982 
2pl 2 
2 YRS OLD MALE BRINDLE BOXER lost in the 
Old Lakelse Lake Road area. Reward offered. 
627-1575 or local SPCA 2p12 
STOLEN FROM LOGGERS PARKING AREA near 
welghscates Tuesday July 2,1991 between 
12:30 p.m. and 2 p.m. 1977 Ford pick.up, 
black with silver down both sides with a red 
Honda mOlD(cycle inback, with for sale signs. 
Any Information please call 635.9761 or 
ROMP 638.0333. " 2p12 
LOST IN KITIMAT. Black leather purse with 
keys inside. Lost Sat. June 29 between Elks 
Hall & Kitimat Hotel. 635.9798 2p12 
20, Pets & Uvestock 
PUREBRED REGISTERED BOXER available for 
stud. 2V= yrs old. Fawn coloring. Great dispos- 
tien. 635.3677 evenings or weekends, Also 
large traveling kennel for sale 635.3677 45tin 
THE FIRST SPRING LAMBS are almost ready 
to butcher. SEcure yours by ordedng now. 
638.0102 4p9 
IF A DOG IS TOO SMALL, IF A HORSE is too 
big. Try a Llama as a companion. Not only 
kids will love Llamas, but grandparents will 
enjoy Llamas, For more information call 
1-694.3456 4p10 
PROFESSIONALLY BROKE YOUNG MARES. 
AOHA Appaloosa halter, EnOllsh , Western, 
breed, quality counts and these glds have 
that. Contact Hillcrest Farm.. 1.692.3403 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4pi0 
• i ,  t~ t 
cashmere goats.+ (cache ,Creek) 453.2568 
4p10 
INTERIOR TRAILER SALES. Charmac and 
iogan Coach. Stock and horse trailers, Also 
used trailers 1-747-3786 or 1.992.9293 
18pll 
LOOKING FOR A DEVOTED COMPANION? 
Adorable balls ef fur...CKC reg'd toy pores. 
4.71bs when fully grown. Phone 846-5878 or 
847-5847 4pl 1 
ARAB HORSES, VARIOUS AGES. 1991 foals, 
yearling Geldings, 3and 5 yr, old mares, brood 
mares. These horses have been extensively 
handled since birth and have the potential for 
pleasure, trail, showing or breeding; For more 
into call 847-3938 eves. 4p12 
SADDLES, NEW AND USED. Engllshlwestern 
Always have good dding horses for sale. Call 
Elfy at 1.694.3521 4pl 2 
WANT A LLAMA? Why pay huge inflated 
prices? Various Alberta farms offer fully 
guaranteed, carefully trained beautiful male 
reg'd Llamas from $900 up. Fdeudly bred 
females from $1,200 up. Delivery available. 
• Information 1-694.3734 or 1-403.992.2879 
4p12 
i 
NOW OPEN 
HOUSE 
Professional All Breed Dog Grooming 
"THE BEST IN PET CARE" 
Appointments not always necessary 
.s.6767 635-3737 
4546 Lazelle Avenue 
NORTHERN MOTOR INN - We are looking for 
mature career minded individuals who want o 
be a part of a growing team that takes great. 
pride in their work, Experience ispreferred but 
will train the right individual who has a 
SILVER BIRCH 
ELECTRICAL 
• Electrical Wiring 
• Major Appliance 
L ; Repair  
IVAN & MITCH 
RooSt(leon No, leeTa No. 1eerie 
positive attitudeand a desire to loam. We of. 
fer competitive wages :and an excellent 
benefit package. We are now taking applica- 
tions: for the following-positions: 
Waiter/waitress, store clerks; bartenders, bar 
walter/waitresses, cooks!prep.' cooks, 
chambermaids, esk clerks. 1402 
i 
21. Help Wanted 
GROW WITH THE FASTEST GROWING fur- 
nltura chain In North America: galled Boy and 
Self Furniture, From High School graduation Io
Manager in 3 yrs., to Supervisor in 4 yrs., to 
Area Manager in 6 yrs., etc. We are opening 
30 locations during the next 12 months and 
havo openings for 2 Individuals who are deter. 
mined to become leaders in this exciting In- 
dustry. No expedenee necessary, but you 
must be willing to start at the bottom and 
work hard. Nosmokers, Phone 635:4111 9tin 
STAY HOME EARN MONEYI Vadety of jobs 
available. Earn $400 + per week. Call 24 hr. 
recorded message for amazing free details. 
(604) 691.0520 6x1. ADO 4p9 
AREA REPRESENTATIVE REOUJRED. Must 
have strong organizational skills. Willingness 
Io expand recession proof prodoct. High In- 
come potential, $1,500 - $3,000 per week. 
Phone 661-1064 9a.m,. 2p.m. 4p9 
$2,500 MONTHLY INCOME POSSIBLEt Easy 
work at home. No experience. CALL FOR IN- 
FORMATION 1-604.591.9975 24 hrs, Dept. 
A-50 4pl 1 
NEED DAYCARE for kindergarten boy (Uplands 
- morning) 8 a.m. • 4:30 p.m. 638-6307 
before Sept. 3/91. 4p12 
WANTED RELIABLE STUDENT TO BABYSIT 3 
school aged children in my home (4900 Galr) 
July 29 • Aug 29, Men. - Thurs. References 
required. 635.9559 lp12 
LICENSEO HAIRSTYLIST HEEDED for Bonnies 
Cot and Curl, Call Llnda 635.3637 12fin 
MATURE SITTER REQUIRED NEARDeJeog 
Cres.forchlldran 7& 9yrs. 638-1956 2p12 
WANTED PERSONNEL FOR DIRECT delivery te 
stare and restaurant trade. Please submll 
resume to Box 10, 4647 Lazelle Ave. Tar. 
race. B.C. V8G 158 2c12 
23. Work Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds edver. 
tisers that the human rights code in British 
Columbia forbids publication ofany advertise. 
ment in connection with employment which 
discriminates against any person because of 
origin, or requires an job applicant to furnish 
any information concerning race, reflgion, Eel. 
our, ancestry, place of origin or political belief. 
Readers: In ads where 'male' is referred to, 
please mad also as 'female' and where 
'female' is used, read also as 'male'. 
REPLYING TO A BOX NUMBER? Please be 
sure you have the correct box number as 
given In the ad. Address to: Box , The Ter. 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave., Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 158. Please do not include bulk 
goods or money to Box replies. 
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER will do finishing, 
renovation, install cabinets, patio, painUng. 
Also builds furniture tc. Call 635.6277 and 
leave.message. " . . . .  16p6 
"):;F:,[: ?:~]JCC ' . . ,  ~ " J "'~++/,+}';,'3 ~ ":,:L~ 
( ) t  ,, ,,;:+~ 1~.~, . . . ; .~ ; ,  ,=, .~  :. : :  ~¢~t,ro; ; . ;c.;+. 
Journeyman 
CARPENTER 
• CONCRETE • FRAMING 
• ROOFING • SIDING 
• DRYWALL • FINISHING 
16 Yeare Experience 
No Job Too Smalll 
WAYNE 
638-0352 
23. Work Wanted 
STEVE'S PLUMBING AND HOME Im. 
provements. Het water tanks, plumbing 
repairs, painting, tiling, low rates. No Job too 
small. Call 635.6571 4p9 
MOTHER OF ONE WILL BABYSIT in own home 
In Sunnyhill Trailer Court area. References 
available. 635-5017 4pl 1 
CAT 12 GRADER LOOKING FOR A ROAD te 
maintain. Eric at 635.6922 or Roger at 
633-2445 4pll 
EXPERIENCED APPLICATOR WILL supply and 
install vinyl siding or asphalt shingles to your 
home. Reasonable prices. Call Tom 
635-6230 4p12 
NEED SHINGLING DONElJ 
Windows, doom, garage doom, I 
cabinets Installed or work done on | 
your carport or patio? I 
ca"635"3422 I 
24. Notices 
PRO-LIFE EDUCATION available to general 
public; videos, pamphlets, fending library, 
dealing with human life issues such as abor. 
tion and euthanasia. Student enquides 
welcome. Call 635-5427 or 638-0382. 5tin 
BORED? LOOKING FOR.ADVENTURE, excite- 
ment, perhaps a tropical island? Call Elan 
Travel at 635.6181 and catch the spidti tin2 
ZEN PRACTICE GROUP meets Tuesday even. 
lags. 7.9. Rease call 638-8396 or 638.8878 
8p8 
WANT TO LOSE WEIGHT, CELLULITE, INCHES 
and not feel hongry? Want to improve overall 
health and energy? Act now! 638.8134 4p10 
ANYONE WITNESSING AN AUTOMOBILE accl. 
dent Involving a blue car and brown truck, Ju- 
ly 10, 1991 at 12:45 p.m. at the intersection 
ol Thornhill Street and Old Lakelsa Lake Road 
or anyone having into(malign concerning the 
absence of stop signs at that intersection from 
June 7 - lOth please contact Ruth at 
635.3637. Leave message ifnecessary.4c12 
Connie  Ludwig  and 
Troy Tymoschuk 
will be united in marriage at 
the Sacred Heart Church on 
July 13, 1991. 
The happy couple will be 
residing in Terrace. 
24. Notices 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ....... + ...... .. y ,  .+~,',~,++;.+,~:++,,,+,+.~,¢,+,~,~+., 
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VISA 
25. Business • 
Oppodunities 
EXCITING BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY, Phone 
635.3484 42tin 
TO ALL  
SUBSCRIBERS ON 
WOODLAND 
UTIL IT IES LTD. 
In effect immediately in upper 
Thomhlll area. Even numbered 
houses - water on even daysl 
between 9 p.m. - 11 l ie .  only; 
odd numbered houses - on odd 
days between 9 p.m. - 11 p.m, 
only. 
One sprinkler only per 
household. Violation of these 
regulations will result in your 
water supply being shut off at 
your prDperty line. 
AVOI] 
SUMMER NEVER LOOKED 
BRIGHTER! 
Right now AVON is having 
the greatest sale ever! 
BOYONA 
AHO~J~oH 
213 
BI, I .DINO i l ~  
DOOFI~I WINOOW~I h'~e- 
riot and extedor wood, metal 
=~d ~dows,  woOdwln- 
dowr,,skyBGhts, MOREl Cadl 
cmlhml ~ W ~  DOOR 
and WINDOW In Vmmouver 
~_(t, o4)3es.+ ~ol. 
JUICING, AND VINEGAR 
B I~INE~.  Be ~ own 
Bo~I  Wel l~d~l thed  Van- 
oouv~r ~ Product Ib~ 
w~ e 9mwth ~n- 
e x •  ~hsve  a l~Ir  fro+ oofmx 
mnor Deoom~ Fram~ea 
Vmn~uver t=l=nc 
und/Mobge Park. 
=.6howoro, S=d- 
~tion, Yam'ly. Tommte. 
Owner P,n~nce,  7.7 ~tm.  
Exceltem i ariel Re- 
ST, JUDE Thank you for favours received. 
T.K, lp12 
,~  Nirvana 
Metaphysics Centre 
SUMMER PROGRAM 
Healing Workshop, Kundaiini Yoga, 
Nirvana Friends, Stress & Relaxation• 
DROP -- INS WELCOMEr 
3611 Cottonwood 
635-7776 
i 
Zl0N BAPTIST CHURCH 
Sonday School: (all ages) 9:45 am 
Sunday Services: 11:00 am 
VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL 
July 22-26 9:30 am • 12:30 
Ages 4- Grade 6 
Pastor: Roe On" 
2911 S. Sparks St. 638.1336 
From the DAHA'I HOLY wdtin0s 
"Be vieilant, Ihal ye may nol do 
inJuslice Io anyone, be it lo the 
extent of a gram of mustard 
s0ed." 
To explore these writings further call 
635-3219 or 636-~J012 
. •  MINISTRY OF  ENVIRONMENT 
NOTICE  
p , If you have any questions 
regarding any municipal or in- 
dustrial waste discharges a 
staf f  member  from the 
Ministry of  Environment, En- 
vironmental Protection Pro- 
g ram ( fo rmer ly  Waste  
Management Branch) will be 
available to assist you. 
JULY 10, 1991 
1:00  p.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
. . . . . . . .  +or +: . . . . . .  
JULY 11, 1991 
8:30 a.m. to 12 noon 
at the 
B.C. ENVIRONMENT 
OFFICE 
B.C. ACCESS CENTRE 
BOARD ROOM 
1 04-3220 Eby Street 
TERRACE 
BLANKET CLASSIFIEDS 
Them zd~ z~3~Ir n morn hhan 100 communi~ news0at~ in B.C. and Yukon 
ned nmdk rnom b'lml 3 mean madem. 
TO PLACE AN AD ~ TI'gS PAPER OR B~YCNA AT (604) 66"9.9222. 
FORI I I I I¢  
Am_ ~ taring tr~Ue with 
b~e Mo~ Sdeme of M~ 
t~l Hwlb~ .$7.50. Teonder 
a~l: Vanoouver Dianet~s 
• Im~f. Vano01Jvep, B.C., V6B 
1LS. (604~81.Oa1& M~C 
and V',m erupted. 
A lumlnuml~la .  Green- 
houmB md Soladmms. Sin- 
9few;ddooble ~mmd. ~-~J+ 
or wdte for FREE BRO- 
CHURE: B.C. Gmerdmuse 
Bulldem LM, 742~ Hed;ey 
Ave., B.rn~by, B.C., W~ 
21=11. 4~.422~. 
In~WAITI I~ 
HELPWMi11~ 
TRNNTO Mamge~nAl:~ t- 
mem/~mtn lum ~8c5n I. 
c~mnmmr~ Ik;e~nsed ho~ e 
s~udy cert~6czl~on coume, job 
Pla~ment as~stanoo. ~za 
rot rn~ ex~,,n (eo4~t. 
5456 or 1 ~ .  
CRUISE LINE EMPLOY- 
blENT PAGKAGL=- Types of 
, J ~  to 9el I f .~  Jobs/ 
North Amed~ Gord~t Di- 
Opt~ia~ Needed Kelowna. 
Growing Op l~ company 
neeos expeder~d Opt~=izm. 
c, onta~ Ice  expe~ an 
asset. Sendmsumo and mr. 
~1¢e/st~rs Io 2,~O Ledde 
Raad, Keiowna, B.C.. V1X 
ego. 
~'iOOLD]~TRIGTNO. 71 (COU _ _RI~_ Y), PLUMBER/ 
HE~TING MECHANIC or HEAl]NO MEGHANIO. A va. 
nt0f The Oourmnay,Y~l.~ol Dis- 
, . 11~..s~e~$ful R0~me, nt wgf bo seioob~ from o,..~ of 
me folio _+w~ +oed~e~de~. PLUMBER/HEATING ME- 
,_cUL~__ c :~,  m+.m.memm ~mmwm posmmmA 
cK.~ i ~,lor In~o iM bade ~ed~.  Avafld B.O. 96~; 
UP TO 80% OFR ' 
GREAT VALUESf 
SURPRISE GIFTS! 
Now Is The Time To Join 
Become An AVON Sales 
Dealer 
What a great way i 
to open doors! t Ca,: Ann 635-4520 
FRP.~ =weer~de t= hm=- 
~.d,/=orre~omonoe gl- 
~osmoto lon#.  
Be~wrd~, ~ i  
_~o~eMr~, Psyehalogy, 
Travel ~ (s/Q.~a 
Adolaldo West, Toronto, t- 
800+g~0-1972. 
CHEF TRAINING PR0. 
GRAM. Make y~r  fu l~  
~ h~l~try, C.,nokfr~ lea 
rece~on.proof osroer. 
sr~t , .~  tn~n~. ~- 
rmn~tmm.  (~z~i~ng.  
Continuous onrolmonL 
DUDRULLE FREN~A'I gul l .  
NARYB(~IO01., +et=w.eth 
A~ Veto=urn, B.C., 
81~. Tog-fr~ 1-800-66/- 
?288, 
EOUZPllnR~" 
of Ina, 
dt~e= to WNW Forestryl.~ 
Box 1723, LI6cxpor~ B.C., VOK 
IV0 or~/i Rusu0 ot Polar It  
fm'~5 
$195 " 
~.70 e~ch ed<~=mdw~d 
{il 
) ?i j:I 
,i{i 
i?i' 
ill( 
! ! 
: i  
i i ,  
:i 
! 
1 
:! 
.I 
KELP WAN11B) 
* 6-RGUREINOOME" Intm'. 
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25. Business 
Opportunities 
THRIVING GENERAL STORE IN BEAUTIFUL 
Adams Lake, B.C. Completely renovated with 
living quarters on tie acre. Great location for 
the family. $275,000.1.604.679.8904 4p10 
THRIVING FAMILY SHOE STORE. Well 
established 20 years. Only shoe etore In Ed. 
son, AIrs. Located on main street, Phone 
403.723.2936 after 6 p.m. 4pl 2 
FOR SALE 32 SEAT DELl/PIZZA restaurant on 
Hwy 15, Regular clientele, Willing to train. 
Willing to trade for house in Terrace, 
635.4940 or 842-6753 4p12 
26. Personals 
DOES THE WATCHTOWER SOCIETY use mind 
control to etlract and keep its members? To 
find out call 1,847.4354 for recorded 
message, 4p8 
ANYONE SEEING THE ACCIDENT AT THE Piz. 
za Hut parking lot on Friday, June 14, 91 in- 
volving a black Dakota Dodge truck and yellow 
Volkswagen car, Please call 635.9483 2p10 
FOR TWO MENUS WITH SELECTED recipes 
and free brochure outlining our complete ser- 
vices ss.ed$2,0O to: Menu Magic, Box 382. 
V anderhouf, B.C. V0J 3A0 4pll 
ACTIVE SINGLE WHITE MALE. 32, 5' 10". 
150"lbS~"Ernployed, looking for a "girl next 
door" who likes blue jeans, camptng, skiing, 
travelling and much more. Apply to The Ter- 
race Standard c/o Box 99, 4647 Lazelle Ave,, 
Terrace, B,C. VBG 1S8 4pll 
ATTRACTIVE, SINGLE LADY, no dependents, 
N/S, 3Dish, 5'5", 115 Ibs., good phy. cond. 
Long dark hair, old fashioned values, enjoys 
fishing, camping, cultural events, wishes to 
meet phy. fit single 5'8" plus gentleman, 
financially stable, independent, versatile, 
spontaneous and sensitive, one who 
recognizes the good things in life. Between 30 
• 50. Fast movers please don't respond. Photo 
appreciated, not a must. Reply to Box 17, Ter- 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave, Terrace, 
B,C. V8G 1S8 2p12 
OAD'S LITrLE SOUIRT TURNS FORTY. 
Was back in the year of '51 
Thought Mom's "having babies" was all done 
She played the Sat in the family band 
Then we got the call that she needed a hand 
Not one of us had been suspecting 
This Mum of ours was expecting 
Number nine. we were to learn 
Would be named REITA FERN 
July 1 lth, Reit joined the clan 
And as the years passed, she began 
To show her spirits, in many ways 
Which would explain why, these days 
As "45190", she's also known 
Or "AUNTIE UPCHUK", a name that's grown 
To refer to Reit, like "SUPER.BLY" 
And quite often seen as "RUNNING RED EYE" 
"TD" is a favourite, from wa~' back 
And as the years pass, she won't lack 
A few more additions to her name 
And along with them, some claims to fame 
Her wit, bright smile, keep us all alert 
Happy fortieth, "Dad's Little Squirt"! 
28. Cards of Thanks 
A SPECIAL THANK YOU TO THE PERSON wh( 
turned in the blue wallet o the RCMP that tbe~ 
found while bike dding on Halllwell. Thanl~ 
You. B,O. • lp1= 
WE WISH TO EXTEND OUR SINCERE,THANKS, 
and appreciation to the nurses and staff of 
Mills Memorial Huspltal. We cannot adequate. 
ly express our gratitude for their kind and gen. 
tie care of eur late father, Don MacDonald, 
during his recent illness. We would also like te 
express our appreciation to Drs, Dunfleld and 
Appleton for their patience, support and 
understanding. Also, our thanks to the Public 
Health nurses whose support and care gave 
us strength and courage. We will always 
treasure tho kindness these people have 
shown, for they made our father comfortable 
and secure in his greatest time of need, 
A special thanks to Dr, Sirangway and his 
staff for their patience and support dudng the 
past months, 
To our friends, your cards and expressions 
of sympathy, and donations were greatly ap. 
preciated and needed, 
Thank you. For your kindness and 
thoughtfulness will always be remembered, 
The Hamakawa Family 
tp12 
29. In Memodam 
In Memoriam 
In loving memory of my 
brother ALYX IVANOFF who 
passed away July 7, 1981. 
I have on~y a memory, my 
dear brother I will cherish It 
my whole life through, your 
kindness and love lives 
forever, like the memory I 
treasure of you. 
Love Dary 
33. Travel 
24 HRS. 635-6181 
LONDON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  *768  
FT. LAUDERDALE Ames.S599 
CANCUN 6 mlm . . . . . . . .  6819 
HONe KONG . . . . . . . . .  81359 
SALES REP 
Territory. Terrace area 
Products • Industrial Supplies, Material Handling, Power 
Transmission and Logging related products. 
We require an energetic individual •with a mechanical 
background. Able to communicate ffectively with purchae. 
Ing agents, owners, and mechanics. Some travel requirsd. 
Send Resume to: 
Weetern Equipment Ltd., 13480 Verdun Place, Richmond, 
B.C., VSN lV2 
Attention: B. McLennan 
Kermode Friendship Society 
Re~ L l l t r l rd  ~+ ~th Rtwtnur Ca~do r~ ~ "'chat~,~l~ o~nl '~t~ ". 
3313 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. VSG 2N7 
Phone 63~-4906 or 63~-4907 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, 
Appl icat ion Deadline: July 5 - 17, 1991 
Start: July 22, 1991 
Ski l ls  And Experience Required: 
• Knowledge Of Native Culture Essential 
• Effective Board Relations 
. Good Community & Public Relations 
. Must Have Expertise In Financial Management 
,k Good Proposal Writing Skills , 
. Knowledge Of Funding Agencies 
. Excellent Supervisory Skills 
. Good Problem Solving Skills 
.k. Bookkeeping & Accounting Knowledge 
. Excellent Administration Skills I 
Forward Application To Above Address: 
ATTENTION: Sadie Parnell - Executive Dire©tor 
PITCH-I, 
HOME AND SCHOOL 
CO-ORDINATOR 
'";E! angaElementary Secondary School 
has a temporary pert-time opening for a HOME AND SCHOOL CO- 
0RDINATOR. This position will be 5.5 hours a day from August 28, 
1991 to two weeks after the present incumbeRt retums from a leave 
of absence. The salary ranges between $12.12 and $15.83 per hour 
depending upon qualifications and training. 
The primary duties of this position are (1) to assist he Principal and 
staff in enhancing the liaison between Native students, their parents, 
Native bands, and the school; and, (2) to assist Native students in suc- 
cessfully completing their studies. 
ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATIONS: 
1. Intimate knowledge aRd understanding of the Native Indian 
Culture and heritage. 
2. Ability to relate tc the various Native Indian groups within the 
immediate area, both status and non-status. 
3. Access to a vehicle and possession of a valid B.C. Drivers 
License. 
4. Previous experience and/or training in a counselling role. 
5. Previous experience working in a liaison position between home 
and school. 
REMIT APPLICATiONS TO: Mr. R. Greenwood 
Principal 
Kitwanga Elementary SecoRdary School 
P.O. Box 88 
Kitwanga, VOJ 2AO 
Closing Date: August 2, 1991 
MINISTRY OF  TRANSPORTATION & H IGHWAYS 
Nor thwest  Reg ion  
REGIONAL FINANCIAL ANALYST 
Financial Officer 1 
.;:. .~ (Under Review) 
':~.:;COMPETITION TH91.:'O96A. "" $30,634-,$33,039 
In Terrace, we are seeking a Financial Analyst who enjoys' 
working in a stimulating work environment and is Iooldng for 
advancement opportunities within the financial community. 
As a member of the Rnanclal team, the Successful applicant 
will coordinate, prepare and aggregate budgets; monitor ex- 
penditures; analyze and report on variances within the 
Region. This posHIon is also responsible for Regional asset 
and material management and to undertake policy and pro- 
cedures compliance audits. We offer a work envlroment that 
will both stimulate and challenge in a location that offers the 
best of both worlds. 
Qualifications --  You will need Grade 12 and a minimum 
seven years experience or equivalent combination of educa- 
tion and experience. Internal audit experience would be 
desirable. In addition you must have very good knowledge 
of accounting principle's, standards and techniques; internal 
controls and business practice; and financial planning and 
costing techniques; a basic knowledge of auditing principles, 
standards and techniques. Comprehensive knowledge of 
financial analysis applications. Good analytical ability, ability 
to work under limited supervision, and to provide tralnlnl~ to 
project managers and others. 
Applications must be received by July 24, 1991 to Regional 
Personnel Officer, Ministry of Transportation and Highways, 
400 -- 4546 Perk Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 4A6. Phone 
(604) 638-2249. Please quote competition umber. 
Terrace & District Community Services Society is seeking a 
dynamic energetic person for their accounting department. 
The suitable candidate must be enrolled In the 4th or 5th year 
of a CGA or CMA program. 
Reporting to the Society's Administrator, the accountant will 
be responsible for all duties Involved in producing accurate 
monthly financial statements, reports and summaries for the 
administrator and program directors, 
The person we are seeking will have five years previous ex- 
perience in the accounting field and be familiar with the Ace- 
Pac Accounting and the Easypay Computer programs. 
Duties: all aspects of maintaining e computerized environ- 
ment of Accounts Receivable; Accounts Payable, General 
Ledger, and Payroll, The completion of monthly, quarterly 
and annual reports for various programs and also monthly 
financial statements for the Board of Directors of TDCSS. 
A competitive salary 'is offered along with a full benefit 
package. Written applications only. Please submit your 
resume to: .;:~.:..:~! 
Terrace & DlitflCt Community Servlceg 
Attention: Mi;i','MJke Beausolell . 
NO.,I+ 321ai!l~!iStreet 
_. :;,' ~- , ~. 
rail;+,.-,.-. 
HOMES 
Are needed in the Terrace area for the care of ~peclal needs 
children, 
THE RESPITE CARE 
PROGRAM 
Supports families by providing them with an opportunity to 
take a "break". 
Children range in age from four to sixteen years of age. They 
may have a vad8ty of physical and mental needs. 
Interested applicants can contact their local Ministry of Social 
Services and Housing office at: 
# J L  638-3527 Terrace 
632-6134 Kitlmat 
HI 
MIn!slry of S Oc, li 
V I 
You can make 
• '.  ' /~ ImB'p  ~ , . 
I I 
" " .  :" 3313 KALUM STREET, TERRACE, B.C. VBO ~L~N7 
. . . . . .  (604)635.2133 FAX (804) e3S-~ :.. 
Hind Oe~,~: LPL ie.4S~ ~ 0~,, T in ,  e.C. V~ ~X~ 
LEGAL HIFORMAlION COUNSELLOR RE(HARED:. 
The successful candidate must: '! 
1. Have excellent yp'Ing skills, • - ,,, .,:: 
2. Have experfence with the Court System ar~ preparation ofCourt documents, . '  
3. Be able te assist people with WCD, tiC, welfare'appeals, and rental problems, 
4. Have CUed pubflc relations kiffs, 
5. Have experience with book.keeping computers and general 
office administrative duties. 
Salary Is commensurate with experience, 
Please reply in confidence;by Fdday, July 19, 1991 detailing in resume, work ex- 
perience and quaflfieatione to: 
L'AX GHEL8 COMMUNITY LAW CENTRE SOCIETY 
3313 Kaium Stml, Terrace, B,C., VDG 2N7 
Tidephon¢ 636-2133 . . . . . . .  
ATTENTION: Tiny Brown 
PART TIME PRE-SCHOOL SUPERVISOR 
Preferably with Montesso d experience required for September, Must have 9.C. license, 
PART TIME ASSISTANT PRE-SCHOOL SUPERVISOR 
Required for September. School runs September. June, hours 8:30 -12:30 p,m. Orop off 
resumes at~4112 N Sparks or phone Terry at 635.3287 for mere information, 
32. Legal Notices 32, Legal Notices 
NORTHWEST COHMUNI'rf 
COLL lsGE ' 
" 5331 McConnell Ave,, P.0. Box 726 
Terrace, B.C., VSG 4C2 Phone 635.6511. 
Request sealed tenders for the removal of the Water Tower 
at the Terrace Campus. Tenders will close at 4:00 p.m. on 
July 19, 1991. Proof of competence is required. 
For further information contact: 
Mr. Peter Crompton 
Facilities Manager 
Northwest Community College 
635-6511 local 272 
Northwest Community College reserves the dght to refuse 
any or all Tenders. 
( ~  Province of Ministry of 
British Columbia Forests 
NOTICE INVITING APPLICATIONS FOR 
TIMBER SALE LICENCE A36555 
Pursuant o Section 16 of the For~ st,A, ct, sealed tender applications 
will, be~aec~ited~by~th~DistrlctfiMal~0DP,]K~lum Forest District.Ter- 
race, British Columbia, up to 8:30 a.m., on the 25th day of July 1991. 
to be opened at 9:30 a.m. on the 25th day of July 1991. for a Timber 
Sale Llcence to authorize the harvesting of 15.937 cubic metres, more 
or less, of timber located in the vicinity of Kwlnageese Forest Service 
Road (22kin), in the Kalum Timber Supply Area. 
VOLUME: 15,937 cubic metres, more or less 
SPECIES: Hemlock: 66%, Balsam: 31%, Spruce: 3% 
TERM: One (1) year 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $2.55 
Bidding is restricted to persons registered in the Small Business 
Forest Enterprise Program, Category One (1) or Category Two (2). 
Particulars may he obtained from the District Manager at 
#200.5220 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia, V8G 1L1. 
( ~  Province of Ministry of 
British Columbia Forests 
NOTICE INVITING APPLICATIONS FOR 
TIMBER SALE LiCENCE A36541 
Pursuant o Section 16 of the Forest Act, sealed tender applications 
will be accepted by the District Manager, Kalum Forest District, Tar. 
race, Bdtish Columbia, up to 8:30 a.m., on the 26th day of July 1991, 
to be opened at 9:30 a.m. on the 26th day of July 1991, for a Timber 
Sale Licence to authorize the harvesting of 17,676 cubic metres, more 
or less, of timber located In the vicinity of Kwinageese/Jigsaw Forest 
Service Road (12km), in the Kalum Timber Supply Area. 
VOLUME: 17,676 cub!c metres, more or less 
SPECIES: Hezplock: 89%, Balsam: 4%, Spruce: 4%, Pine: 3% 
TERM: One (1) year 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $5.04 
Bidding is restricted to persons registered in the Small Business 
Forest Enterprise Program, Category One (1) or Category Two (2). 
Particulars may be obtained from the Distdct Manager at 
• 200.5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, Bdtlsh Columbia, VSG 1L1. 
@ +no.o, +n,+o, 
British Columbia Forests 
NOTICE INVITING APPLICATIONS FOR 
TIMBER SALE LICENCE A36556 
Pursuant o Section,16 of the Forest Act, sealed tender applications 
will be accepted by the District Manager, Kalum Forest District, Ter.~ 
race, British Columbia, up to 8:30 a.m., on the 25th day of July 1991, 
to be opened at 9:30 a.m. on the 25th day of July, 1991. for a Timber 
Sale Llcence to authorize the harvesting of 11,713 cubic metres, more 
or less, of Umber located in the vicinity of Kwinageese Forest Service 
Road (20kin), in the Kalum T!mber Supply Area. 
VOLUME: 11,713 cubic metres, more or less 
Ol'EClZS:Hemlock:67'/°'Balsam= 31°/°'Spruc°: ;+  4 iil 
TERM: One (1) year , . . . ,  ,.~, ~.,,, ....... 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $4.25 ;: ,~: 5 .: -:~;i~ ,.:~ ,. , 
restricted to 
Brim cau ;  
32. Legal NoNces 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
'Canada Mortgage and Housing Invites Tenders for the construction 
of one (1) Duplex in the District of Thornhill under the Rural and Native 
Housing Program. ' 
Sealed Tenders will be received by Canada Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation at 300.299 Victoria Street, Pdnce George, 6.C. V2L 5D6, 
until 2:00 P.M. PDST July 25, 1991, 
Plans, specifications, form of Tender reoulred and the official 
envelope may be obtained by qualified contractors at the above office, 
upon receipt of $50, which sum wllJ be refunded upon return of all 
documents in good condltion~wlthiri twenty (20)days after the stated 
closing date for bids. All cheques are to he made payable to "Canada 
Mortgage and Housing Corporation". Contractor must be members of 
the New Home Warranty Program of D.C. 
The lowest, or any Tender, will not necessarily be accepted. 
Richard Anda 
Program Officer 
~a aaaf~-n  J ' ' '  t300-299 Victoria Street 
Prince George, B.C. 
" "' Y2L 5B8 
Telephone: 561-5433 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Canad~ ]d~gage and Housing Invites Tenders for the construction 
of one (1) Duplex In the District of Smlthers under the Rural and Native 
Housing Program. : 
Sealed tenders " will be receivedby Canada Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation at 300- 299 Victoria Street, Prince George, B.C. V2L 5B8, 
until 2:00~P.M.PDST July 25, 1991. 
Plans,-specifications, form of Tender required and 'the official 
envelope may he obtained by qualified contractors at the above office, 
upon receipt of $50, which sum will be refunded upon return of all 
documents in good condition within twenty (20) days a~r the stated 
closing date for bids. All cheques are to be made payable tO "Canada 
Mortgage and Housing Corporation". Contractor must be members of 
the New Home Warranty ProgPam of B.C. 
The lowest, or any Tender, will not necessarily be accepted. 
Richard Anda 
Program Officer Ca .oo ,,0 Victoria Street 
['1 Pdnce George, B.C. 
V2L 568 
Telephone: 561.5433 
OFFER TO PURCHASE 
VEHICLE 
Offers must be received on "O.T.P. No.903'' by the Purchas- 
Ing Commission, 4342 Glanford Avenue, Victoria, B.C. V8V 
1X4, facsimile number 356-7683. telephone number 
356-8326, not later than 2:00 p.m, August 1, 1991. 
Item 0001 Unit No. N0714, 1981 Ford Tractor 
S/N C656146 
Located North Coast Road Maintenance Ltd. 
4930 Park Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
For further information, vlewingtimes and copies of,Condi- 
t l (~ ofiS~ii~ ' , please~:ol~ta~l~lrOiRogerRelm,~he ~Mlrdst of~ 
Trailsportation & Highw~iys, Terrace, telephone 638-3333. 
No guarantees or warranties are expressed or Implied and all 
bidders• must Satisfy themselves as to the ~pe, kind, and/or 
condition of vehicle ad~/ertlsed and the successful bidder(s) 
will have to be reaponslble for the removal of such vehicle. 
The successful bidder will be required to have the vehicle 
removed from the site within 10 days commencing from the 
date of acceptance of the offer. 
The highest or any offer will not necess~ily be accepted, but 
the bearer of the successful bid will be required to pay the 
7% GST, and the 6% S.S. tax if applicable. 
The successful bidder must make full payment within 10 days 
.of notiflcatlol~ of acceptance of his/her offer. 
" P rov~ el 
VITAL STA113~ 
PUBUCATION REQUEST 
RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
~ Is hereby given that an ~leaHon 
will ~ made to the ~rector of Vital 
Statistics for a change of name, pursuant 
• to the provisions ofthe "Name Act" by 
me: 
.i NAME OF APPUCAlION IN FMLL: Sandy 
Lynn Wheatley OF Box 432 
IN Kitwanga, D.C. VOJ 2AO 
i, as follows: • 
TO ~A~E MY 
NAME 
SURNAME. W~a~ey 
• GIVEN NAMES, Sandy Lynn 
• TO . . . .  o. , 
• SUP, NAME, Bell . 
~ GIVEN NAMES, Sandy Lynn 
~ 3M ~Y ~ July A.D. 1991, 
IN THE MATrER OF 
THE BANKRUPTCY OF 
:EVAN GARNER 
SPELLMAN 
~IOTICE Is hereby given that 
EVAN GARNER ~PELLMAN flied Im 
aulgnment on the 2nd day of JUly, 
! ~1,~d that he NrBt meeting of 
CI o l to rn  Wil l  be  he ld  on  Friday, the  
2, ~ oav o~ AqgUetl 1001. at the 
hOur of 11:00 o'clock In the fore- 
noon, at The Court House, 100 
Legal Notices 
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I 
INVITATION 
TO TENDER 
Tenders will be received for a log trucking contract to haul 
4,200 cubic meters of pulp logs from Waster Timber's whole 
: log chipper yard at New Hazelton to the log dump in Stewart. 
These are large pulp logs, over 30 inches in diameter, 
mostly hemlock. They vary in length from full length logs 
(about 1,600 cubic meters) to shorter lengths (2,600 cubic 
meters), which will require fog trucks with short log stake ar- 
rangements. All stakes must be able to trip, solid stakes will 
not work. 
This is an all pavement haul -- 8 hour round trip. 
These logs are to be moved by the end of August. 
Further details may be obtained from Pete Weeber, Waster 
Timber, 10 North Boundary Road, South Hazelton, B.C. 
Phone 842-5399 or Fax number 842-5123. 
Tenders quoting a "Per Tonne" rate, should be received at 
the above address before 5:00 p.m., July 15th, 1991. 
Invitation to Tender 
In accordance with the Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways Act, Section 49(1), sealed tenders 
are invited for the following: 
Project No: 07640-0002 
Location: Shames Mountain Road Highway 16 West 
Description: Removal of the existing 9m log bridge 
and the installation of an 18m double single reinforc- 
ed Acrow bddge, including the installation of pads, a 
deck an~ retaining wall. 
Sealed tenders, completed in accordance with the 
Conditions of Tender on the forms provided, will be 
received by the Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways at No. 300-4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. until 2:00 p.m. (local time) on July 25, 1991, 
when tenders will be opened in public. 
A secudty deposit/surety bid bond will not be re- 
quired (in accordance with the conditions of the 
tender). 
A pro-tender meeting will not be held. 
Tender documents complete with envelope, plans, 
specifications and conditions of tender are available 
from the Ministry of Transportation and Highways at 
No, 300.4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 
1V4 Phone (604) 638-3599 between the hours of 
8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m., and •1:00 p.m. to 4:30 
~'~'Cp;m.-Monday, to~,Frlday, exceptholldays: '~o .............. 
For furthe'r ir~'formatlon contact Randy Penner, at 
(604) 638-3312 or fax (604) 638-3316. 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be 
accepted. 
• -0  
i l  I ! !  ; 
RE-TENDER- OFFER FOR PURCHASE, 
REMOVAL AND/OR DEMOLITION • 
OF BUILDINGS 
larket Race, In the Cny of Prince I I All blddem must em~fy themselves aa to the quantity, type, 
I I kind ancUor =)nd.~o. 
k 
• • ,~:,:~ ~ I I hiGheSt or any offerWlll not neee~ be~epted,  but 
"'::'::. I I the ~ of the eu~elmful bid wm , ,~v th~ 
Offers must be received on "O.T.P. 1890" by the Purchas- 
ing Commission, 4234 Gtanford Avenue, Victoria, B.C. VSV 
lX4, facsimile number 356-7683, not tater than 2:00 p.m. 
August 8, 1991. 
Item 0001 Main Building, Non-Basement Frame 
Structure containing approx. 2,465 
8q. if,, Garage/services Shop, approx. 
1,456 sq. ft. 
Legal Ducdptlon: Lot 35 to 48, Block 2, Section 2, 
TownshlplA, Range 5, Coast District 
Plan 1076. 
Item 0002 Bungalow, contains approx. 1,542 sq. 
ft. of liveable area with addition of ap- 
prox. 394 sq. ft. partially finished. 
Lego I Da|orlptloni Lot 1, Section 2, Township 1A, Range 
5, Coast District, Plan 6504. 
Located: On Highway t 16, South of Slack Road 
and West of Smlthers, B.C. 
For further Information and copies of "Conditions of Sale, 
please contact Robert Guenther, Ministry Transportation and 
Hlghways~ Terrace, B.C., telephone 638-3586. 
It is the suc0essful bidders responsibility to ensure that en- 
vironmentally sound practices are used by contractors retain- 
ed for salvage, removal, demolition or related work. 
Prospective buyers MUST temlltarlze themselves with the 
followlng: " 
1 ) Zoning by.laws and bulk:ling codes In ai'ea where they are 
contemplating placing the building, 
2) Conditions under which the structure Ban be, moved on 
highways end within mun~i~iHes. 
Province of 
British columbia 
Ministry of Trlu~l~t~Uon 
and Highway= 
Hoooutal:~e LyIo Hlmso~, Mtrti~ter 
.................. r"i";;-i ~ H ; ' ; - ,  
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SANITARY 
; LANDFILL  
" ~'.~ 
INVITATION 
TO 
TENDER 
CITY OF TERRACE 
SANITARY LANDFILL  
CONTRACT 
Tender forms and specifications may be picked up at the 
Public Works Yard, 5003 Graham Avenue between 7:00 
A.M. and 3:00 P.M., Monday to Friday. 
The City of Terrace will accept bids until July 19th, 1991 st 
3:00 P.M. For further information contact D. Gare st 
635-6311, local 228. 
THE CITY OF TERRACE 
NORTHWEST CO}IMUNI'I'Y 
Terrace. B.C., VOG 4C2 Phone 635.6511 
Northwest Community College, Terrace request sealed 
bids for the following items: 
--1Garland Twin Bakers Oven (electric) 
-reserved bid $2,000.00 
- -  1 Barden Twin Coffee Maker 
-- 1 Double Unit Milk Dispenser 
- -  1 Double Sink Unit (Stainless) 
- -  3 Inglis Commercial Dryers 
--. 6 Inglis Commercial Washers 
- .  2 Speed Queen Commercial Dryers 
- -  3 Medical Examining Tables 
-.. 3 Facit Electric Typewriters 
--...1 Jacuzzi Sand Filter with dual valve 
• -- 1 Gas Super Hot Water Furnace 
--.. 2 Table Tennis Tables 
--- 5 Radio Shack TRS 80 Colour Computer 
Keyboards 
- -  1 All Pro Ten Speed bike (men's) 
- -  1 Portable Twin Sink (Stainless) 
Items can be viewed between 8:00 a.m.. 4:00 p.m. on July 
16, 17; 18.'Sealed bids will be accepted up to 4:iO0:p;~. 
23rd July 1991. 
Northwest Community College reserves the right to refuse 
any or all bids. For further information contact: 
Mr. Peter Crompton 
Facilities/Materials Manager 
Northwest Community College 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6511 local 272 
Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of 
Lands & Parks 
LAND ACT 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO APPLY FOR 
A DISPOSITION OF CROWN LAND 
In Land Recording District of Skeena and situated* approx. 10 km east of Terrace and 
200 metres north of Chamber of Commerce sign located on Highway 16 East. 
Take notice that North Coast Road Maintenance Ltd. of Terrace, B.C., occupation 
Maintenance Contractor Intends to apply for a permit of the following described lands: 
(a) Lot 1, District Lot 351, Plan 10504, that part of parcel X, District Lot 351, Plan 933 
and unsurvayed Crown land all of Range 5, Coast District as sketch plan attached containing 
1.470 ha. 
~.~, • ~ ., , ,  .. , . .  , . .  
.. ,,4,, "- I 
~,. ,~:  i .... . .  
i 
i\ (.;ommantl=_co~emlng this application mayb~ made to the Senior land Officer, Ministry of 
8L~70.~3~ 4 Par~, I.~KIS Olvisloii,.~8000,~Smlthers B.C. VOJ 2N0. Teleph(~:. 
• . File Number: 840448 c~':J~i!;~,:~ .... 
Dated June 27, 1991. ~ ~::~! ~ 
::'! :' R.C. Malr 
~[fi~7~ .... General 
I 
il; i 
!i! 
1 I 
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( ~  Province of Ministry of 
British Columbia Forests 
NOTICE INVITING APPLICATIONS FOR 
TIMBER SALE UCENCE A36542 
Pursuant o Section 16 of the Forest Act, sealed tender applications 
will .be accepted by the District Manager, Kalum Forest District, Ter- 
race, British Columbia, up to 8:30 a.m., on the 26th day of July 1991, 
to be opened at 9:30 a.m. on the 26th day of July 1991, for a Timber 
Sale Licence to authorize the harvesting of 21,223 cubic metres, more 
or less, of timber located in the vicinity of Kwinageese Forest Service 
Road (12km), in the Kalum Timber Supply Area. 
VOLUME: 21,223 cubic metres, more or less 
SPECIES: Hemlock: 91%, Balsam: 5%, Spruce: 4% 
TERM: One (1} year 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $6.12 
Bidding is restricted to persons registered in the Small Business 
Forest Enterprise Program, Category One (1) or Category Two (2). 
Particulars may be obtained from the District Manager at 
#200-5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, Bdtish Columbia, V8G 1L1. 
[HE WORLD 
IS YOURS. . . / /  
YOU KNOW THE 
RIGHT PEOPLE:.. 
Wherever you move the Welcome 
Waaon h0sless is lhe d~ht person fo 
help you find a place rn your new 
¢0mmunily, 
Karon 638-0707 
Katharln 635-7604 
Athletes set 
to compete 
Misty: Ri 
TERRACE .-- More than 100 
local athletes will be travelling 
to Coquitlam two weeks from 
now for the B.C. Summer 
Games. 
In team sports, Terrace is sen- 
ding teams in men's soccer, 
men's field hockey team, boys' 
softball, girls softball, cricket, 
boys'  basketbal l ,  girls' 
volleyball, boys' volleyball, and 
women's soccer. 
In Special Olympics action, 
Terrace swimmer John Reid will 
be competing. 
Divers Megan Brophy, Bead 
Hansen, Jason McPhie, Garnet 
Watson and Shane lilingsworth 
are to compete. 
Tennis players Vesna Kontic, 
Diane Cey, Nancy Condon, 
Hester Flewin, Richard Kriegl, 
Doug Jenion, Dee Jenion and 
Kevin Hill are also on the list of 
participants. 
Leone Wilcox will be on the 
rer Tackle, Shop: 
I ~:~ ,Free i 
~ ,  Estilnates I 
~.~.~ * Reasonable I 
' ~ '~ 'A"  Truck Mount II 
OTItER SERVICES PROVIDEO: 
; • Fire & Wller Dim ga Raliorlllon 
greens and fairways in women's 
golf. On the men's ide, golfers 
Bruno Hidber and John Yasin- 
chuk are to compete. 
In the shooting Sports, trap 
shooter Ray Cole will compete, 
as will black powder ehthusiasts 
Mike Rossiter, and Wayne and 
Lucas Kirby.• 
Gii Payne, Ed Mackenzie and 
Darcy McKeown will compete 
in archery. 
Skeena Jr.  Secondary 
school's Jessie Osei-Tutu will 
compete in track-and-fidd 
events. 
Terrace And Blueba, ck swim-. 
mers Aimee Peacock, ToM 
MaCkenzie, Clayton Thomas- 
Muller, and Denise and David 
Vanderlee ,will be .in action in 
the water, 
Many of the teams and com- 
petitors were •selected in 
playoffs to represent the nor- 
thwest's zone seven at the Sum- 
mer Games. 
ANOTHER ROUT was the story of the" night for Terrace Paving players. They. 
got their 12th defeat In Terrace Men's Slow Pitch League action at Riverside, 
Park Friday night at the hands of Westpoint Rentals by a score of "lots to 
little". Westpofnt, meanwhile, lurks just a few games behind league-leadlnR 
Terrace Inn and the second-place SKB Wreckers In third spot. 
( ~  Province of Ministry of . ~  
British Columbia Forests 
PROPOSED SILVICULTURE 
PRESCRIPTION 
Notice of pre-harvest silviculture prescription, pursuant to Section 3 
of the silviculture regulations. 
The.following area has a proposed prescription that will apply if ap- 
proval is obtained from the Ministry of Forests. The proposed prescrip- 
tion will be available for viewing until August 15, 1991, at the location 
noted below, during regular working hours. 
To ensure consideration, any wdtten comments must be made to 
The Distdct Manager, Kalum Forest District, #200-5220 Kelth 
Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia V8G 1L1, by the above date. 
Timber Sale A-36§4§ 
Location: Van Dyke; Area (Ha): 76.0; Amendment (Yes/No): No 
Timber Sale A-36§60 
Location: Van Dyke; Area (Ha): 59.0; Amendment (Yes.No): No 
Timber Sale A-36581 
Location: Van Dyke; Area (Ha): 57.2; Amendment (Yes/No): No 
John Pe~= 
~. Spending Authedty 
MCDOnald 'S  
CARRIER 
OF THE 
WEEK 
- (luarler Cheese or BIR Mac 
- Large Fdes 
- Regular Son Drink 
- Sundae 
Compliments ofMcDonald's 
In a clear record of delivery 
and a job well done you've 
earned a FREE McHappy 
Meal. Chdsge Brown 
~ TERI~CE STANDAR]-) i 
Salmon Rod & Reel Combo's 
Includes line ~ ~:~':~ 
Luhr'Jens°n,/I 
Hot Shot 
All colors, size No. 25. ~:,.: ~.,' ,,:~ ,~ .=- . , , , , ,~ :~;~:  
Suggested retail $7.29 .':h ~."' '. ,,.~ , -..,"-:Y';;'= "
only : i  ~ 
$ Our REGULAR prices I 
--  ~ J  Just can't be beatl I 
• Fishing & Hunting Cioences 
" Remember us for 16' flavours Dairyland ice cream j 
& slushes and for all your grocery & convenience needs I 
AGAR RED &:WHITE 
5008 Agar 638-1369 "; .... ,.~,; w,,, 
,~ 0dour Control • Pat edour Conlrol Mon.-Sun. - 6:00 am - Midnight 
, PHONE 1 1 ' 
~e.~= *~z:z :o  ~ Locally Owned and Operated for 
{~ y2~ln~i,-,~l.'dl,~ L -~ "The Plreonal Touc l I ! i~  .... 
- . . . . .  :.., ~ ' "  
' J l l l r  J i l l  ~.~.,.~..~:~-:-,. ~'  •: . . . . .  - .  - .... "-" 
II I I I  5 1 1  ~. '~:~' ,~=~ ~'~ ~: ' ;~  ..;1:. ~' . .  ,; . . . . . .  ~: 
u ~~mlqml l l : ; . '~ .Z~' ,  ' _ . . . . . .  :.: 
  SUPER 
  - -SUMMER 
SALE 
Qual i ty  saXony Carpet  in 
Many  D i f fe rent  Colors,. ,  
• : , . "  -,: REG. SALE 
• . , . - 
Loxlng*0n Gardens; .... .=~4.95  • , .-*23.9S . . ,u .  
: .,.$27:~o '19 ,95 ..,u. OevJ,e .:., : . .  : ,.. , .  ,:.' 
pearl EssenCe . . . . . .  ....:: $2~.95. :=20.95 ,.,u 
Premier Editi0n; . ' . .  :.: i"i$26.75.. : :$1  9,95 . : . .  
Audition, " ,$22 9~: i : '16 .95  :,. , 
,i6,5o Ashley . . . . . .  " . . . . .  $24.75 : ,q. ~u. 
- , . 
Ven~o~t, : . . . . . . . . . . .  $2~.~0.':=.:1:7.45 .. ,u. 
sensuous . . . . . . . . . . .  =~.~.  '21 .95  ,.,u. 
A NEW WORLD OFCOLOR AND DESIGN 
..~,~ .~ 
YOUR DECOR 
Ter race  carpetCent re  
3202 Munroe Streetat HWY" 16 w. 
TERRACE ...... ::: 
o 
m~m~ ~ I I~  ~w - ,  '•'~ ..., ;k,~ ,.;~: ~,.. ~.:, 
I 
Don t miss out on the coolest hat of,tl !: ~:,~:,:, ;:,! 
• summer-the A&W CyclingCap!;It~;100°~ , :~::,,:~! ~!'::;:~; 
• the cqloursare pure fun -purple,!Orangell ~.:~:::!~(,';:: 
and: i,A~WSyoursf.or just 69~'~itJ~ any p0r~h; ~i :f~ ~; ~"/ ' i:i 
: ,  ' A~W. Whde:quantitiei!a~:iSohurryto your:: : :: 
i ~ :::: ,.._::.:: /i; ~ nearest. A&W and get : : ~ , , ~  
:" ~-.~:i:~ 4~ ~ ~.~..;'... ~'~ :~-,.:~:~.::,',. ~ii~'i'~ .i,,.:.~-'.',.-~.~ 
'~. ~/~/.~:~:~ "' ..... ~ / ~ '-~:~:. . . .  ( W A  ~(~: - -A__  ~ I I I I "  
,t nmrtlrlnAtinrl ~N R~ztaurants, , . ', " :.:. O !991 A&W Food Services of Canada Ltd. 
. j  
- i 
i 
. I 
